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ABSTRACT.
This thesis presents the results of detailed field and 
laboratory investigations of the soils developed over Carboniferous 
rocks in some 33 square miles of North Staffordshire and Derbyshire 
uplands.
Information about the geology, morphology, climate and 
vegetation was collected as a background to the soil studies.
The significance of this environmental information is discussed 
in relation to soil development.
About 170 soil profiles were described of which 30 are 
selected to illustrate the range of profiles encountered.
These profiles, which fall into four main morphological groups, 
are used to define units for subsequent mapping by auger.
The problems associated with auger mapping of soils are discussed.
Laboratory studies were confined to the investigation of 
the particle size distribution, certain micromorphological 
features and the iron distribution of the soils. It is suggested 
that the joint use of these techniques has considerably elucidated 
the problems of soil origin and development in the study area.
1A new particle size analysis method, developed by the 
author for this study, is discussed and compared with the 
standard sedimentation technique.
Although the soil units are not given Series names, they 
are compared with the units recognised in local and general 
British classifications. The soils are also classified according 
to the current American system and the additional laboratory 
information required for this purpose is included. The groups 
of soils thus obtained are compared with equivalent groups in the 
British system and the relative merits of each classification 
are discussed from the standpoint of the present study.
The origin and development of the soils is discussed.
It is surgued that although there are indications of soil 
development during the last (Eemian) Interglacial most development 
dates from the Pausdorf (Weichselian) Interstadial, or is a 
Post-Glacial phenomenon. There seems to be little indication of 
polycyclic development, but widespread evidence of polygenetic 
soil formation.
/
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mPlate 1. Silt loam overlying limestone. There is 
no trace of limestone residue in this 
section.
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CHAFTER 1.
INTRODUCTION TO TnE STUDY AREA.
Tne stuay area lies mainly in north-east Utaiforashire 
witn a small extension across tne Derbysnire borner ^fig. 1). 
Leex, Buxton and Ashbourne marx tne approximate limits of tne 
area.
Preliminary investigations by Professor Monica Cole 
indicated the neea for detailed soil stuaies in this area.
A wide range of soil profile types was descrioea, including 
apparently Disequel profiles with two pnases of soil formation 
0 9> p. Hu-; 31, p. ), While some of tne profiles developed 
over limestone contained horizons of material texturaiiy 
similar to loess-like deposits further north ^49, p . ) ,  
other profiles showed features suggesting development under 
warmer conditions than at present or material derived from a 
previous Trias cover (47, p.^^^).
The purpose of the present study was to investigate the 
origin, development and distribution of these soils and to 
relate them to the pedogenesis'of the soils of tne area 
generally.
Parallel with the study of the profiles themselves
/
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ancillary studies were undertaken in an attempt to estaolisn 
parent materials and assess the influence on the soils of relief 
ana drainage concilions related to' tne morphology of the area. 
The complex profiles found in the preliminary investigations 
indicated the need for studies of the aistribution of giacial 
deposits and also aetailea consideration of the 'solid* litno- 
logical succession. Bince some geomorpnologists sucn as Linton 
(I996) had suggested drainage superimposition from a previous 
Cretaceous or Triassic cover tne possioiiity of Cretaceous or 
Triassic residues in the soils was investigated.
Morphological investigations were required to relate 
profile characteristics to slope intensity and to assess tne 
extent of morphological influence on drainage and nence on soil 
development. The morphological programme also included studies 
of the distriDution of bencn features. Workers such as Warwick 
(1953) and Linton (195^) had described successions of surfaces 
formed relative to different base levels and therefore pernaps 
of different ages. The possibility that the soils on these 
features might show differences in origin or in developmental 
conditions was therefore investigated.
The overall aims of the field investigations therefore 
were to describe the soils of the area and relate profile
/
/'
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morphology to parent materials, relief and drainage.
Laboratory studies were designed to provide additional 
information on the origin and development of the soils.
Particle size analyses were made to support textural correlations 
suggested from field observations. The distribution of pH, 
iron and clay down the profile was studied, along with thin sectio; 
of the soils as a means of examining the progress'of soil 
development.
An attempt was also made to collect sufficient 
laboratory information to enable the soils to be classified 
according to American as well as -^ritish systems.
The choice of areas for detailed study was suggested by 
Professor Cole’s pilot investigations. Profiles investigated 
by Professor Cole were clearly developed in a variety of 
parent materials and the detailed study areas were laid out 
to include them all. % e  major relief features of the area 
(Morridge, The Roaches, Sheen Hill) are closely related to 
the structure and lithology of the local Carboniferous rocks. 
These features were also considered in establishing areas 
for detailed study of the soils. The location
/
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Fig. 1. Location of the study area,
of the upland meteorological station at ^necote, established 
specifically for this project, was a third factor influencing 
this decision.
As a result of these considerations the decision was 
taken to concentrate the studies within the area shown in 
fig- 1.
1CHAPTER 2.
THE ENVIRQM4ENT.
1. Geology and Parent Materials.
Solid Geology.
All workers in the general area have recognised two major 
lithological groups - a general group of limestones, and a general 
group of sandstones ('grits’) and shales. Since each group has been 
variously subdivided by different workers, discussion of the geology 
is simplified by considering the two groups separately.
A. Sandstones .and shales.
The earlist workers recognised two lithological groups between 
the Coal Measures and the Carboniferous Limestone (Hull and Green, 
l840-2; Green and Strahan 188?). These are outlined below;
i). Millstone Grit Series.
Coarse and fine sandstones interbedded with shales 
and occasional coal seams.
ii). Yoredale Rocks.
a), ^ard, fine sandstones and shales.
b). Black shales with thin earthy limestones.
The Millstone Grit Series, as defined by these authors, has been 
retained as a lithological group by subsequent investigators, although
/ i
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'oi.e icrm 'Millstone Grit Series' is now appliea to tne wnoie 
sandstone ana snaie succession by tne ^eoio^icai Survey \see 
Eumunas and Oakley l^^o p, j)). Partner discussion of tnis 
u^oup is tnerefore unnecessary here. More recent investigations 
of tne Yoredale hocks^ have revealed a consiaeraole j.itnoio^icai 
range, ana furtner divisions have oeen introduced accordingly.
Cnallinor ^1926, 1^2%) retained tne shales witn tnin 
limestones group of previous worKers, but named the group 'Mixon 
Limestones ana Shales'. He divided the sandstones and snares 
into two groups.
1 ) Churnet 'Shales.
Shales witn thin sandstone lenses. 
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11) Morridge Grits.
Sandstones and shales.
Hudson and Cotton (l%^4) in descriptions of tne rocics 
encountered in a boring at Gun Hill (110/^70615) retained tne 
Churnet Shales and Morridge Grits groups of Chaliinor, but
1 . The term 'Yoredale Hocks' is usea here for 
convenience only; it does not imply litnologicai 
similarity with Carboniferous successions 
elsewhere.
2. Chaliinor uses the alternative spelling 
'Morredge'.
demonstrated the presence of three distinct lithologies within 
the Morridge ^r±ts:
i)• Quartzitic sandstones (Thorncliff Sandstone),
ii). Calcareous siltstones ('Whetstones', 'Crc^tones'^ ).
iii). Calcareous sandstones (Onecote Sandstone),
The most recent study is that of Holdsworth (1963a), who 
examined the lithological and faunal successions in the Longnor 
area. The work of this author confirmed the lithological findings 
of Hudson (1944), although the Churnet Shales and Morridge 
were redefined. These studies represent a departure from those of 
previous investigators in that the lithological terminology was 
revised in accordance with the suggestions of the American Commission 
on Stratigraphie Nomenclature (I96I). Major rock units of similar 
lithology or lithological range have been termed 'Formations' and the 
more conspicuous component units accorded the lower rank of 'Member'. 
In the author's opinion this has resulted in greater clarity of 
description and at the same time provides an extremely useful 
guide to parent material types.
This term has at least two quite different usages. This has been 
discussed by Holdsworth (1964) who suggests that the term be
abandoned.
aOoGcri o L.ioM ot' the litnologicai unit:
1. Hoaclies 'Ganantone Porrnation .
Tne Koacnes Sandstone formation is equivalent to tne 
Millstone Grit Series oi Huil ana Green ^lbb4) and Green and 
Stranan (IbcY); it consists of snales witn coarse ana fine 
subarkose sandstone members ^Hoacnes Sandstone; Longnor Sandstone). 
Mineraiogical evidence suggests tnat tne sanastones were probably 
ueriveu from tne northwest ^Gilligan 1-jly ] Holaswortn 1965, 1964-J. 
Tne ricn mineral suite includes appreciable amounts of zircon, 
tourmaline, rutile, garnet, apatite, biotite, muscovite, K-feispar 
and plagioclase.
2. Manifold formation.
The Manifold Formation is equivalent to the Churnet Snales 
plus Morridge Grits of Chaliinor (192b, I929) and Hudson and Cotton 
(1944) down to the base of the Thorncliff Sandstone and is also 
approximately equivalent to the 'hara, fine sanastones and snaies' 
group in the Yoredale Rocks of Hull and Green ^lb64) and Green and 
Stranan ^IbbY). The formation consists of shales with coarse ana 
fine protoquarztitic sandstones (Lum-Lady Edge Sandstone; Thorncliff 
Sandstone), probably derived,.from the south or southwest 
^Holdsworth I965, 1964' ). The impoverished mineral suite includes 
only appreciable amounts of zircon, tourmaline, rutile, muscovite
/
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/
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ana traces of piagiociase.
5 . Gun Hill Siltdtone j-'onaation .
The Gun hili Siltstone formation is equivalent to the 
'Whetstones' or 'Growstones' in tne morriage Grits of iiuason 
ana Cotton ^1944); to part of the snales and limestones in the 
Yoredale Rocks of Hull and Green ^1064; ana Green and Stranan 
(I087); and to part of the Mixon Limestones and Shales of 
Chaliinor (l92d, I929). The formation consists of calcareous 
siltstones and shales. Tne siltstone decs are well gradea from 
fine sandy silt at the base to calcareous mudstone at tne top.
Tne direction of provenance is not known, neither is tnere any 
detailed Knowledge of tne non-carbonate minerals present.
4 . Onecote Sandstone formation.
The Onecote Sandstone formation is equivalent to the 
Onecote Sandstone in the Morridge Grits of Hudson and Cotton 
(1944). Coarse and fine sandstones with calcareous cement and 
containing bioclastic material are interbedded witn shales. 
Developments of calcareous mudstones and siltstones occur near 
the top of the formation, giving a broad zone of transition to 
the Gun Hill Siltstone formation above. The sandstones are often
•/
,-raaoa witn a layer of coarse oioclastic debris at tne oase of 
each beu merging to liner material at tne top; tney were prooaoiy 
derived irom tne soutn or soutneast. Trie mineralo^icai composition 
IS not Known.
B . Limestones.
Although previously confused witn tne Gun hil^ Siltstones 
(see nulx and Green, ld4U, lo42; Cnallinor 1929J tne upper limit 
of tne limestones is now piaced at the base of the Onecote 
Sandstone.
Considering tne succession below the Morridge Grits in the 
limestone inlier at Mixon (111/042575)^ Chaliinor \192d) 
separated the limestone succession into two groups:
1) Mixon Limestones and Shales.
Thin-bedded limestones with tnicK shale partings.
2) Mixon Limestones.
Thin-bedded limestones with thin shale partings.
In this particular locality it is clear tnat 
Chaliinor tooK as the base of the Morridge Grits 
the base of the Onecote Sandstone. further north, 
the base of this group has apparently been drawn 
at the base of the Thorncliff Sandstone ^see map, 
Chaliinor 1929, P . 115).
/
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Plate 2. Basin limestones exposed in a quarry south 
of Grindon (09354'!). Note the very 
characteristic folding of the beds, here 
truncated by an erosion surface.
#: I
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Plate 3* Reef limestones forming Chrome Hill (l) 
and Parkhouse Hill (2). Note the 
characteristic 'elongated cone' shape 
of the hills. The scarp of the Longnor 
Sandstone is on the left with the 
valley of the R. Dove cut in the Dove 
Shales below. The Dove Shales rest 
unconforrnably against the reef limestones 
on the right.
ï
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Plate 4. Massif limestones exposed in a quarry 
near Partington (133604), Note the 
thick bedding, conspicuous jointing 
and very low angle dip.
20
Essentially similar groups were recognised by Hudson and 
Cotton (1944) in the Gun Hill bore. Studies of the principal 
limestone outcrop further east by Parkinson (l'9cO), Ludford 
(1951), Prentice (1951) and Parkinson and Ludford (I964) have 
shown that these thin-bedded limestones form only one of tne 
limestone facies. In all, three facies have been recognised 
corresponding to different depositional environments related to 
differential movement in Carboniferous times. This topic nas 
been discussed by Hudson and Cotton (1945) and Holdsworth (19&4a). 
These facies are;
1 ) Basin facies.
This faciès consists of thin-bedded limestones witn 
shale partings of varying thicicness but with shale 
forming a considerable proportion of the succession.(Plate 2),
11) Reef facies.
Pure massive or very thick and irregularly-bedded 
limestones are characteristic of tnis facies. Outcrops 
frequently take the form of horizontally elongated cones 
(Plate 3). Beds dip at high angles (up to 40°) Prom the 
centre of the reef.
Ill) Massif facies.
The massif facies consists of pure thick-bedded white 
limestones with shallow dip ^usually less than 10°).
(Plate 4),
/
Fig. 2. Sources of information used in compiling the geological 
map (fig, 3)*
2. Surface outcrop and structure.
No single recent map covers xhe geology of the area 
studied. Consequently the geological map has had to be compiled 
from the work of several authors, principally Challinor ^192^U 
with modifications); Prentice (l^yl), Parkinson and Ludford 
(1964) and Holdsworth (I96) and unpublished). But even the 
synthesis of a map from the observations of these workers was 
found to be unsatisfactory, either because the areas did not 
overlap, or because maps or parts of maps were demonstrably 
inaccurate. This was particularly the case with the maps 
published by Challinor (ly2ü, I929). In the aosence of reliable 
geological data, therefore, part of the area was remapped oy 
Holdsworth and the author^ in an attempt to obtain uetails of 
lithology and structure, as a background to the soils and 
morphological investigations. There was insufficient time to 
extend these studies over all the geologically unknown or 
uncertain terrain, and it has been necessary in the last resort 
to re-interpret the Hull and Green (I04O, 1642) map for some 
parts of the area. The sources of information used in compiling 
the geological map presented in this thesis are shown in tne 
accompanying location map (fig. 2 ).
/
1 . unpublished material.
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Fig. 3» Geological map,
The distribution of the Formations and more important 
Memoers of the sandstones and shales, and zh3 facies of the 
limestones, is shown in fig. f . The pattern establishes the 
presence of several structures imposed on the western limo of 
the Pennine anticline. In general, this can oe interpreted as 
the result of movement of incompetent strata (sandstones, shales 
and basin facies limestones) eastwards against the highly 
competent and rigid limestones of the limestone massif ^reef 
and massif limestones). This explanation has been suggested by 
Prentice (1951) to account for the contrasting aegree of folaing 
between the north and south of the Manifold Valley;
"The limestone itself is of course highly 
competent, but it is aividea at intervals 
by beds of shale, which act as a lubricant 
and thus transform the series, in the mass, 
into incompetent strata. .....where these 
shale bands are absent ...tne beds nave not 
yielded so readily...."
(prentice 1951? P« 200)
That this explanation may also account for the distortion of 
higher strata is suggested by the apparent increase of fold- 
intensity nearer the rigid limestone boundary; and the absence 
of such folding north of Buxton and outside the area studied,' 
associated with the rapid thickening of the northerly-derived 
sandstones.
Thus irOiiL the western margin of tne area studiea as far 
east as Morridge progressively oiaer beds are exposed, following 
tne eastern limb of the Goyt syncline. East of Morria&e tne 
tectonics rapidly become complex, important structural features 
being the Mixon pericline, Revidge syncline, Butterton anticiine. 
Manifold anticline and Dove anticline. Maximum complexity is 
reached southeast of Warslow (lll/OoYbd?) in a zone of intensive 
folding and faulting of basin limestones, Onecote Sandstone and 
Gun hill Siltstones. All these structures plunge to tne nortn 
or northwest, and are complicated by faults. Although 
predominantly running parallel to the major structures ^nortnwest- 
southeast) radial faulting is locally well developed particularly 
round the Mixon pericline.
Glacial geology.
Green and Strahan (16d7) maintained that the central 
Pennine table-land was practically drift-free, in contrast to 
the more or less continuous drift cover of the lower ground to 
the west. This opinion, however, was put forward prior to 
detailed survey of the plateau area. Jowett and Charlesworth 
(1929).reported the occurrence of small patches of till from 
several localities on the central plateau up to an altitude of 
1150 ft., with individual erratics up to 1)50 ft. They concluded
/
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Plate 5. The western slopes of Morridge, looking 
northwest from Morridge crest. The 
margin of the western till, which covers 
most of the area shown in this plate, 
is at about 1000 ft. and is marked by 
the line 1 - - - 1.

■1
Plate 6. The drift-filled col at Gatehara Grange, 
seen from the south. V/etton Kill (l) 
on the left, Narrowdale Kill on the right 
(2). Till covers the gently sloping 
area in the foreground and middle distance
i
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Plate 7 » The eastern lower flank of Ossoms Hill 
(09355^) seen from the southeast. 
Erratic pebbles lie on the limestone 
surface at 1 (see also plate 8),
The R. Manifold flows in the gorge 
in the foreground, about 100 ft. 
below 1.
m .
A:
%
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Plate 8 . Pounded erratic pebbles (A, 3) lying on 
the limestone at 1 in plate ?•
The matrix is silt loam.
/
from this evidence that ice transgressed the whole of the 
Derbyshire Dome. These workers recognised two phases of till 
deposition. The earlier of these was a general glaciation of the 
area (Older Drift); the later, a more limited glaciation (Newer 
Drift) confined to the Cheshire Plain and western Pennine slopes up 
to an altitude of 1100-12^0 ft., and only penetrating the plateau 
area via the Dove Hole col (073798). Unfortunately their 
description of the two tills is so poor that it is difficult to 
appreciate the validity of their separation.
Deposits containing igneous erratics and/or Bunter quartz 
pebbles and more local erratics have been encountered at several 
localities in the study area. The principal occurrences are to the 
west of a line following the western slopes of Morridge and The 
Raoches, generally up to an altitude of about 1000 ft. (Plate 3); 
and between Hulme end, Hartington, Alstonfield and Wetton up to 
ca, 1100 ft, penetration of the limestone outcrop being apparently 
associated with a conspicuous col at Gateham Grange (Plate 6) at 
963 ft. Less extensive deposits and isolated erratics have been 
noted near Brund Hays (033373 - 1100 ft.); near Butterton 
(078368 - 1023 ft.); between Warslow and Lower Elkstones 
(07438O; 073386; 082386 - 1023 ft,); in the Manifold Valley south 
of Barfar Bridge (Plates 7 ,8) at 096337 (773 ft.); between Mosey
/
/
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Plate 9« A typical till-patch on the limestone 
plateau (l) seen from Sheen Hill to 
the west. Silt loam covers the till and 
the whole of the area shown east of the 
R. Dove which flows in the central 
north-south valley.
I) :iF/z-a
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Plate 10. Cryoturbated alluvium in the bank of
the Blake Brook at 092621. The centres 
of the wedges are marked 1 , 2 and 3 *
/
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Low and Carder Low (128634 - 1040 ft.) (Plate 9); and east of 
Cronkston Lodge (127649 ~ 1040 ft.). South of the area of 
detailed study, erratics have been found at Grindonmoor Gate 
(077343 - 1123 ft.); near Clough House Farm (034343 - 930 ft.); 
and south of Grindon (094342 - 930 ft.). Cryoturbated alluvium 
occurs in the bank of the Blake Brook near The Hulmes (092621) 
at 780 ft. (Plate 10).
The characteristics of the drift deposits vary considerably
over the area. The drift west of Morridge appears in the field to
be the result of two depositional episodes. The upper part of
all pits and exposures examined consists of a stony sandy loam,
yellow brown in colour, Lhe majority of stones present are local
sandstones, with occasional Bunter quartz pebbles and rare igneous
erratics. This deposit frequently overlies weathering residual
material Elsewhere, however, it can be seen to overlie compact
red loamy sand containing local sandstones and also large numbers
2
of quartz pebbles and igneous erratics . The distribution of 
these materials suggests that two depositional episodes are 
involved, but this cannot be confirmed on field evidence alone. 
Both materials are poorly sorted, and are separated from the 
colluvial deposits on the western slopes of
^for full desorption see profile 32, p. Ko .
2 /-
for full description see profile 3^, p. K2 .
t m .
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Plate 11. The Blackshaw Moor - Pot Kail
meltwater channel. &t the western foot 
of Morridge. Water-sorted sand and 
silt covers the floor of the channel. 
The bench feature 1 - - - 1 is 
probably a structural feature cut 
in shales between the Thorncliff 
dandstone and the equivalent of the 
Lum-Lady Edge Sandstone (2, 3 
respectively).
/
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Morriage by a 50 fx, deep valley, thought to be a meltwater 
channel by Jowett and Oharieswortn (I929), running nortn-south 
from blacKshaw Moor (Ol6)9ti-)' to Pothall (0185)0); ^Plate If) ; 
they may therefore be glacial till. Alternatively it is quite 
possible that the upper material is colluvial, this suggestion 
finding support from the much greater local stone content. If 
so, its aeposition presumably antedates the cutting of tne 
Blachshaw Moor - Pothall feature, suggesting tnat tne red-brown 
material is 'Older Drift'; and this is supported by the 
considerable dissection of this deposit ^see fig. 22 ). None 
of the drifts to the east of Morridge is red-brown. Consequently 
the distinctive colour of the lower western deposit is probably 
due to red grit - and Trias - derived material.
Erratic-containing drifts east of Morridge seem to contain 
appreciably more local material and fewer' igneous and Bunter 
quartzite erratics; in the Cronkston Lodge and Carder Low 
deposits which consist almost entirely of chert gravel, the only 
erratic material found nas been occasional sandstones. The 
matrix is distinctly finer, clays 'and silty clay textures 
predominating.
Superposed till-lihe deposits have not been found east of 
Morridge, but the upper part of most of the erratic-containing 
deposits has frequently been found to consist of well sorted silty
material. This is particularly noticeable in drift deposits 
overlying limestone. A texturaily similar material is also 
found overlying solid limestone and resiaual clays, and 
intermediate textures often encountered suggest mixing witn 
residual and glacially transported materials. According to 
the investigations of Pigott (I962), the silt deposit nas 
many of the characteristics of eolian silt or loess, and its 
widespread distribution in the area of the present study woula 
strongly support this view. Further evidence on this point 
will be presented later
Because of the greater preponderance of local material 
in the eastern drifts, it has proved extremely difficult to 
map the extent of these deposits with any accuracy. The only 
exception to this are the drifts overlying limestone, where 
differences in colour, texture and drainage status are 
sufficiently reliable to permit the separation of residual, 
glacially transported and eolian silt materials.
/
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Parent materials
The parent materials of the soils of the area, 
therefore, may be divided into 'drift' and 'solid' groups.
Within the drift ^^oup the following tills are 
recognisable :
la). Western Drift (medium textured). 
lb). Eastern Drift (fine textured).
The possibility of an eolian drift parent material must also 
be considered.
These deposits were recognised only where their 
properties clearly distinguish them from underlying bedrock 
or its residues. In some parts of the area erratic material 
is therefore classified as 'solid' in origin since such a 
distinction cannot be clearly made.
The 'solid' parent materials may be divided into limestone 
and sandstone-witn-shale groups. Within the sandstones-with- 
shales parent material three sub-groups were established using 
distinguishing criteria described by holdsworth (I963, I964) and 
unpublished material accumulated by the author in collaboration 
with holdsworth. The three sub-groups are:
2. Shales ana sub-arhosic sandstones of the Roacnes Sandstone 
and Sheen Sandstone Formations.
). Shales and protoquartzitic sandstones of the Manifold 
Formation, represented by shales alone in the eastern part of 
tne area ^Dove Shale Formation).
4 . Shales, silty limestones, calcareous siltstones and 
calcareous sandstones of the Gun Hill Siltstone Formation and 
Onecote Sandstone Formation.
The limestones below the level of the Onecote Sandstone 
are divided into two groups reflecting different amounts of 
shale in the lithological succession. The two groups are:
5 . Limestones with thick shale partings (basin facies) more 
or less equivalent to the Mixon.Limestones - Shales of Hudson 
and Cotton (1944 )•
6. Pure limestones with very thin shale partings including 
both reef and massif facies.
Morphology.
Tne morphological studies were aimed at providing 
background information for the soils investigations. Particular 
attention was given to the mapping of discrete morphological 
features and angles of slope as well as to the mass-movement 
processes, all of wnich influence site drainage and indirectly 
govern profile development. This study therefore might be 
expected to assist the explanation of the distribution of tne 
soils.
For example, bench features of possibly different ages 
might oe expected to carry relict soils showing evidence of 
development under conditions different from those obtaining at 
present; bench features might therefore also elucidate problems 
of the origin and development of the soils.
The feature mapping technique proposed by Waters (19)8) 
was used to obtain information on slope intensity and bench 
distribution. Local conditions, however, necessitated a slight 
modification of the method. An angle of 2)° was selected to 
separate steep from very steep slopes, contrasting with the 40° 
boundary suggested by Waters. In the area studied, slopes 
exceeding 40° are scarcely represented, but many of the deeply
Fie. 4. Morphological map of the Mixon Sheet
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Fie. 8. Bench feature map of the Mixon Sheet 
(SK 05 NV/) • The features are those 
slopes less than 2 shown on the 
Mixon morphological map (fig. 4).
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incised, river valley slopes lie between 2^° and $0°. Therefore 
tne limiting angle of 25°was selected to bring out the contrasts 
between the gently sloping plateau and bench features and tne 
steep river valley slopes.
While the morphological pattern is discernible in figs, 4 - 7  
the relationships between the significant units are masKea by tne 
wealth of feature ana slope detail recorded. Tne most significant 
units are the 'flats ' or benches, these naving probably formed 
at or near a previous base-level ^Waters 195b).
These 'flats' or areas of slope less than 2° are of two 
kinds, those bounded'on all sides by convex slopes (summit flats) 
and those defined upslope by concavities and aownslope by 
convexities (bench flats). The importance of these features 
lies in the probable differences .in age and in the consequent 
possibility that any soils preserved on them may have developea 
under different conditions. Because these features are considered 
important they are shown separately in figs, 8 - .11,
The most important details revealed by these maps are the 
flights of bench flats occurring on all interfluves.  ^If the area 
is divided into component interfluves (fig. 12) and the altitude
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of each flat determined'^ these are found to fao.1 into altitude 
groups summarised in tab.. 1 .
On each interfluve each flat is clearly separated from 
its neighbours above or below, but there is a considerable 
overlap when the height range of a particular feature is 
considered for all interfluves, nevertheless it is possible 
to divide these overlapping ranges into five, groups within wnicn 
there is greater overlap than between groups.
These flights of bench and summit flats do not parallel 
present drainage lines, but downstream from the point of origin 
soon diverge on-to the interfluves. Nick points occur where 
streams cross these flats. This suggests headward erosion and 
backwearing processes similar to those postulated by King )
but is inconsistent with the fluvial undercutting considered to 
have occurred in the Manifold Valley (Warwick 1955) and Goyt 
Trough (Johnson and Bice, I96I). These flights of bencn flats 
are well displayed in the southern part of the Mixon Dome 
(fig. 8 ) ahd in Goldsitch Moss.
1 . most altitudes were determined by aneroid reliable to 
5 or 16 ft. The aneroid was calibrated against trig, 
points or spot heights.
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4Plate 12. Lithological contrast and feature formation - 1
The Longnor Sandstone scarp seen from Crowdecote 
(101652) to the southeast. Note the bench 
feature (l) cut in Dove Shales and the summit 
flat'(2) cut in the Longnor Sandstone.
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Plate 13* Lithological contrast and feature formation - 2
Ecton Kill looking west to Pevidge (l).
The absence of features east of Pevidge may 
well be linlced with the absence of lithological 
contratt. Under the bench feature lie thin 
limestones, sandstones and shales; the first 
thick sandstone underlies Pevidge (Lum-Lady 
Edge Sandstone)• The Manifold ^alley is in 
the foreground.
/
/
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The development of some of xne bench features may nave 
oeen influenced by lithoio&y. For instance, tnuse on the western 
slopes of Morridg-e (fig. 8 ) are cut in shales between the 
Thorncliff Sandstone and tne lenses of the Lum-Laay Edge Sandstone. 
Those east of Sheen Hill are cut in shales (Dove Shales) oetween 
the base of the Longnor Sandstone and the hi limestones (plate 12).
The summit flats on tne otner hand are cut across resistant strata. 
Examples of this are the Korridge crest, cut in Thorncliff 
Sandstone, hum Edge and Kevicige (Luin-Lady Edge Sandstone) and 
the Longnor ridge (hongnor Sands tone ), ^ plates 12,13 )-«-• IHiese 
relationships suggest that differential erosion may nave played 
an important role in influencing the development of the landscape 
but the role of planation processes must not be overlooked. The 
fact that considerable correlation of data from different inter­
fluves is possible suggests that lithology is modifying a general 
planation process.
With reference to soils the principal role of morphology 
will be to influence site drainage and runoff characteristics and 
thus the conditions under which pedogenesis takes place. However it 
is clear that parent material permeability and site elevation aoove 
general table level will also be important.
The outstanding features of the drainage are deep dissection, 
limitea tributary development in headwater areas and variable degrees 
of geological control.
-fS
*
nPlate l4. Deep dissection by the R. Manifold at
Wetton Mill. The R. Manifold here cuts 
through reef limestones between Wetton 
Hill (l) and ^ssoms Hill (off plate, right).
I f
beep dissection is particularly characteristic of limestone 
areas and is well illustrated by tne Manifold south of Scton and 
the Dove south of Hartington, ^plate]^J. beep dissection is 
also important where silts tones outcrop (damps headwaters;
Warslow broom). Sisewhere dissection is less but most streams 
snow a tendency towards entrenchment.
Dendritic drainage is very weakly developed in the headwater 
areas of most streams and rivers. Headwater streams are virtually 
absent from the Dove, Manifold and damps and are present out by 
no means are strongly developed in the Churnet, blake brook and 
Oakenclough catchments. This suggests that the drainage may have 
originated on a peaty cover out the possibility of suosurface 
dendritic drainage cannot be discounted ^buntin^ I96I).
The effect on soils of weakly developed drainage in headwater 
areas and deep dissection elsewhere will probably be very poorly 
drained conditions in the unaissected headwater areas giving way 
to oetter drainage at lower levels. The drainage patterns have 
oeen variously interpreted by different authors. Some have ascribed 
the drainage to superimposition ^Linton 19bb) and others to glacial 
01* postglacial phenomena (King ). There is also some evidence
of geological control which may well have become intensified with
& i
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Plate 13» Structural and lithological control of
drainage is well illustrated by the course 
of the West Brook (1 - - - 1) on the western 
side of the Mixon Borne, here seen from the 
southsouthwest near t^necote.
T - Thorncliff Sandstone 
G - Gun Hill Siltstones 
Q - Gnecote Sandstone 
L - Limestones and shales
IS
one lowering of base levels of the Churnet oy meltwater. For 
example, tne iia;iips ana Westoroo^ have cut aeep strike vaixeys 
rounu tne Mixon Dome,  ^prateI3 ; ; tne Warslow brook follows tne 
outcrop of the Cun hill Siltstones round the periphery of the 
hevidge syncline; the Manifoiu at nongnor follows tne Longnor 
Sanastone outcrop before turning soutn aiong the strike of tne 
Dove Shales, possibly with fault assistance, whereas the Dove 
has cut a deep valley in the Dove Shales along tne line of tne 
major unconformity witn the D1 limestones.
Further south, however, both Dove and Manifoia aisregara 
structural features, cutting through reef knolls whicn normally 
resist erosion at Thors Cave ^09dppij ana between Iron Tors and 
Lode Mill ^I47p62-I46p92j, (plate Id).
Tne major contrasts in morphology are therefore between 
the deeply dissected limestone areas with almost completely 
internal drainage and tne generally less deeply but rather more 
extensively dissected sandstone ana shale areas. Deep dissection 
and well-developed jointing in the limestone is likeiy to produce 
freely or excessively drained soil environments over the whole 
limestone area. However, the situation on tne sandstone and 
shale areas is not so clear. Since dissection is less, water
79
tablas will be higner. Furthermore, tne occurrence of impervious 
snuie strata in the succession will cause locai water table 
percning. The drainage of the soils, therefore, will probably 
oe related to both slope intensity and lithoiogy.
The morphological studies therefore establish:
1. that there are flights of approximately concordant oencn 
features on air interfluves. A lithological origin only accounts 
for a few of these features.
2. that these features were for.red by bacxwearing related to 
different base-levels, were presumably formed at different times 
and therefore may bear soils of different ages.
i. that differences in lithoi^ical succession and degree of 
dissection are likely to have caused wide variations in drainage 
conditions over the area.
4. that these variations in drainage conditions may be reflected 
in the development and distribution of the soils of the area.
Climate.
The area of study is served oy a meteorological station 
specially established in 19ti by Professor Cole for tne present 
investigation. Tne station is on hew Mixon Hay farm ^C))p74) 
at l)dO'; it was made 'official' in Ippti. Routine observations 
are maae at O9CO h. but in addition air and soil temperatures 
at 4", d", 1', 2' and 4 ' are continuously recorded.
The general seasonal patterns ^figs.13-16) reveal that 
insolation reacnes a maximum in may and June. Maximum 
temperatures barely reach 60^ at the June-August peak and fall 
to a minimum of 29° in January, although in some years March 
is the coldest month. The mean temperature is below 42° from 
November to April and even the maxima are below 42° from 
November to mid-March. Over this period frost occurs two days 
in three and nearly every day in January. The frost-free period 
is limited to June to September.
Rainfall is distinctly seasonal; compared with tne period 
February to June ^monthly mean 2.9 in.) almost twice as much 
rain faiis between July and January (monthly mean 4 .1 in.).
Every other day is a 'wet day' although tne incidence is slightly
Cl
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A. Mean monthly insolation (not recorded at Malham).
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Fig. 13» The climate at Onecote,Buxton and Malham - 1.
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Plate 16. Sheen Hill, April 20th I967. Altitude :1100-1200 ft.
Late snowfall is a feature of the southern Pennine 
uplands. The latest date recorded is May 19th (1968).
? 7
lower in tne live drier montns. Rainaaye witn less tnan 
04in. precipitation are infrequent. Fog at üRÛO n. is most 
frequently recorued oetween October and Recetioer, ana nay ana 
June, tne months of maximum insolation are tne oniy ones wnich 
are effectively fo^-free. Snow lies longest in uanuary, out 
'snow lying' may be recorded for a few days in each month 
oetween November and April. Prate l6) .
Comparison with tne nearby lowland station at Buxton 
llOOY', figs. 13-16) shows that tne Mixon area experiences 
slightly lower temperatures, less rainfall, fewer 'wet days', 
rarer fog cover and slightly fewer days with 'snow tying'. 
Ground frost is rather more prevalent at Mixon and there is 
slightly more insolation although underestimation at Buxton 
.precludes close comparison. Wind speeds are not recorded at 
either station, but Mixon appears to suffer stronger winds 
Whicn may account for the unexpectedly lower precipitation.
Compared with Malham, a station further north but at a 
similar altitude (12^7', figs.13-15 ) tne only striking 
differences are the much lower incidence of ground frost and 
.fewer days with lying snow.
The outstanding general climatic features of Mixon are
mm
■ I .
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Plate 17. Breakdown of soil by freeze-thaw.
Section 1 of the trench was removed 
on Feb. 23th-2oth 1964 and section 2 
on '""arch 17th -l8th 1964. Between these 
dates there was a very cold spell - the 
remains of a snowdrift can be seen at 3~ ' 
during which the silty clay material 
removed in the early digging was completely 
broken dov/n.
therefore a growing season limited to seven montns; relatively 
low rainfall, with a maximum from later summer to winter and 
minimuiii in spring and early summer ; a fair amount of sunshine; 
and stron^ winds.
Temperature fluctuations and variations in precipitation 
exert the most important climatic influences on soils . Tne 
rate at wnicn parent material is broxen up depends on soil 
temperature. high temperatures accelerate cnemical weathering 
and temperatures falling below may produce physical
weathering by freeze-thaw^ There is little biological activity 
oelow 42°; when plant growth ceases transpiration is minimal 
and the decomposition and incorporation of organic matter ceases.
The effect of precipitation on soil formation is related 
to the texture of the soil material. On coarse textured 
materials such as sandstones percolation is rapid and water 
deficiency may occur during dry periods. On meuium-textured 
materials sucn as siltstones wnere percolation is slower tne 
water economy will probably be balanced. On fine-textured clays 
percolation is slow; colloids will alternately swell durin& wet 
weather, causing drainage impedance and shrink durln& dry periods 
possibly causing disturbance of plant roots. biological activity
Plate 17.
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IS also related ro water balance; worms are sensitive to 
droujnt and waierlo^^in& ^Wood l^bi) and plani (/rowin may oe 
retarded by malaeration.
Study oi the mean soil temperatures at Mixon  ^fig. I7 ) 
in the light of the climatic influences discussed above reveals 
that tne temperature increases slightly down the profile, 
indicating that conditions are slightly more favourable for 
cnemical weathering deeper in the solum. Since there is a lag 
in neat transfer, seasonal maximum and minimum temperatures 
are recorded at different times at each depth. Tne rate of 
cnemical weathering is presumably following a similar trend. 
Moreover, temperature gradients are established in the soil; 
in April and September these are minimal (fig. 17 ) and marx
the transition between downward-increasing gradients in winter 
(October-Marchj and upward-increasing gradients in summer (May- 
August). Temperature-influenced processes will therefore be 
taking place at different intensities at different depths and 
at different times of the year; only in April and September 
will they be similar in the air and throughout the solum.
There is also a diurnal lag in heat transfer, but this 
only significantly affects the surface inches of the soil at
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tne nixon v/eatner station. Below o in. the daily temperature 
rart^e is only one or two decrees, indicating a slow rate of
neat transfer tnrough the soil.
'he mean numoer of hours over 42  ^ per day ^fig. l8 ) snow
o
that 42 IS seldom exceeded even in the air between January and 
Karon. There is virtually no +42° record in the soil either.
At all depths except 4 ft. the temperature rises above 42° for 
at least 12 h. in April, and from June to September is permanently 
above 42° in the air and at all depths in the soil. In October 
air and 4 i n . soil temperatures drop oeiow 42° for a few hours 
daily; oy November all but the 2 ft. and 4 ft. thermometers snow 
the trend and by December only the 4 f t . has an appreciable +42° 
record. Therefore although diurnal la^ may oe slightly influencing 
the mean O9OO h. records, the chart recorder derived information 
suggests that this is insufficient to affecx the interpretation.
Oh average the soil temperatures do not fall below 
freezing. This is confirmed by the daily records; throughout 
most winters the temperature remains above p2° even at 4 ins. 
Apparently short periods of low temperatures do not freeze the 
soil, and freeze-thaw may therefore be unimportant. however in 
long cold spells the soil may freeze to nearly 2 ft« as in the
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winter oi (fig. 19 )• Conditions therefore are
occasionally severe enougn for pnysicai weatnerin^ by frost 
action even quite aeep in the solum., ana Czeratshi and frese 
i^lp^o; have suggested that this may assist structure formation.
The affect of precipitation on soil formation aepenas partly 
on tne permeability of different parent materials. Tnis is 
considered elsewhere ^pp. '^7 ). nere attention is focussed on 
soil moisture relationships. At tne outset it should be stressed 
that tne figures of annual precipitation may be a poor guide to 
tne linely affects of precipitation on soil formation Because 
some moisture will be returned directly to the atmosphere oy 
evaporation from soil and plant surfaces (évapotranspiration).
There are two methods for calculating this évapotranspiration 
loss (Penman 1930; Thornthwaite and katner 1997) • Both are based 
on routing observation data, but tne Penman formula requires 
wind speed data not recorded at Onecote. The Thornthwaite ana 
father formula gives a value of 22 in. for Onecote (Mixon) out 
according to Howe (199b) the formula overestimates évapotrans­
piration .
Calculation of the monthly potential évapotranspiration 
values and comparison with monthly precipitation means (fig.20 )
41
 Rainfall
O  0  Potentia l
E v a p o - t ra n s p i ra t io n
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def I cit
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Fig. 20. The relationship between rainfall and evapo - 
transpiration at Onecote.
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esta,ûu.isiies "unax precipitaxion exceeas evajDoxraaspiraxion in 
a.1 iLoaxns except May and june. Fo- is least frequent in tnese 
two montas, suggesting that the calculated values are reasonably 
accurate. In du^y and August the montniy precipitation excess 
IS only 0. {p in. indicating the possibility oi occasional 
évapotranspiration excess. Consequently, in tne soil, crying 
concitions are likely durin^ May and June and may be expected 
occasionally in July and August aiso. During tnese months 
upwarc movement of capillary water and colioic shrinkage in 
Clay soils may be anticipated. In otner months s o i j . water
movements will be mainly cownwarcs.
The climatic data therefore indicate the following 
pedogenically important circumstances:
1. Precipitation excess over évapotranspiration for ten 
months of the year.
2. Slightly higher mean temperatures deeper in tne solum .
). The possibility of some physical weathering in and
disturbance of the solum due to frost action down to 
nearly 2 ft.
4* The occurrence of biologically favourable conditions for 
only seven months in tne air and in the top 4 in. of the
soil rising to nine months at 4 ft. in the solum.
4^ 1
The first of tnese circumstances indicates the possibility 
of excessive leaching on permeable parent materials and 
waterlogging of less permeaose substrates; eitner of tnese 
conditions may limit biological activity. biological activity 
may also be affected by tne temperature and since tne temperature 
increases siightly down tne solum tnere is the possibility of 
biological activity for two months longer at 4 ft. than at 4 in. 
in the soil. The slightly higher mean temperature at depth also 
suggests rather higher rates of cnemical weathering than at g in. 
in the soil, but the data indicate the likelihood of increased 
physical weathering by frost in the upper part of tne solum.
/
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egetaxion.
Tne vegetation of most of the stua/ area is permanent 
pasture or meadow. Although moonana is extensive immediately 
to the north and west, oniy the southeastern fringe falxs witnin 
tne areas of detailed study approximately north of a line from 
hen Cloud in the west to Warslow in tne east. Cmaii isolated 
moorland areas occur elsewhere, as at Grindon Moor and hob nay.
Cn the steep limestone vailey sides where liming ana fertilization 
is not possiole tne vegetation is rough pasture or hawthorn scruo. 
This coarse yegetation also occurs in inaccessible or under­
grazed agricultural land, particularly accomodation land. It 
occurs on accomodation land east of the hamps at Mixon Green, and 
on the slopes of Ecton Hill, Wetton Hill, Wolfscote hill, etc. 
hawthorn scrub is weil developed on the slopes of the Manifold 
and Dove valleys where these cut through limestone.
both Moss (1915) and Tansley (1939; give similar lists of 
the more important species in permanent pasture and meadows:
Agropyron repens 
Anthoxanthum odoratum 
Poa pratensis 
Festuca rubra
Alopecurus pratensis 
Dactylis glomerata 
Poa trivialis 
Lolium perenne
/ol
In the southern Pennines, Agropyron does not see.ii to be a 
particularly important component, but Ayrostis sod, are 
present in most grasslands. These grasslands are usually 
ploughed and reseeded at irregular intervals. Apart from 
tnis, management is confined to controlling species 
composition oy fertilization and grazing.
balme (19p2 ) has described four communities of semi- 
natural grassland on limestone dale sides, eacn related to 
soil stability and therefore slope gradient. These four 
communities illustrate the range of plants in 'rough pasture'.
1. On slopes over where the soil consisted mainly of 
limestone fragments, the instability of the substrate prevented 
the formation of a closed community. Tnis combined with a 
high pH (ca. 7-b) produced an open calcicolous community 
dominated by Festuca ovina and also included Helianthemum, 
Leontodon nispidus, Poterium sanguisoroa, etc.
2. On slopes of less than where the substrate was more 
stable and pockets of deeper soil present, the pH was lower, 
particularly in the soil surface horizon. This combination
of characteristics led to tne production of a closed community,
loi
P l a n t  c o m m u n i t i e s  r e c o g n i s e d  b y  e a c h  a u t h o r 2
B a l m e  ( 1 9 5 2 ) M o s s  (1913) T a n s l e y  ( l 9 3 9 )
1 . C a l c a r e o u s  g r a s s l a n d C h a l k  g r a s s l a n d
2 . C a l c a r e o u s  h e a t h C h a l k  h e a t h
3 . N a r d u s  g r a s s l a n d N a r d u s  g r a s s l a n d  
F e s t u c a - A f f r o s t i s
g r a s s l a n d
U. B i l b e r r y  m o o r B i l b e r r y  m o o r
T a b .  2o C o m p a r i s o n  o f  t h e  s e m i - n a t u r a l  g r a s s l a n d  c o m m u n i t i e s  
r e c o g n i s e d  b y  B a l m S p  M o s s  and' T a n s l e y .
again dominated by Festuca, including calcicole (Poterium) and 
calcifuge species (Viola lutea, Agrostls, etc.).
3 . On shallower slopes with stabilised substrate, calcicoles
were confined to limestone outcrops. Elsewhere, the depth of 
soil was apparently too great for the roots of calcicolous plants 
to reach the limestone. he soils were acid brown soils, with 
pH values at depth generally below 6.0. Festuca was co-dominant 
with Agrostis in a more or less calcifuge community.
4. On the very shallow sloes of the plateaux with highly 
acid incipient podzol soils or podzols and with a pH below 5*0 
Vaccinium spp. and Deschampsia flexuosa were locally dominant 
in an impoverished calcifuge flora dominated by Festuca spp. 
with Agrostis tenuis as the other important component.
These groups correspond with communities described by 
Moss (1913) and Tansley (1939), shown in tab. 2.
/
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Gteep slopes on otner parent materials snow a less 
extensive range of communities. Un tne Lon&nor Uancstone 
scarp soutn of longnor tne vegetation is eitner aominatec by 
Vacc; iniu::i- Deschampsia or Festuca- A y rostis communities or 
hawtnorn scrub, ana these communities are also important 
over tne steep Gun hill biltstone slopes flanking the Warslow 
brook and its tributaries.
Although bilberry Moor may occur on tne gently sloping 
limestone plateau, over similar slopes on higher lithologies 
in the succession communities more tolerant of waterlogged 
concilions are more important. Tnus on Grindon Moor, nerryton 
Low and hevidge, Calluna Moor, nriopnorum Moor ana Molinia 
grassland (Moss 1915) form a mosaic associatea with variations 
in generally acidic and poorly drained conditions. Periodic 
burning- to encourage Calluna growth is also an important 
environmental component.
Sphagnum bogs are infrequent ana even Spnagnum spp. 
uncommon on the southern Pennine moorlands even though there 
may be considerable deptns of Sphagnum peat. This argues cnange 
in conditions in the environment, ana the correlation of active 
bog growth with the presence of Sphagnum suggests that peat is
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Plate 18. Lum Edge, looking north towards hevidge (l).
The dark areas 1 and 2 are Calluna stands 
which escaped a recent fire. The paler 
burned area (3) is dominated by Deschampsia 
flezoiosa which is often the first stage in the 
regeneration succession.
4:
Plate 19. Outline of an old peat cut on Grindon 
Moor. The thin peat (less than 6 in.) 
was probably used for winter bedding of 
stock and subsequently as a fertiliser; 
it was probably not cut for fuel.
/
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no longer forming ("att 194?; Conway 1934; Tallis 1964c).
According to Pearsall (1930, Sphagnum growth requires more than
33 in. 01 precipitation annually and this might account for the
absence of Sphagnum in the south of the area. However, further
north the rainfall exceeds oO in. and other explanations are
required. According to Tallis (1964c) the dominance of
Eriophorum over Sphagnum dates from the l4th. century and has
possibly intensified over the Hast 130 years. In both cases
human intervention seems a likely reason for the change through
overgrazing, burning, pollution or peat cutting (Plates 18,19).
Although there is probably a close correlation between 
present vegetation and soils, particularly between the vegetation 
and soils of agricultural and semi-natural areas, the pre-agricultural 
or pre-moorland vegetation may also have influence;^ soil formation, 
information about the vegetation history would therefore be valuable.
Unfortunately such information is not available for the study 
area. The few published investigations in the southern Pennines 
generally were carried out in the Cheshire Plain or in the Peak area 
north of Buxton. It is only possible to - pie qe together information 
from both areas and assume.
Tab, 3. Suggosted Post-Glacial plant succession in the Southern Pennines.
Date Blytt- J 
Sernander ] 
Dcriod;7.onc
Archaeological
Deriod Climate
Vegetation Land use and forest 
clearance.
Upland Lowland
after 1800 A.D.
Subatlantic 
VIII
Sub-Boreal
Vllb
FIRST INDK
Atlantic
Vila
Historical
Historical 
and Iron
Iron and 
Bronze
NATIONS OF FOR 
Bronze
Moist and 
cool
Cooler,
wetter
Drier but 
still warm 
EST CLEARANCE
Moist and 
warm
Erioohorum moor, 
neutral grassland, 
acidic grassland etc.
Mainly
neutral grassland
Mainly intensive 
milk production
1600 - 1800 A.D.
Erioohorum moor and Mainly
neutral grassland 
(?)
Milk and wool prod­
uction, with some oats 
ENCLOSURE
acidic grassland (?)
1200 - 1600 A.D.
Eriophorum moor and 
Nardus grassland (?)
Open woodland with 
acidic grassland 
or neutral grassland
Wool production. Near­
completion of 
deforestation (?)
900 - 1200 A.D. Sphagnum moors.
Mixed oak forest. 
Some acidic 
grassland
Initiation of 
perm&ment forest 
clearanceNardus grassland
3000 B.C. _
900 A.D.
Eriophorum and Sphagnum 
moors, Nardus grassland 
Some Calluna replacement 
of Eriophorum
Mixed oak forest 
with alder carr. 
1 Weeds present.
Cyclic forest 
clearance
5200 ~ 3000 B.cl
Initiation of ombro- 
genic Eriophorum/ 
Sphagnum peat growth
Peat growth in 
Cheshire Plain. 
Mixed oaJ{ forest 
with alder
6900-5200 B.C. Boreal VI Neolithic
Mesolithic
Dry and warm
Montane vegetation in 
highest area (?). Pine, 
birch and hazel forest 
at lower levels
Mixed oak, pine and 
birch forests.
Birch decrease near 
top of zone
8300 ~ 6900 B.C. Pre-Boreal 
IV V
Mesolithic Dry and cool
Montane vegetation. 
Some tree birch and 
hazel scrub
Birch woodland
10000 - 8300 B.C. Late-Glacial 
II.Ill
Palaeolithic Cold (III) 
Cool (II)
Montane vegetation(?)
Shrub birch tundra 
(III); tree birch 
woodland (II)
Dates before 3000 B.C. from Godwin et al.^ a^nd Godwin and Willis (l959); post-3000 B.C. dates mainly from Oldfield (l9oO)
Ill
very tentatively, that in most of the study area similar 
Changes occurred., The eviaence discussea below and the 
information summarised in tab,. 3 is therefore syntnesisea 
from several different areas in nortnern hng-lana.
The general pattern of vegetation colonisation and 
uevelopment was first described by Woodnead (1929). Hardy 
^1959) confirmed and extendea these upland stuaies following 
investigations in the Cheshire Plain.
The oldest deposits are of Zone II age ana overlie the 
Late Weichselian Woore moraine ^Boulton and Worsley, I969).
This tundra vegetation was apparently replaced successively by 
birch, elm plus hazel- and pine-dominated forests under relatively 
continental conditions (Zones III-VI). Towaras the end of Zone 
VI sharply increasing lime ana alaer pollen and oak representation 
and decreasing pine and birch pollen have been interpreted as 
indicating more oceanic conditions. This coincides with a marine 
transgression in the Lake district dated at about p200 B C . 
(Oldfield i960). During Zones Vila, VIIb and VIII decreasing 
amounts of elm and lime pollen accompanied by weed pollen increases 
suggest increasing human influence, but climatic fluctuations 
could also be held responsible. Pearsall (1950) maintained that
/ I
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increasea sediment ana organic matter deposition in Windermere 
in Zones Vii and VIII also suggested forest aestruction by man, 
but Pigott and Pigott ^1965) did not fine eviaence to support 
this from studies at Malham Tarn.
Tne succession outlined above is eviaencea by lowland 
studies. The upland succession in northern England is much 
less clear. There seems to be general agreement that ombrogenic 
ana also many topogenic peat developments were initiated about 
the time of the Zone Vl-VIla transition ^Woodnead 1929; Conway 
1954; Pranks and Johnson 1965; Pigott and Pigott 1965; Tallis 
1964a,d) about 55CO-6OOO BP. In only two studies have 
suggestions been made about the pre-peat vegetation. Conway 
(1954) found evidence to suggest that the initial stages of 
peat formation took place under an alder or birch woodland 
cover, at least up to altitudes of about 1200’. On the highest 
areas (I5OO') peat development succeeded pine or heather- 
dominated vegetation. Tallis (l964d) has suggested that at the 
highest altitudes in the southern Pennines (1600-2000'j the 
transition to peat was from montane vegetation including Armenia 
maritima, Thalictrum, Junioerus and possibly Betula nana.
Therefore prior to the initiation of bog growth there may well 
have been a complete sequence from mixed oak forest in tne lowianas
i
to open montane communities on the highest ground.
ii3
All workers nave aisoussea the extent of numan influence 
on the development of post-glacial vegetation. Several lines of 
evidence indicate some human influence from heolithic times 
onwards (Woodhead 1929; Pearsall and Pennington 1947; Dimoleby 
1962; Pigott and Pigott 1965; Tallis 1964aj. Most of tne evidence 
comes from pollen studies where the reciprocal behaviour of tree 
ana weed pollen is thought to indicate deforestation. Conway 
^1954; has discussed the problems involved in the interpretation 
of tnis Kind of data, and consequently one cannot oe sure how 
extensive was this early phase of forest clearance.
However, there seems to be general agreement that from about 
900 A.D. onwards an increasing amount of permanent forest clearance 
tooK place (Conway I9p4; Pearsall 1950; Tailis 1964a; Woodhead I929) 
Further deforestation toon place during the expansion of monastic 
sheep farming in the l)th-lpth centuries and may possibly explain 
the correlated transition of heather moors with Sphagnum to 
hr.1.ophorum. Fuel demands may also have been increased by other
monastic activities such as smelting (Pearsall 1950). Evidence
suggests that by the end of the lotn century at least in the
lowlands most of the forest had been cleared (Pussell 1951;
Bridges I966).
if
Un bhe uplands the principal change caused by human 
activities was prooably tne reclamation of peat lands, witn 
the possible exception of the limestone areas. It is c^ear 
that tne present boundary between moorland and enclosed pastures 
was demarcated by 1800 at the latest, (parey loll, p.plO).
The vegetation therefore provides evidence of great 
relevance to the soil studies:
1. Gradation of vegetation from mixed oak forest in tne 
lowlands to alder or birch woodland at 1200', possibly 
pine or heather dominant at I5OO' and montane vegetation 
at 1800-2000', in Zone VI, before tne onset of peat 
formation.
2. Ombrogenic peat formation in the uplanas, and local 
topogenic formation in the lowlands from Zone Vila 
onwards, (from ca. ,6000 B?). At least in some uplana 
areas peat replaced birch/alder woodland.
5 . Development of peat formations may nave been assisted by
forest clearance, but otherwise the main affect of human 
activity in the uplands has been constructive through the 
reclamation of moorland. Moorland and agricultural soils 
have been under different management regimes for at least
/
/
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IpÜ years. In tne lowlands, forest clearance was probably 
completed in some areas by IbOO A.D., suggesting a longer 
period of divergent development between agricultural and 
non-agricultural soils.
lb
CHAPTER 3 .
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
I. The soil-forming processes in an upland area.
The upland climatic data available for the study area 
indicate that temperatures are generally low, th t annual 
precipitation exceeds évapotranspiration by about 23 in. and 
that évapotranspiration exceeds precipitation only in May and 
June.
Crompton (I960) has suggested the importance in soil 
formation of both temperature and precipitation. He regarded 
temperature as primarily controlling the rate of mineral 
solution and hydrolysis, a process he termed ’weathering’, while 
precipitation controlled the rate of v/eathering product removal 
or ’leachingl If this division of conventional chemical 
weathering is accepted, then in the study area weathering is 
probably slow and leaching rapid.
Although Crompton suggested that temperature and 
precipitation were perhaps the more important forces influencing 
the rates of weathering and leaching respectively, he also 
stressed that other components of the soil environment could 
modify the climatic effects.
The rate of weathering may be modified by the size of 
the mineral grains, the amount of physical weathering and the 
chemical composition of parent materials. Similarly, the 
combined influence of parent material mineral grain size, 
jointing and bedding as well as the presence and composition 
of cementing materials may modify the rate of water percolation 
and therefore of leaching.
Relief and topography may also affect the weathering/ 
leaching relationship. Since temperature decreases and 
precipitation increases with altitude the rates of weathering 
and leacning in the study area may vary considerably from 
relatively rapid weathering and slow leaching at lower elevations 
to relatively slow weathering and rapid leaching at higher 
altitudes.
• Perhaps more important, however, may be the effect of 
topography and steepness of slope since these partly determine 
the rates and amounts of surface water run-off.
On plateau sites or .shallow slopes all effective precipita­
tion is available at the soil surface for leaching. On steeper 
slopes some of the effective precipitation will run off along the 
ground surface. On benches all the effective precipitation is 
again likely to be available for leaching but soluble and colloidal 
weathering products may be added from upslope, as Eallsworth (196f) 
has pointed out. /
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Vegetation may also influence relative weatnering and 
leaching rates. Plants add large amounts of organic matter 
to the soil surface and the rate at which this organic matter 
accumulates and is comminuted and decomposed by soil organisms 
is thought to play an important part in the development of tne 
soil profile (Bornebusch 1930? Crocker 1939» Buchaufour I960, 
Crompton I960, Wood I963, Barratt I964).
Following Muller (1879) three forms of surficial organic 
matter are recognised - mull, moder and mor - each of which 
represents different positions of the accumulation, comminution 
and decomposition/incorporation equilibrium.
In mull humus both decomposition and incorporation are 
rapid, the layer of unaltered residues is therefore thin and 
there is intimate incorporation with inorganic matter, largely 
due to the activity of earthworms.
Slower decomposition and incorporation are cnaracteristic 
of moder humus. The layer of unaltered plant residues is again 
thin but always overlies a horizon of comminuted or partly 
decomposed plant material consisting predominantly of arthropod 
faeces. There is less complete incorporation with inorganic 
materials and low earthw orm activity.
M l
In mor humu_ residues have accumulated faster than they 
have decomposed. The residues form a thick surface horizon 
with increasing comminution downwards but with virtually no 
incorporation with the mineral material below.
The rates of organic matter comminution and decomposition 
are partly governed by the soil organisms present. BorneDusch 
(1930) has shown tnat mull humus is associated with numerous 
large earthworms such as Lumbricus terrestris. A few large 
predatory arthropods are usually present also. This contrasts 
with mor humus in which earthworms are fewer and smaller (mainly 
Dendrobaena sun) and in v/hich large numbers of small vegetarian 
arthropods occur.
The earthworms and arthropods respectively mix organic and 
iinorganic materials or merely comminute the plant residues with 
little mixing (Wood I963). Ad a result of this earthworm mixing 
stable aggregates are produced in which clay-bound organic 
residues are protected from bacterial decomposition (Buchaufour 
i960). Arthropods, however, only comminute organic matter.
Since it is not stabilised by mineral colloids it seems to be 
more susceptible to bacterial attack (Bornebusch 1930) with the 
liberation of 'free' humic derivatives.
Ilo
The rate of comminution and incorporation is therefore 
likely to depend on factors in the environment controlling tne 
functioning of the soil organisms.
Wood (1965) has demonstrated that the distribution of 
eartnworms in certain Yorkshire soils is restricted to sites or 
parts of the solum that are not too dry, wet or acid. Thus on 
dry sites associated witn limestone soils the humus form was 
moder even though supplies of oases were plentiful. Elsewhere, 
wnere drainage was more satisfactory, the svils were too acid 
(pH below about 3-0) for the large earthworms and hence for 
the formation of mull humus.
Plants may themselves affect conditions in the mineral 
soil. Hot only do different plants produce litter of varying 
attractiveness or palatability to the soil organisms, which 
may affect conditions in the mineral soil below indirectly, 
but some plants may directly affect the soil processes in the 
solum. Crocker and Major (1933) have demonstrated very rapid 
acidification of the solum under alder compared with birch, 
willow or aspen on glacial moraines in Alaska. While the pH 
remained at about 3.0 under other shrubs, after 30 years under 
alder the pH had decreased to about 3•5* Simultaneously, 
however, considerable amounts of atmospheric nitrogen were 
fixed by the root nodule bacteria. Plants such as members of 
the Ericaceae and Coniferae may also produce very acid conditions.
/
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possibly because the litter decomposes very slowly (Ovington
1962) and liberates large amounts of organic acids (Bucnaufour 
1936; Bavies et al. I964)
Other plants may have the opposite effect and raise the
pH. Biiableby (1932) has indicated that birch is able to tap
nutrients at depth in soils witn mor humus, and, by adding 
base rich litter to the soil surface, is able to convert mor
humus to mull in less than 100 years.
The vegetation growing at a particular site may therefore 
affect the weathering/leaching relationship.
The usefulness of the weathering/leaching concept seems 
to be that it enables the various soil forming processes to be 
more readily comprehended, as Crompton himself suggested. Three 
soil-forming processes are commonly associated with a cool, wet 
environment like that of the study area. These processes are 
lessivage, podzolisation and gleying. Each one seems to operate 
under different positions of the weathering/leaching balance.
Lessivage, or clay translocation or illimerization is the 
physical movement of iron-clay complexes through the solum by 
percolating soil water. This process is suggested by soil 
profiles with mull humus' surface horizons and with heavier 
textures and blocky or prismatic structures in a subsurface 
horizon. Where fully developed, clay skins are present on
structure faces and the process may ûe aetected in xne field.
Where less developed clay deposition may be confined to conducting 
cnannels within the peds, ana differentiation by tnis process may 
not De so conspicuous in the fiela.
The conditions wnich favour lessivage may arise from any 
combination of environmental cnaracteristics giving slightly 
faster leaching than weathering in the soil. Clays are flocculated 
by Ca++ above pH 7 a.nd by H+ below pH 4* l^Presscott 1931) and are 
unstable below pH (Bunting I963). Since in temperate soils
pH is related to the amount of Ca++ in the solution (Hobinson 
1949b), the weathering/leaching relationship of Ca++ is probably 
crucial in determining whether or not the lessivage process can 
operate.
This relationship is likely to be influenced by the texture 
of the parent material weathering products and by the amount of 
calcium present in the parent material. In the study area where
I
the precipitation is high and temperature low, such conditions 
are likely to obtain
1. on calcareous parent materials
2. on medium textured parent materials.
Although it is convenient to use the term 'lessivage' when
referring to the general process of clay translocation, this
1
process must consist of at least three sub-processes or stages,
I
namely deflocculation, migration, and deposition. The mechanisms /
/
of these sub-processes nave received relatively little 
attention. Halisworth (1963) has shown experimentally 
that movement of clay only takes place from norizons with 
a relatively low clay contenu - a maximum of 40 per cent 
clay for kaolinite, 20 per cent for monxmorillonite. Brewer 
and Haldane (1937) have shown that migration of clay is 
affected neither by the degree of base saturation of the 
clay nor by the exchangeable ion species present.
Podzolisation is the chemical movement of iron and 
aluminium as organic complexes through the solum by percolating 
soil water. This process is indicated by soil profiles with 
mor humus surface horizons overlying a bleacned zone from 
which iron has been removed and with a low clay content in 
turn overlying horizons of iron and sometimes also of humus 
accumulation.
In terms of the weathering/leaching relationship the 
process is one involving rapid weathering and leaching of 
iron and aluminium. The process contrasts with lessivage in 
that it involves the chemical'decomposition of minerals, 
including the clay minerals (Luchaufour I96O) followed by the 
translocation and deposition of the decomposition products 
lower down the solum.
Conditions which favour podzolization are those that 
encourage the formation of mor humus or the accumulation of 
slowly decomposing organic matter at the soil surface.
/
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Betremieux and Benin (1965) Have shown that under anaerobic 
conditions similar to those found under a blanxet of peat the 
pH in the mineral soil rapidly falls to low levels, discouraging 
earthworms activity and thereby the mixing of organic and 
inorganic materials, and probably reducing iron to the ferrous 
state.
The work of Bloomfield, summarised in 19op, has established 
that fresh extracts of many plant species are capable of 
mobilizing (weathering) iron oxides and of forming iron-organic 
matter chelates, in which form the iron is probably translocated, 
furthermore, he has shown that mor humus is itself far less 
active in mobilizing iron. Other workers have reached similar 
conclusions (Belong ana Schnitzer 1953; Wright and Levick 1936; 
Davies et al. 1964; Muir et al. I964), and have suggested that 
the polyphenols released from decaying plant material may be 
the compounds which form the iron-organic matter complexes.
The mechanism of iron deposition is less clearly understood. 
Bloomfield (1965) has demonstrated absorption of humus-iron 
complexes on ferric oxide surfaces and has suggested that this 
is the basis of the iron deposition mechanism. As Halisworth 
(I965) has pointed out, however, how the original ferric oxide 
surface is formed has yet to be explained. Other workers such 
as Deb (1949) aud Crawford (I965) favour biological oxidation of 
the iron or biological rupture of the humus-iron complex as the
11^
mechanism of iron deposition. After detailed investigation, 
however, no specific organism has yet been identified.
A third explanation is suggested by halisworth (1963).
He argues that if tne organic mat produces anaerobic conditions 
in the soil leading to the reduction of iron, aerobic conditions 
lower down the solum could conceivably lead to iron reoxidation 
without necessarily requiring biological assistance.
Gleying is the process associated with periodic fluctuations 
of a water table in the solum. Profiles in which the gleying 
process is operating have characteristic yellow-brown (ca. 5YR 
3/8) mottling of a grey matrix. The yellow-brown mottles are 
due to oxidised iron and the grey matrix to reduced iron. As a 
result of the gleying process there seems to oe a certain amount 
of lateral redistribution of iron. Brown (1954 ) has shown that 
iron tends to be concentrated in the yellow-brown mottles which 
may develop into concretions in some gley soils (Crompton 1932).
Besides mottles, the parts of the solum between the highest 
and lowest levels of the water table usually have prismatic 
structures. These are the result of swelling of the soil 
colloid as the water table rises and shrinking as the water 
table falls.
The mottles and structures indicative of the gleying process 
may arise in at least four different ways:
1. by the action of a high unperched water table
I2G
2. by the action of c, water table percned on a slowly 
permeable pedogenic horizon (such as a Bt)
5 . by the action of a water table perched on a slowly 
permeable parent material or its weathering products
4 . by the presence of a thick organic surface horizon.
In gley soils where poor drainage is due to conditions in
tne subsoil, water movement is slow. In terms of the weathedng/ 
leaching relationship, therefore, the rate of leaching is also 
likely to be slow.
Halisworth (l9o5) has indicated that soils at the foot of 
slopes are receiving water and dissolved materials from upslope. 
Gley soils are likely to occur at sites where soil water derived 
from precipitation is supplemented by grounwater from upslope.
It seems probable, therefore, that not only is leaching relatively
slow but also that weathering is relatively richer due to the
addition of soluble weathering products in the groundwater.
Gley soils are therefore likely to be less leached than their 
ungleyed neighbours.
Gleying under a thick organic surface horizon seems to be
a rather different process to gleying due to high groundwater
1
levels. The anaerobic conditions reducing the iron in the solum 
are due to almost permanent saturation of the peaty surface, 
frequently, therefore, aeration improves with depth in these 
profiles. This contrasts with the situation in mineral gleys 
where aeration usually worsens downwards.
/
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Secondly, the presence of a peaty surface horizon or, as 
Bloomfield (I965) suggests, of polyphenols produced at the same
time as the peaty horizon is forming may cause translocation of 
iron in a process resembling podzolization. frequently an iron 
pan is formed, but this differs from the pan in a typical podzol 
because it is much thinner and is seldom accompanied by a humic B 
horizon (Crompton 193b). There seems to be little doubt that in 
the peaty gleying process iron deposition occurs when a certain 
threshold value is encountered by iron moving down tne dolum,
Podzolization, lessivage and gleying are the three soil 
forming processes likely to occur under upland conditions. One 
other process has*been suggested from studies of steep slope soils 
in upland Wales, but is as yet not fully understood. This process 
may be referred to as *soluviation' following Swindale and Jackson
(1936).
The morphological characteristics of profiles in which this 
process is thought to be operating are the presence of a very 
conspicuous strong brown subsurface horizon underlying a mull or 
moder humus A l . The strong brown horizon was at one time interpreted 
as the Bfe horizon of a truncated podzol (Robinson 1949&). According 
to Crompton (I96O), however, the well flocculated crumb structure 
of the strong brown horizon contrasts with the more compact, blocky-
structured podzol Bfe. Crompton suggested that the 'soluvial' soil
" /:
profile might be the result of intensive leaching of silica • /
I2g
by the relative accumulation of iron and aluminium oxides, a 
process resembling laterization under humid tropical conditions. 
Drainage water studies by Perrin (I963) have tended to support 
this view, since they show that greater losses of silica than of 
iron or aluminium are associated with these soils. In terms of 
the weathering/leaching relationship, therefore, these 'soluvial* 
soils are characterised by extreme leaching of bases and silica.
In a cool, damp upland area, therefore, four soil forming 
processes may be operating. As Crompton (I96O) has suggested, 
these processes are consistent with different positions of the 
weathering/leaching equilibrium.
Two of these processes, lessivage and 'soluviation' occur 
under mull humus. In the lessivage process leaching is moderate 
so that soil formation and differentiation takes place under 
relatively base-rich conditions. In the 'soluviation' process, 
leaching is extreme, removal of bases is very rapid and even 
removal of silica occurs relatively rapidly.
The third process, podzolization, occurs under mor humus.
The anaerobic conditions associated with a peaty cover plus the 
formation of organic decomposition products capable of complexing 
iron and aluminium together result in the extreme leaching of 
iron and aluminium relative to silica. Podzolization therefore 
seems to be the antithesis of 'soluviation'.
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The fourth process ,■ gleying’, may occur under mull or mor 
humus, although the process is so very different under the two 
kinds of humus that two distinct processes may well be operating. 
Under mull humus, the gleying process is due to a high water 
table in tne mineral soil. Here the slow water movement together 
with enrichment by the addition of weathering products from other 
sites suggests that leaching is probably slow. Under mor humus, 
the gleying process is largely the consequence of saturation of 
the peaty surface producing anaerobic conditions in the mineral 
so^l below. The presence of mor humus encourages the mobilization 
and transport of iron so; that in the peaty gleying process 
leaching of iron may occur, as in podzolization.
l3o
2 , Review of the literature on Southern Pennine soils.
Although detailed studies have been made of soil 
development in the Southern Pennine uplands (e.g. Bridges 
i960; Pigott 1962) such studies were carried out in areas 
outside the present study area. B]^ e information obtained 
is, however, reviewed in this section. Observations on 
soils included in general literature dealing with Southern 
Pennine agriculture, geography, vegetation and soils are also 
reviewed, although considered to be of little value.
Plot (1686), Farey (18II), Moss (I915) and Bdwards 
(1962) refer in passing to the general characteristics of 
the soils of the area. Plot's work contains little besides 
a catalogue of the different kinds of subsoil:
'The underturf earths of the arable soils... are 
either clay, marly, sandy gravelly, light mould 
blackland, moorish and gouty land.' (p.ll9)
He mentions, however, that the pastures were fertilised 
with the ashes of the upper few inches of peat (called 'ess') 
applied either alone or mixed with lime. This fertiliser 
was thought to be more effective than simply dunging or 
liming, and both moorland and agricultural sopls may have 
been significantly altered by this practise. /
/
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farcy's observations are also very general (farey 1811) 
As in Plot's report, the soils are classifies accoraing to 
texture but the geographic and geological relationships of 
these textures are also outlined. Tne only clearly pedogenic 
information is the ^ascription of a poazol:
'...these districts...where the heatn (Erica; 
and dry gooses ... nave long oeen sufferea to 
continue without molestation, are subject to 
wnat they call fox-earth, a ferruginous and 
barren substance, found like a pan or floor a 
few inches beneath the surface....' (p. pOp).
This connection of Ericaceae with iron pans is 
particularly interesting, since it must be one of tne 
earliest descriptions of tne influence of the vegetation 
'factor' on soil formation.
Moss (I913) mentions general differences Detween soils 
on the limestones and soils on the sandstones and shales. He 
divided the limestone soils into the calcareous soils of the 
steeper slopes; the deeper and more leached soils of the 
plateaux; and the non-calcareous soils of the plateaux capped 
with chert. About the soils on tne sandstones and shales, he 
says;
' 'Over the shales, the surface soils weather
I '
i ultimately into a kind of false clay, dark
yellow in colour... The soils produced by the
I sandstones consist, when newly formed, of yellow
sand; but this quickly Becomes mixed witn humus, 
when its colour is much darker'. (p* ?)• . /
/ 3 z
Edwards (lp62; follows Moss in divining the soils into 
limestone and sariastone-with-snale groups, ana in recognising 
similar groupings witriin tne limestone soils. His account of 
the sandstone-and-shale soils gives no more detail tnan Moss. 
Apparently blanket bog is widespread with podzols under 
thinner peat. Shales 'give a cola and rather clayey soil 
generally grey or yellow grey in colour' ^p. ).
More detailed studies of the soils of the Southern 
Pennines have been made by Low (1934y, Halme (1932), Pigott 
(1982), Mackney ana Burnham (I964) ana Briages (1962, I966), 
wnile Bullock (I964) has woruea on the soils developed over 
Car oonii erous Limestone in Yorkshire.'
Low's contribution is confined to a description of 
three soil series developed in silty material on limestone, 
these forming a depth sequence correlated with slight 
differences in texture and colour ^Low 1934). The field 
descriptions are very meagre and tne only analytical data 
quoted is pH, which shows very little cnange over the sequence.
Baline (I932) has described the soils associated with 
valley-side vegetation and topographic changes near Buxton.
Conventional descriptions are absent and only chemical
/
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investigations were carried out in the laboratory 
(exchangeable bases, pH). nevertheless, a clear sequence 
01 soils is apparent with increasing depth, decreasing 
uase-saturation ana aecreasing pH paralleling the change 
in slope intensity from the steep dale sides to the gently 
sloping plateau surface. Shallow calcareous soils ('calcareous 
rendzinas') were found on the steep slopes (+30^; merging to 
slightly acid brown soils on shallower slopes (10-20^j in 
turn merging to podzols ^iron ana humus-iron; on the minimal 
plateau slopes. Vegetation cnanges were closely related to 
this soil sequence. Stone and sand mineralogicai evidence 
suggested derivation of the soils from the limestone oelow
(P.339).
Pigott (1962), on the other hand, found that the 
materials overlying limestone contained, in addition to 
insoluble limestone residues, deposits such as glacial till 
and relict Triassic material. furthermore, these three 
materials underlay or were mixed with a uniformly textured 
silt loam, the ubiquitous distribution and particle size 
characteristics of which were very similar to those 
characteristic of wind-blown silt or loess. ■ (
Aeolian material was also found in soil profiles over
Carboniferous limestone in Yorkshire by B u I I o c k  ( 1 9 b d ) ,  who y
• /
useci diagnostic techniques similar to tnose employed oy 
Pigott. indications of blown sana as weii as eolian silt 
were ouservwu in tnesc profiles. btudy^n^ tne development 
ol tne ^imootonc soi'.s, ru^lccn suggested tnat rendzinas 
and crown calcareous soils wore confined to sites where 
limestone was within reaca of the plant roots. V/nere till 
and/or loess mace tne underlying limestone inaccessiole to 
plant roots, acid brown soils and incipient peaty gley 
podzols occurred. In tne acid profiles, there were signs 
of very weak clay illuviation which, however, were insufficient 
to suggest a significant contribution from the lessivage 
process in the development of the soils. Bullock's studies 
indicate a soil and vegetation succession at the present time 
possibly leading, in tne absence .of human intervention, to 
the formation of blanket peat. Soils development here seems 
to be closely following the developmental path suggested oy 
Baline, although the profile differentiation is much less 
advanced.
In their soil study of the .V/est Midlands region,
i
Macuney and Burnham (1964) outlined the soil associations of
i
the Staffordshire part of tne Southern Pennine upland. Two
j ! •
of these associations occuoy oarts of the area studied here:
Association 3- Surface water gleys, peaty gleys, 
peaty gieyed podzols on Millstone Grit 
ana derived drifts.
Association 19 . Leached Drown soiis witn s.n&il
areas of calcareous soiis on CarGoniferou: 
Limestone.
In Association p, the predominance of surface water 
i^ley and peaty gley soils was attributed to slow moisture 
percolation through materials derived from tne fine textured 
shales. Shallow humus-iron podzols were found on sandstone 
ridges, with peaty gleyea podsols between the two groups of 
soils.
Mackney and Burnham follow Moss (lyl3) and Edwards (1962) 
in dividing the soils over limestone (association Ip) into 
plateau and valley-side groups. On gentle plateaux slopes, 
moderately deep soils were found, non-calcareous except where 
limed, with a surface pH of about 3 ^unlimed soils). Clay 
content increasing with depth was thought to be due to clay 
movement and the soils were therefore placed in the leached 
brown soils group, now equated with the sols lessives of 
continental workers. Under the action of colluviation and 
flushing by base-ricn water the pH of the valley-side soils 
was higher, and free carbonates were present. The soils 
developing under these conditions were placed in the rendzina 
and brown calcareous soil groups. /
/
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bridges (I962, 1966 ) has described the soils louna
in the neighbourhood of Leroy ana Nottingham, southeast of
tne area investigated here. he aiviaea tne soils into an 
upland group over Carboniferous Limestone and Gritstone and 
a lowland ^roup over Coal measures, Permian and Triassic 
strata. Only the upland soils are relevant to the present 
study.
The soil types found in tne upland soil groups (Tab., 4 )
were divided, in the same way as in Macaney and Burnham's
(I964) report, into soils over limestone and soils over 
gritstone and shales. Although some aevelopmental groups were 
common to both parent materials, the wider textural range in 
the Gritstone-group parent materials resulted in the presence 
of both more excessively and more imperfectly drained soils. 
Thus podsols were found on the excessively drained, coarse 
textured gritstones and gley soils on fine-textured shales, 
both being absent from the limestone.
Apart from the consequences of textural differences, 
other important contrasts between limestone and gritstone may 
oe attributed to differences in base status. Thus although 
sols lessives were found over both limestone and gritstone, 
the morphology of the other brown soils was quite different
/
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in each group. The influence of limestone on tne case status 
of tne shallower profiles maintained tne pn near neutral, 
givin,, a calcimorpnic soil, wnereas over tne gritstones, 
the pli of the soils was generally lower, resulting in a 
different profile morphology (sol brun acide).
The work carried out in tnis ana neighbouring or 
similar areas prior to tne present stuay nas therefore 
established tnat:-
1. There is general agreement aoout primary divisions 
of the parent materials into gritstones-and-siiales and lime­
stones. This division is founded on potential base status, 
but it is not clear why calcareous parent materials within 
the Millstone Grit (Mixon Limestones and Shales; Onecote 
Sandstone; Gun Hill Siltstones) have not similarly been 
separated, since tne outcrop of these strata in North 
Staffordshire (in particular tne Siltstones) is considerable.
2. Within the Gritstones-and-shales group, according 
to Mackney and Burnham (I964) most of the soils are poorly 
drained gleys. Apparently brown earths are absent, and the 
only well-drained representative is the humus-iron podsol. 
However, Bridges (I966) has shown that although about pO per 
cent, of his more easterly area is occupied oy gley soils,
/■
/-
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morown soils of various kinds cover )0 per cent, of tne 
land surface, even excluding the steep slope complex 
(9 per cent.). This casts doubt on tne reiiaoility of 
ka.cnney's and Burnham's generalization.
9. Tne soils overlying limestone, as Pigott has snown,
nave developed in limestone residue dilutee by loess and/or 
glacial till and/or Triassic residues. In view of this, 
caution is required regarding tne acceptance of the views of 
IlacKney and Burnham and Bridges tnat leacned orown soils (sols 
lessives ) are the predominant soils , views based largely on 
particle size data, for there may well be other explanations 
for increase of clay content witn depth.
4 . There is general agreement about the division of 
limestone soils into plateau and varley-side groups, the 
deeper, naturally more acid soils on the plateau contrasting 
with the shallower, base-richer valley-side soils.
5 . Notwithstanding the fact that neither Mackney and 
Burnham nor Bridges mention podzols on the limestone, Balme 
(I952) has descrioed such soils near Buxton and this is 
clearly also the direction of soil development on the 
Yorkshire limestone outcrop. It is difficult, therefore, to
• /
(to
oe certain of the predominant process tnat has operated in 
this more southerly area. It is possioie tnat clay 
translocation is the cniei process and if tnis is so, 
contrasts strikingly with Balme's ana Bullock's findings.
There are therefore three points that stand out from 
tiie stuay of tne literature dealing witn Southern Pennine 
soils .
Firstly, on the limestones there is evidence of the 
presence of three parent materials oesiaes those derived 
from bedrock.
Secondly, there has been no detailed worn on the 
origin, development and distribution of the soils in the 
study area, and even general studies nave been few.
Thirdly, investigations in neighbouring areas give 
conflicting views on the relative importance of different 
soil-forming processes in soil development.
/
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CHAPTER 4 .
FIELD STIJJiES OP ThE SOILS 
1. Lescridt:on ol trollies ana definition of mapping units.
The soil profile cnaracteristics were studied by means 
of pits located along traverses oriented across relief 
features developed in each parent material. From tnese 
traverses profiles were selected to represent the range of 
variation in the soil continuum on each parent material. The
position of these pits is shown in fig. 21 . The following
parameters were used to differentiate the profiles in the 
field:
i) Form and distribution of surficial organic matter
ii) Texture and structure
iii) Colour ' ^
I
iv; pH !
I
v) Calcium
These profiles were used as the basic units for mapping 
and classification. Although each may be defined as a soil 
series^ immediate conferment of series rank seems unwise 
because alternative usages of the series exist. As defined^,
1. 'The soil series is a group of soils having soil horizons 
similar in differentiating characteristics and arrangement 
in the soil profile except for the texture of the surface • ./
soil and developed from a particular type of parent material'
(Soil Survey Staff 1951 p.2bO).
zthe series is a taxonomic category, but it may also be usea 
to denote a soil map area where a particular profile (series) 
predominates^. British soil surveyors tend to use the 
practical concept, although the 'complex' consisting of a 
number of defined soil series is used as a mapping unit where 
the soils are too variable for cartographic expression. (Soil 
Survey Staff lp60; Avery I964; Mackney and Burnham l'yoà- 
Bridges 1966).
This approach seems quite justifiable when attempting to 
describe soils on an areal basis, as in a soil survey. It is, 
however, unsatisfactory if tne object of a study is the 
investigation of pedogenic processes, for soils covering 
negligible areas may be crucially important. Furthermore, 
in the present study it was not possible to map the distribution 
of all the units described; therefore the feasibility of their 
designation as mapping series remains untested.
American soil surveyors have pointed out that profiles 
are two-dimensional units whereas bodies of soil exist in 
three dimensions and should be described as such (Simonson 
and Gardiner I96O). They therefore introduced the"concept of 
the pedon, or 'unit soil volume' with tne following definitive
1. series occupying at least 85/o of the area.
/H'%'
characteristics (Simonson and Gardiner (I96O): -
'A pedon consists oi a small volume 01 soil wnich 
includes the full solum ana tne upper part of tne 
unconsolidated parent material... The pedon must be 
H.arge enough so tnat it is ooservaoie and can be 
sampled... A soil profile, as co:t..iOnly examined in 
tne field, would tnen be a vertical Snice down a 
pedon... It must also be large enough to include the 
iUi.1 set of genetic norizons ana to illustrate their 
shapes and inter-relationsnips. At the same time, it 
should be no larger than necessary to meet tnese 
requirements... Taxonomic classes of soils in tne 
lowest category of a classification system could oe 
considered as groups of pedons....'
This concept is most useful since not only does it 
draw attention to the geographic aspect of soils out also 
reduces the ambiguity of the series concept. (Urdeval and 
Austin 1963). This term riiay now be confined to its taxonomic 
meaning only; mapping units consisting of areal groups of 
like pedons form 'soil individuals' or polypedons (Johnson
1963) which consist of .33% or more of one pedon and therefore 
take the place of the mapping series.
The definition of pedon mapping units or polypedons 
is reliable only insofar as differences in the arrangement 
and composition of horizons are detectable in the field. 
Differentiating criteria based on laboratory studies are of 
little value unless field correlatives can be found. Also, 
where investigating soil processes and their relationship
/
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with the soil environment, tne possibility of 'peoogenic 
inertia' (Bryan ana Teanle lyfy) must oe considered.
Especially in gleyea soils, tne soil profile may oe tne 
result of pedogenic processes operating at the present 
time, out following drainage may only represent a 'fossil' 
process. Again, considering soil profiles witn process in 
mind, textural contrasts may be explicable in terms of 
process (e.g. lessivage) out could oe the result of parent 
material textural contrast. On field evidence it might be 
very difficult to separate the soil process from the parent 
material property; ana even if it were possible to always 
use laboratory information in the field interpretation of 
profiles laboratory techniques are so lengthy that only a 
small proportion of tne profiles described could be studied 
in the laboratory. Therefore there seems to be no alternative 
to the use of approximate, and subjective field assessments in 
defining pedons and polypedons.
The horizon nomenclature employed here follows the 
American usage (U.S.D.A. I96O)' even though a British system 
exists. There are several reasons for this.
In the British system there is no clear separation of 
horizons defined by the redistribution of materials and those
46"
Tab. 5. Comparison of horizon terminology used by British and 
American surveyors. The American system is used here,
British
Soil
Survey
nomen­
clature
General definition of symbols
U.S.D.A
(i960)
nomen­
clature
L
F
Undecomposed litter 
Partially decomposed litter
01
) -
H Well-decomposed humus 02
A Mixed mineral-organic layer Al
Ap " " " " g mixed by 
cultivation
Ap
Sa Bleached horizon of iron éluviation A2
Sb Horizon (usually fairly pale) of clay 
éluviation
A2
B,(B) Horizon (undifferentiated) between A and C B2
Bt Horizon containing illuviated clay B2t
Bh " " " humus B2h
Bfe " " " iron B2ir
C Undifferentiated basal horizon or bedrock
10 II  II
II
C
R
g Gleyed horizon, strong gleying g
(g) "  " , weak ' " -
A/G etc,Horizons of transitional or intermediate 
character.
Transitional, more like A than B
Transitional, more like B than A
Upper part of horizon dominated by A^
lower part by B characteristics
Mixed A2 with subordinate B characteristics
Parent material change in the solum
A3
Bl
AB
A&B
etc.
II
— etc,
/
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aefinecL otherwise. This use of tne A-B-C concept seeres to 
be oriented towards general assumptions of poasoiization or 
lessivage. In the American system norizons are uescrioed by 
tne presumed peuogenic alteration of a parent material, 
without necessarily implying a particular process.
A horizon may therefore oe designatea 'A' either oecause 
it is a surface horizon enricnea witn organic matter or 
because it shows evidence of éluviation. Similarly a norizon 
may oe '3' Decause of illuviation or merely because it lies 
between an organic-rich surface horizon and the parent material
This does not mean that the British system does not nave 
some advantages over tne American. The separation of iron 
(2a) from clay (2b) eluvial horizons seems preferable to the 
more ambiguous American A 2 ; and the recognition of the 
importance of gleying and gleyed subsurface horizons (G) seems 
preferable to the stressing of position rather than process in 
the American system (Bg). Since the American nomenclature has 
not been widely used the terms are compared with current 
British usage in tab._ . For further information the 
reader is referred to U.S.D.A. l^^O pp. 24-pO.
mDescription of the maoping units.
Parest material grouo 1. (Glacial till).
The soils o: tne two principal till deposits nave 
textural characteristics closely related to tne oearocK 
lithology 01 the strata immediately to the nortn. The 
contrioution from tne underlying rocks is apparently small. 
For tnis reason two parent material suo-groups nave Been 
recognised.
Sub-yroup l a .
Soils with textures oetwcen loam and clay loam.
Su p -group lb.
Soils with subsurface textures between clay loam 
and clay, Put usually with silt loam or sixty clay loam 
aurficial horizons.
Sub-group la.
All the soils of this sub-group show evidence of poor 
drainage, mainly due to the low relief and topographic 
position of the ground on which tney occur, and partly to the 
presence of impervious materials_at the base of the solum.
Profile A6m Map ref: 016575
Ap 0 - ?"• Dark grey (lOYK 4/l) clay loam; moderate
blocky structure; friable; frequent sandstone 
and rare limestone fragments; abundant roots; 
channels mottled; pH 5.1; no carbonates; 
sharp boundary
B2g 7-27". Yellowish red (5YR 5/3) sandy clay; grey
(lOYR 4/2) pad faces; we ale blocky structure, 
stronger prismatic below; mellow; abundant 
sandstone fragments and boulders, some 
forced into underlying shale; pH 5.9; no 
carbonates; merging irregular boundary
IIR 27"+ Shales in the Manifold Formation.
Profile 52. Map ref; 01455780
Ap 0-10". Very dark grey (7.5YR 3/1) clay loam; medium
blocky structure; friable; abundant well - 
rotted sandstone fragments; a few Bunter 
quartzites; abundant coarse and fine roots, 
with mottled channels; pH 5.6; no carbonates; 
clear boundary
Big 10-20". Dark grey (lOYH 5/2) clay loam; yellowish red
(5YR 5/B) mottles within pads; coarse weak
• prismatic structure; mellow; abundant sandstone
fragments; occasional Bunter quartzites; frequent 
roots; pH 6.0; no carbonates; merging boundary
B2g 20-47". Grey (lOYR 5/I) clay loam with yellowish red
(5YR 5/3) mottles within pods; coarse prismatic 
structure; heavy; stones as above; igneous boulder 
at 42"; occasional fine roots; some iron/manganese 
staining; occasional fine roots; pH 5,1; no 
carbonates; merging boundary
B3g 47-62", Very dark grey (7.5YR 6/0) clay loam; reddish -
yellow (5YH 3/4) mottles within peds; coarse 
prismatic structure; heavy; compact; stones as 
above; manganese stains; pH 4.7; no carbonates; 
sharp boundary
IIR 62" + Shales in the Manifold Formation.
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Profiles 4o ana boih overlie snares in tne Maniioia 
For.i.ati on ; in these profiles tiie bedrock nas apparently 
contrioutea little to tne solum, ana tne material at the 
rase of tne profiles is therefore designated IIP and not 
d or C. Both profiles have quite aeep surface norizons with 
we^i defined lower boundaries implying agricultural 
modification; these horizons are therefore designated Ap.
The material between the Ap and IIH horizons contains 
the zone of maximum structure formation. In profile 46 there 
is only one such horizon, although size differentiation of 
peds within the horizon suggests that further division was 
perhaps possible. In profile 52 three horizons are 
distinguishable on the basis of colour and degree of pea 
definition. The lower of these is more compact tnan tne other 
two, interpreted as suggesting parent material properties, 
but is prismatic-structured, a property diagnostic of 3 
horizons. This horizon is therefore diagnosed as B5g. The 
horizon above is therefore 32g. The first subsurface horizon 
has more roots (and therefore presumably more organic matter) 
than the 32; in this respect it has affinités witn the Ap.
It is however, structured as is the 32, although the peds are 
less clearly defined. Since there is little textural difference
Profile 51. Map ref: 01405780
Ap 0- 8" Black (5YR 2/1) sandy loam; weak crumb structure;
friable; abundant sandstones and occasional 
Bunter quartzites; abundant roots; root channels 
rusty mottled; pH 6.9; no carbonates; 
clear boundary
Big 8-14". Grey (5YR 5/l) loam; yellowish red mottles
(5YR 5/8) within peds; medium blocky structure; 
mellow; abundant small sandstone fragments; 
occasional Bunter quartzites; frequent roots; 
pH 5.2; no carbonates; merging boundary
B2g 14-21", Grey (5YR 5/l) loam; yellowish red (5YR 5/8) 
mottling within peds; large strong prismatic 
structure; heavy; abundant small sandstone 
fragments; occasional Bunter quartzites; 
occasional fine roots; pH 5,8; no carbonates; 
merging boundary
IIB3g 21-43" o Grey (lOYR 5/1) clay loam; dark brown (5YH 4/8)
mottling within peds; coarse prismatic structure; 
compact; frequent sandstone fragments and 
boulders; occasional Bunter quartzites and 
igneous erratics; much manganese staining; 
occasional fine roots at top of horizon; 
pH 5.6; no carbonates; merging boundary
. lie 43" , Dusky red (2.5YR 3/2) sandy loam; grey (lOYR 2/1)
structure faces and fine streaks and mottles 
within peds; coarse weak prismatic structure; 
compact; occasional sandstone fragments and 
boulders; occasional Bunter quartzites and 
igneous erratics; pH 4*6; no carbonates.
Dctv/eon this ana the suosecaenx horizon, the weaker 
structural development is oresumaoly because tae horizon 
is less modified oy periodic waterlogging. Since this nas 
attributes of both A and 3 norizons, out is structurally more 
akin to B , this horizon nas been designated hi, although an 
equally satisfactory attribution would be 32.1, witn the 
horizon below as 32.2.
Profile 5i is similar to Profile p2 in that a clearly 
defined Ap overlies three mottled subsurface horizons. Like 
Profile 52, Profile 5i has also formed in two deposits. Tne 
upper part of the profile ^to 21 ins.) consists of gleyed 
loam with prismatic structures. These horizons overlie 
compact red-brown till with coarse but weakly defined prismatic 
structures with much grey mottling particularly on ped faces. 
The water table is perched on the lower material, in which 
many igneous erratics are found, these facts together strongly 
suggesting that two materials are in fact present. The red 
colour of the lower material suggests a strong Roaches Grit 
or possibly Triassic influence-.
Maximum structure formation occurs in the second 
subsurface horizon, wnich is therefore 32. Since mottling is 
present and the ped faces are a grey with chroma less than 2 ,
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the horizon is 32g. The norizon above tnis nas smaller ana 
less clearly aelinea structures and is thought to fit best a
Big designation.
The horizon below is the upper horizon of the lower 
material but tne presence of prismatic structures suggests 
that soil-forming processes operating at the present time may 
be influencing its morphology. The structures are less wel^ 
defined tnan those of the B 2 . These characteristics combined 
witn tne compaction of the raateriax together suggest a 
designation of llBpg- The ratio of greyidusuy red is less 
in the horizon below ana, witn weaker structure difierentiation,i 
is therefore diagnosed as IIC.
Although relatively coarse textured materials are 
characteristic of this subgroup, in one profile iPi) the same 
sequence of horizons is developed in materials in which the 
coarsest texture encountered is clay loam. As in the other 
profiles two materials are identifiable on the basis of stone 
content, an upper material with much local sandstone and 
occasional igneous erratics (24 in.; over-lying a stoneless 
cxay. As in the other profiles, the most obvious features are 
the effects of gleying.
Profile 53. Map ref: 01555780
Ap 0-5" Very dark grey (5YR 3/1) clay loam; moderate
granular structure; friable; abundant small 
sandstone fragments; abundant coarse and fine 
roots; root channels mottled; pH 6.2; 
no carbonates; clear boundary
B1 5-12" Dark red (2.5YK 3/6) to yellowish red (5YR 5/8)
clay loam with traces of dark grey (5YR 4/l); 
strong granular structure; friable; frequent 
small sandstone fragments; occasional Bunter 
quartzites; frequent roots with rusty-mottled 
channels; pH 4,4 ; no carbonates; merging 
boundary
B2g 12-24" Dark red (2.5YR 3/6) clay with subsidiary
yellowish red (5YR 5/8); ped faces dark grey 
(5YR 4/1); large prismatic structure; heavy; 
extremely tenacious; frequent sandstone 
fragments and boulders; occasional dead woody 
roots; pH 4.4; no carbonates; merging boundary
IIB3g 24-43" Grey (2.5YR 4/o) stoneless clay; yellowish red
(5YK 5/8) within peds; large strong prismatic 
structure; heavy; extremely tenacious; abundant 
root channels, usually containing dead roots;
• pH 4,0; no carbonates; merging boundary
IIGg 43" + Very dark grey (iQYR .3/0) clay with subsidiary
streaks and mottles of dark brown (7.5YR 5/8) 
and dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4); massive; 
heavy; extremely tenacious; many root 
channels; pH 4,2; no carbonates.
/S'S"
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The surface horizon is an Ap. Maximum structure 
development occurs in the second and third subsurface 
horizons. Of these the upper is designated 32^ since tne 
lower has colours suggesting a transition to tne
underlying- structureless parent material The horizon
above the 32 contains insufficient grey colouration to 
qualify for the 'g' designation, and the structure (strong 
granuxar) is nearer that of the Ap tnan of the 32. It is 
learly not an eluvial horizon, and apparently contains little 
anic matter. It is tnerefore designated 31 although A3 
might be as appropriate.
Relationships between the profiles.
The profiles have a broadly similar arrangement of 
horizons and are chiefly distinguished by parent material 
differences. Two parent materials are suggested in the field. 
One is a yellow-brown loamy till containing local sandstones 
with a few Bunter quartzite peobles. Tnis till overlies 
shale at shallow depth in profile 46 and at considerable depth 
in profile 52. In profile 51 it overlies a very compact red- 
brown till containing igneous erratics.
Gleying seems to be the soil forming process predominating 
in ail these profiles. Poor drainage is due to a fine textured
/
/
Profile 137 Map ref: 134559
Ap 0- 4" Very dark grey (lOYR 3/ï) silt loam; blocky
structure; friable; bleached sand grains; 
abundant roots, channels slightly mottled; 
pH 5.5; no carbonates; clear boundary
Bl 4-21" Dark brown (lOYR 4/3) clay loam; blocky structure;
friable; frequent roots; root channels slightly 
mottled; pH 5.9; no carbonates; merging boundary:
IIB2 21-27" Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) clay with slight grey
mottling of ped faces and with grey (lOY^ 5/1) 
strealcs within peds; moderate coarse prismatic 
structure; heavy and compact; frequent limestone, 
sandstone and shale pebbles; occasional fine 
roots between ped faces; pl-l 6,8; weak carbonate 
reaction; merging boundary
IlCg 27-38" Very dark grey (lOYR 3A )  stony clay; considerable
yellowish red (5YR 5/8) mottling; weak prismatic 
structures; heavy; compact; abundant limestone, 
occasional sandstone and igneous erratic pebbles; 
moderate carbonate reaction; pH 3,9 ;..sharp boundary
IIIR 38" + Limestone.
Profile 116. Map ref:
Ap 0- 8" Very dark grey (5YR 3A) silty clay loam; strong
granular structure; friable; occasional chert and 
quartz pebbles ;.abundant roots; root channels 
mottled; pH 5*9; no carbonates; clear boundary
Bl 8-I6" Light brov/n (7.5YH 6/4) clay loam; abundant
strong brown (7.5YH 5/6) mottles; strong blocky 
structures; mellow; occasional chert and sand­
stone fragments and pebbles; frequent fine roots; 
frequent iron concretions; pH 5*4; no carbonates; 
merging boundary
B2g 16-22" Very pale brown (lOYR 7/4) clay loam; much strong
brown (7.5YR 5/8) mottling; strong prismatic • 
structure; mellow; occasional chert fragments 
and sandstone and quartz pebbles; abundant 'iron 
concretions; pH 5,6; no carbonates; clear 
boundary
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material (shale) near tne oase oi tne solan in profiles 46,
52 and pp. In profile pi tne caase of poor drainage seems
to De tax xower rea-brown till.
Sabe.Toap lb .
The soils in this group are generally fine textared,
at least the lower horizons oeing developed in till
containing qaartzite pebbles, igneoas erratics, local
sandstones and limestones in a clay matrix. The fine textare
of the matrix is probably due to the passage of ice across tne
Siltstones to the north. Tnree profiles illustrate tne range
of conditions found in these soils. All are at least
imperfectly drained, and the profiles form a sequence of
increasingly poor drainage conditions. The better drained
stage is illustrated by Profile ip7- The surface horizon (Ap)
is textarally slightly coarser ^silty clay loam; than tne
saosarface horizons (clay loam, clay). As in tne soils of |
Subgroup la structures associated with gleying are characteristic
of tne lower horizons. Maximum structure development occurs
in the second subsurface horizon which is tnerefore B2g. The
horizon above has intermediate structures and texture; it is
accordingly designated Bl. The norizon below is structureless
and apparently little weathered. It has the characteristics
of a C horizon. ^
/
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IIB3g 22-30" Light grey (iQlR 7/2) silty clay; much strong
broim I7.5YR 5/8) mottling; strong prismatic 
structure; heavy; tenacious; occasional 
chert fragments; pH 5.5; no carbonates; 
merging boundary
IIRg 30" + In situ weathered shale.
Profile 139. Map ref: 120563.
Ap 0- 6" Very dark grey (IqYH 3A )  silty clay loam;
moderate blocky structure; mellow; a few 
sandstone and chert fragments; abundant 
roots; lime granules; pH 6.0; sharp boundary
IIB2g 6-15" Grey (lOYK 5A )  clay with much strong brown
(7,5X11 5/6) mottling within peds; coarse 
prismatic structure; heavy; very tenacious; 
^  5.8; no carbonates; clear boundary
IIGg ■ 15" + Brown (lOYR 4/3) clay with very dark grey
(7.5YH 3/0) veining along old root channels; 
structureless; heavy; extremely compact; 
occasional sandstone and quartz pebbles; 
striated limestone block; frequent old root 
channels; pH 6,4* no carbonates.
The textural contrast between surface and subsurface horizons 
is considered sufficient to suggest the presence of two parent 
materials, silt loam and clayey till. This is accordingly 
reflected in the horizon designations.
The second stage (profile ll6) differs from profile Ip? 
in that poor drainage may be diagnosed in all subsurface 
horizons. Gley mottling is not strongly developed in either the 
first or the second subsurface horizon, but the strong prismatic 
structures in the horizon from 16 - 22 in. suggest strong gleying, 
and this horizon is therefore diagnosed as B2g. The horizon above, 
with weaker colours and smaller, weaker structures, is regarded as 
a transitional horizon with more in common with the B than the A: 
it is therefore designated Bl. The horizon below the B2g is formed 
in shale residues, and the greater amount of grey colours suggests 
that it is transitional to the C horizon below. It is therefore 
regarded as a IIBpg horizon, and overlies weathering bedrock 
which is shale and also gleyed (IIRg).
The third member of the sequence, profile 139, is unlike 
137 or llo. The dark grey, humose Ap directly overlies the 
horizon of maximum structure development (B2g) but this horizon 
is thinner than the corresponding horizons in profile ll6.
Root channels are abundant in the subsequent horizon and infillings
/
/
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of colloid are procont, suj^oouinj rscuciny conditions.
Tne horizon is structureless. Tne iiiorpnolo^icnl properties 
of tnis norizon tnerefore resemoie tnose of the lowest 
norizon of rrofile llC, and it is consequently designated Cg.
Relationships between the profiles.
On field eviuence tnese tnree profiles form a drainage 
sequence. Morphologically this is demonstraole by comparing 
tne thickness of horizons of predominantly oxidised iron 
(31, 32g) in the profiles (Plate 20). Although reducing 
conditions may be demonstrated in norizons below tne 32g, it 
is debatable whether this is due to active reduction or to tne 
absence of soil-forming processes in these horizons except in 
association with root channels. however, vertical distribution 
of reduced-iron colloid in root channels is in agreement with 
a drainage sequence hypothesis. In Profile ll6 the root 
Channel iron in the norizon below the B2g is oxidised and in 
the subsequent horizon it is reduced; in Profile lp9j root 
channel iron is reduced in the horizon immediately below the B 2g
Therefore a general interpretation of the sequence is that 
the water table is perched at different levers relative to tne 
soil surface in each profile, the poorest-drainea stage 
coinciding with the highest water table. In all these profiles
Che upper part is distinctly siltier than tne lower, 
surgestiiit_, tne presence oi two parent materials; evidence 
wii.i. oe presented later in support oi tne suggestion tnat 
this is eolian silt. Profile lp7 contains 21 in. of tnis 
material partly m^.xea with underlying ti^j., ana it is 
pernaps significant that the greatest depth of silt 
coincides with the best-drained representative of tne 
sequence.
Profile 12/. Plap ref: 017618
01 0- 2" Black (7.4YR 2/0) humus, mainly L and F
types; bleached sand grains present; 
abundant coarse and fine roots; pH 4 .5 ; 
no carbonates; sharp boundary
A2 2- 5" Very dark grey (5YR 3A )  coarse sand;
sand grains bleached; very weak nutty 
structure; friable; abundant roots; 
pH 4.4 ; no carbonates; merging irregular 
boundary
B2h,ir 5-8" Black (2.5YR 2/o) mixed with dark reddish
brovm (2.5YR 2/2) humus-stained sand; some
illuvial iron present; weak blocky structure;
friable; larger sand grains bleached;
occasional coarse red sandstone blocks;
pH 4 .2 ; no carbonates; sharp irregular
boundary
R 8" + Coarse red sandstone (Roaches Sandstone).
Parent Material Group 2 . (Roaches Saner tone ana Sncen
Sandstone PorL.ations ) .
Tne rocKs Prom wnicn tne soils of tnis group have 
formea consist of coarse red feispath^c and fine brown 
micaceous sandstones ana shales.
The soils have been stuaiea in two areas. hear 
Ramshaw RocKS, the Roaches ana Goldsitch Moss a large area 
of ^rouse moor has provided an opportunity to study the soils 
present in a semi-natural environment. These form one of tne 
subgroups on this parent material. Around Sheen hill studies 
were made of soils under agricultural land, these being 
divided into coarse, medium and fine textured subgroups. A 
total of four subgroups are therefore recognised in tne soils 
on this parent material.
Soils under peat.
Profiles under shallow mor humus are exemplified by 
Profile 124 (hamsnaw Rocks) and by Profile I47 (Sheen Hill).
In Profile 124 the surface horizon consists almost 
entirely of organic matter, and is therefore an 0 horizon.
The H humus layer is scarcely recognisable, most of tne humus 
being L and P forms. Bleached sand grains present in this
Profile 147. Map ref: 111625
02 0- 3" Black (7.5YR 2/c) nioder humus; wealv crumb-
liî:e structure; compact and fibrous; bleached 
sand grains; abundant roots; pH 3.9; 
no carbonates; sharp boundary
A2 3- 4" Dark greyish brown (lOXa 4/2) sandy loam;
very wealv crumb-like structure; friable; 
abundant roots; pH 3.6; no carbonates; 
clear undulating boundary
B2ir 4-12" Dark red (2.5YR 3/6) sandy loam; weakly
defined iron pan (^") at top; weal: sub- 
angular blocky structure; friable; abundant 
coarse red sandstone blocks; frequent fine 
roots; pH 4.1; no carbonates; merging boundary
33 12-16" Weak red (10R4/3) loam; stony, with abundant
red sandstone blocks; structureless; mellow; 
rare fine roots; pH 4.5; no carbonates; 
merging boundary
R 16" + Coarse red Sheen Sandstone.
Profile 126 Map ref: 014642
01 0- 4" Black (5YR 2/1) fibrous humus consisting of
Calluna and Briophorum remains.
02 4-12" Black (5YR 2/l) amorphous humus; coarse
prismatic structure; living roots to 8"; 
merging boundary
A2 12-16" Reddish grey (5IR 5/2) sandy, clay; structure­
less; heavy; occasional sandstone blôcks; 
abundant root channels; frequent small quartz 
pebbles; pH 4 .8 ; no carbonates; sharp 
irregular boundary'
B2ir 16-25" Light reddish brown (5YR 6/4) sandy clay with
yellowish red (5YR 5/8) streaks below irregular 
and discontinuous l/8th. in. iron pan; weak 
blocky structure developed below pan, elsewhere 
structureless; heavy; pH 5 .0 ; no carbonates; 
merging boundary
lu
norizon im&y well be downwaon fro... sands cone outcrops aoove 
tne site. Below the huaus is a well developer secuu::i 
consisting of a horizon leachea of iron (A2) overlying thin 
hu..us and tnen iron illuvial norizons (B2h,ir;.
Profile 147 from Sheen hill also snows si^ns of iron 
éluviation, but no humus éluviation is detectable, and the 
iron illuvial horizon is very weaaly aeveiopea. in tnis 
profile, the 32 is cleariy heavier than tne A 2 suggesting 
either clay translocation froi.., or clay aestruction in the 
A horizon. The subsequent horizon (Bq) has a similar texture, 
and the evidence therefore favours clay destruction rather 
than translocation.
Both the above profiles are characterised by shallow 
peat and show no signs of poor drainage. Under deeper peat 
in Goldsitch Moss occurs a profile (ipo) superficially 
similar to Profile 124-
In tnis profile the 12 in. organic horizon is divisible 
into an upper L + P (=01) and lower H (=02) horizons. Below 
the organic zone is a well developed iron sequum without any 
indication of humus movement. At the top of the 32ir is an 
irregular and discontinuous iron pan. Slight structure 
formation has taken place below the pan, where formed, the 
remainder of the horizon being structureless. Although the
IIB3 25" + Dark red (2.5YR 3/6) sand, colour
changing gradually to dusky red (iCYR 
3/4 ) at 34 in.; structurelss; compact; 
occasional sandstone, chert and igneous 
pebbles; pH 5.6; no carbonates.
Profile 125. Map ref: 016643
01 0-10" Fibrous peat; abundant roots; pH 4 ,1 ;
no carbonates; clear boundary
A2 10-22" Brown (7.5YR 5/2) bleached sand;
structureless; loose; abundant small 
quartz pebbles and occasional small bleached 
sandstone blocks; abundant dead roots and 
abandonned root channels; pH 4.2; 
no carbonates; clear boundary
B2g,ir 22-32" Brown (7.5YH 5/2) sand with some clay;
much yellowish red (5YR 5/8) mottling 
and blotching; structureless; loose; 
abundant small quartz pebbles; occasional 
well rotted sandstone blocks; pH 4.4; 
no carbonates; clear boundary
B 3g 32" + Grey (5YH 2/l) sandy clay; some reddish
brovm (2.5^ 4/4) mottles; structureless; 
heavy and tenacious; abundant coarse and 
fine sandstone pebbles; occasional dead 
roots with iron-lined root channels; 
pH 4,85 no carbonates.
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colours of xhis horizon are outsiae une range aefining a 
gloy norizon, the appearance is distincuxy noutlea. The
I
norizon nay therefore by gieyea, alternatively mottling may 
oe Clue to diffuse iron deposition. Tne fact that structure 
formation is only detectaOre below tne pan suggests tnat 
tnese parts of the horizon are slightly better aerated, 
consequently the mottling may well be diffuse iron deposition 
under conditions of fluctuating aeration. The lowest horizon 
is extremely compact and contains igneous erratics. These 
characteristics, taaen with the colour of the norizon, quite 
closely resemble those of the iIC horizon of Profile pi-
Profile 155 is similar to Profile lp6, although no thin 
iron pan is present. The A2 is represented by a 12 in. zone 
of oieached sand and rotted sandstone olocxs. Below tnis is 
a zone of orange mottling in a grey matrix, and below this 
again a grey horizon with less mottling. All horizons are 
structureless, and all qualify for a 'g ' designation.
This profile is interpreted as being a wetter correlative 
of Profile Ipo in which the chief process appears to be 
podzolization. Alternatively, this may oe a gley profile 
with fluctuating groundwater levels influencing the colours
of tne B2g and B$g horizons and anaerobic conditions under \
I
I
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peat influencing tne A2. if tnis is so tne^ the A2 snoulu 
ÜÜ designated A2g; the h2 wouid then oe interpreted as the
norizon in wnicn aeration is at a maximum in tne profile 
Doing Dolow tne range of anaerobic conditions due to tne 
pi^at and also being free of groundwater for at least part 
of tne year.
Relationship between the profiles.
The differences between tne two types of profile witn 
iron sequa seem to be related to tne thicxness of tne organic 
horizons. Where tnese are thin tne profile snow no indications 
of poor drainage. Where tnicx, tne profile is pooriy drained 
at least immediately below tne peat. In Profile lp6 drainage 
conditions seem to improve slightly lower in the profile, and 
the deposition of an iron pan may be related to this. In 
Profile 1)5, Where no such improvement occurs, the iron 
deposition zone is not clearly defined.
Coarse-textured agricultural soils.
The coarse-textured agricultural soils form a three 
stage succession based on tne morphology of the B horizon.
Profile 147 forms the first member of the group. This
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profile has been descrioed above (p./&T ) and is best assigned 
to the mor-humus group. Nevertheless for comparative purposes !
Profile 1A8. M p  ref: 11262?
Al 0- 3" Dark reddish brovm (5IR 3/2) sandy loam; moderate
soft crumb structure; friable; occasional 
coarse sandstone blocks; abundant coarse and fine 
roots; sand grains bleached; pH 4.9; no 
carbonates; merging boundary
A3 3-10" Reddish brown (2.5YR 3/6) sandy loam; wealv soft
Bl . subangular blocky structure; friable; occasional
coarse sandstone blocks; abundant roots; a few 
bleached sand grains; pH 4.1; no carbonates; 
merging boundary
B2?ir 10-19" Red (2.5YR 4/8) sandy loam; we ale subangular bio city
structure; mellow torture; occasional coarse 
sandstone blocks; frequent fine roots; pH 5.3; 
no carbonates; clear tongued boundary
B3 19" + Weak red (lOYR 4/3) loamy sand; structureless;
abundant coarse sandstone blocks; very compact; 
pH 4.6; no carbonates.
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It is also desirable to consiaer it nere.
The chief point is that tne brightest colours occur 
in the B2ir horizon immediately oeiow the A 2 . Tne structure 
of tnis 'brighter A ' horizon is weakly developed bio cry; 
the top of the horizon is only 4 in. below tne soil surface, 
in Profile I40 the brightest colours occur in the second 
subsurface horizon, and coincide (as in 147; witn a textural 
change, but in this case the horizon appears in the field to 
contain more colloid than tne horizons aoove or below. 
Structure development is no greater than in the horizon 
above. Therefore mainly because of the textural contrast 
tnis horizon is designated B2t and in view of the colour 
similarity with the B2 of Profile 147 ft is diagnosed as 
B2ir also.
The surface horizon of this profile is an Ap, but it 
is difficult to be sure of the desgnation of the first 
subsurface horizon relative to the Ap above or 32 below.
On the basis of structure it resembles the B 2 ; however it 
contains bleached sand grains, suggesting an A 2 . and the 
colour contrast with the B2 also suggests that it may be the 
eluvial part of a sequum. The horizon is therefore designated 
A3 since two out of the three characteristics are...more 
diagnostic of an A than a B horizon.
Profile 150. Map ref: 11256270
Ap 0- 7" Very dark greyish broim (lOYR 2/2) sandy
loam; weak irregiilar granular structure; friable; 
occasional coarse red sandstone blocks; 
abundant roots; pH 5.2; no carbonates; 
clear boundary
Bl 7-24" Weak red (2.5YR 5/2) loam with some yellowish
red (5YR 5/8) mottling within peds; moderate 
subangular blocky structure; mellow; frequent 
coarse red and finer yellow sandstone blocks; 
frequent fine roots, rare below 16"; tongues 
of surface material (worm channels) to base of 
the horizon; pH 5.5; no carbonates; sharp 
undulating boundary
IIB2g 24-36" Pinicish grey (7 .5YR 7/2) silty clay; some
reddish brown (5YR 4/3) and yellowish red 
■ (5YR 5/8) mottling within peds; very strong 
angular blocky structure; compact; occasional 
red and yellow sandstone blocks; some manganese 
staining on stones and structure faces; pH 5.6; 
merging boundary
IIB3g 36" + Light greyish brown (5YR 7/1) silty clay with
some reddish brown (5YR 4/4) and yellowish red 
(5YR 5/8) mottling; platy structure; very compact; 
abundant in situ shale fragments; pH 4.5; 
no carbonates.
ill.
'Ihe structureless horizon below the 32, with v/eaker red 
colours, is designated 33.
The third profile in this sequence, profile 130, has no 
'brighter 3' horizon. The Ap, very similar to the A1 of profile 
l48, rests directly on a weak red horizon similar to the 33 of 
profile 148.
For structural and textural reasons the horizon below the 
Ap is designated 31. The 32 is defined by its maximum structural 
development, and the colours suggest a 'g' designation. Below the 
32 is the horizon of weathering parent material, compact and 
slightly gleyed, currently undergoing pedogenesis and therefore 
designated 33. ^oth 32 and 33 horizons seem to have developed in 
a texturally different parent material to the Ap and 31 horizons.
Relationships between the profiles.
The difference between the three profiles appears to be 
related to topographic position and depth of colluvial sandy material. 
Profile 147 has remained in a semi-natural state largely because
/
Profile 59, Map ref: OI66I6
Api 0- 2" Black 2/l) sandy loaiTi; weak crumb
structure; fraible; abundant roots; occasional 
coarse red sandstone fragments; bleached sand 
grains; pH 7.2; lime granules; merging 
boundary
Ap2 2- 6" Dai'k reddish broim 3/3) sandy loam;
weak crumb structure; friable; occasional 
coarse red sandstone fragments; frequent roots; 
pH 6.7; weak carbonate reaction; merging 
boundary
B2 6-lA” Dark yellowish bro\m (lOYR 4/3) sandy clay;
weak crumb structure; friable; frequent 
coarse red sandstone fragments; occasional 
roots; pH 6.3; no carbonates; merging boundary
B3 14-18" Yellowish bro\m (lOYR 4/2) sandy clay;
structureless; loose; pH 5.6; no carbonates; 
merging boundary
A2* 18-19^" Grey ($YR 5/I) sand; structureless; loose;
pH 5,5; no carbonates; clear boundary
B2 'ir 19^-22" Red (2.5YR 4/8) sandy loam; structureless;
mellow; weakly cemented; pH 5,5; 
no carbonates; merging boundary
R 22" + Coarse red sandstone.^
If
the sloee on which it occurs is too steep for human modification 
to be practicable, ^ere a 'brighter 3' horizon apparently forms 
the lower part of a shallow podzolic sequum. Coarse sandstone 
underlies the profile.
In profile l4S the base of the profile seems to be colluvial 
sandy material; the 'brighter 3' horizon is lower in the profile 
and underlies a possibly leached but scarcely podzolized horizon. 
Although its colour is similar to the 32 of profile l4y 
(suggesting podzolization) its texture suggests that if it is part 
of a sequum then that sequum is argillic rather than spodic.
Finally, in profile IpO, where colluvial material only forms a 
veneer over shale or fine micaceous sandstone, no 'brighter 3' 
horizon is present. Here it seems possible that the low permeability 
of the lower parent material has resulted in the chief processes 
influencing the development of the profile being those associated 
with gleying.
Soils similar to profiles l4y and 130 occur on agricultural 
land in the Ramshaw Rocks - Ooldsitch Moss area. Another profile 
(39) from the same area suggests two phases of soil formation.
The horizons designated A2' and 32' clearly form a spodic sequum. 
Bleached sand grains are found in the Apl but not in
/.
/
Profile 171. Map ref: 104638.
Ap 0- 8" Black (5YR 2/l) sandy loam; moderate soft
nutty structure; friable; frequent bro\m 
micaceous sandstone blocks; abundant roots; 
bleached sand grains; pH 5.1; 
no carbonates; sharp undulating boundary
B2ir 8-27" Strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) sandy loam; iron
pan fragments at the base of the Ap; weak 
nutty structure; friable; abundant 
sandstone blocks; occasional fine roots; 
frequent worm channels filled with Ap 
material; pH 5.9; no carbonates; clear 
undulating boundary
B3 27-36" Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) sandy loam;
structreless; compact; very stony; few 
roots; pH 6 .0 ; no carbonates; merging 
undulating boundary
lie 36-54" Dark bro^m (7.5YR 4/2) clay loam; very
strong angular blocky structure; tough, 
compact; abundant manganese-stained 
sandstone blocks; pH 4 .8 ; no carbonates; 
sharp boundary
R 54" + In situ Longnor Sandstone.
Profile 154 Map ref: 113628
Ap . 0-5" Very dark grey (5YR 3/l) sandy loam;
moderate granular structure; friable 
frequent brown micaceous sandstone blocks; 
abundant roots; pH 6.6; lime granules; 
merging irregular boundary
B2ir 5- 6" Yellowish red(5YR 5/6) sandy loam; weak
blocky structure;, friable; very stony; rare 
roots; pH 6.5; no carbonates; merging 
boundary
B 3 6-I4" Dark brovm (7.5YR 4/4) sandy loam; very weak
blocky structure; compact; fine sandstone 
blocks; frequent roots; pH 6.8; 
no carbonates; merging boundary y
R 14" + In situ Longnor Sandstone.
/7b
the Ap2, indicating a less clearly aofinea seouua at the 
precept soil surface. Tne ocu.niary oetv/een these two sequa 
is Obscure, uut the norizons cesi^nateu h2 ana 3) are 
interpreted as little differentiated r horizons. This 
profile is therefore thought to consist of an aimost 
undifferentiated brown profile overlying a truncated podzol 
profile, the level of truncation oeing tne A1 horizon.
Medium and fine texturea agricultural soils.
Medium and fine textured agricultural soils occur only 
in the Sneen Hill-Longnor area. These soils fall into two 
textural s u b g r o u p s t h o s e  derived from sixty sandstones and 
those derived from the snales. Both subgroups snow similar 
pedogenic trends.
Medium textured agricultural soils.
Profile 171 is similar to Profile 147 of the previous 
group. The colour of the horizon underlying the Ap are very 
slightly stronger than that of the subsequent horizon. This
!I
profile is clearly a podzol regraded by management, since the |
i
A'o includes many bleached sand grains, and tne fragments of an !
i
iron pan are present in the solum in and at the base of the Ap. \
?
The B2 horizon is only distinguished by a very slight colour • r
Ê
i
difference from the Bp below.  ^ !
Profile 156. Map ref: 115630
Al 0- 3" Very dark hvoim (lOYR 2/2) loam; small nutty
structure; mellow; occasional brown micaceous 
sandstone blocks; abundant roots; root 
channels mottled; pH 5.6; no carbonates; clear 
boundary
Bl 3-14" Dark bro:m (7.5YR 4/4) loam; small blocky
structure; mellow; occasional sandstone 
blocks; frequent fine roots; worm channels 
filled with A1 material; pH 4.9; no carbonates; 
merging boundary
B2 14- 28" Dark brown (7.5YH 4/4) loam with some light
brovaiish grey (iCYH 6/2) mottling on ped faces; 
small weak prismatic structure; mellow; 
occasional broi\m sandstone fragments; pH 4.9; 
no carbonates; clear boundary
R 28" + In situ Longnor Sandstone.
Profile 159. Map ref: 116631
Ap 0- 4" Black (iGYR 2/l) loam; small nutty structure;
mellow; occasional brown sandstone blocks; 
abundant roots, channels rusty-mottled; 
pH 6 D  ; lime granules ; merging boundary
Bl 4-14" Brown (between 7.5YR 4/4 and 5/4) loam;
moderate subangular blocky structure; mellow; 
frequent sandstone blocks; occasional roots; 
pH 6.0; no carbonates; merging boundary
B2g 14-27" Light yellowish brown (lOYR 6/4) to grey
(2.5YR 5/0) sandy clay; much yellowish red 
(5YR 5/8) mottling within pads; weak coarse 
prismatic structure; heavy; abundant sandstone 
blocks; occasional roots; pH 6.0; no carbonates; 
clear boundary
IIB3g 27" + Light brownish grey (lOYR 6/2) silty clay loam;
much yellowish red (5YR 5/B) mottling; 
structureless; compact; stoneless; pH 5.6 ; / 
no carbonates.
i??
Indication oi a 
Profile In this prcflxc, tno Ap ovorlieo a norizon
dictinguishea only by ciight^y stronger colours from tne 
horizon oelow. This ..orizon rese:noloc the 32 of Profiles 1^7 
and 171 and has therefore beon nesignateu 32ir on tne assumption 
that the stronger colour 13 relatec. to iron immigration. No
iron pan remnants occur in the profile v/nicn therefore
recencies Profile 147 rather tnan Profile I7I.
Profile Ipb resembles Profile If0 of the previous group
in that there is no colour differentiation of tne 3 horizon.
It contrasts with Profile IpO in that there is no texture cnange 
down the profile. Structure aevelopment is most marneu in the 
secona subsurface horizon juaging by tne size of tne peas; this 
horizon is therefore 32. This horizon is slightly gleyea, but 
the amount of grey presenter structure faces is insufficient 
to justify a 'g' designation. The horizon aoove has smaller 
but stronger peas and is aesignatea B l .
The last soil of this group, Profile Ipf, is texturally 
similar to Profile Ipu, but arainage is impedea. As in Profile 
156, structure development reaches a maximum in the second 
subsurface horizon (B2g). The ungleyed horizon above this has
Profile 168. Map ref: 115614
Ap 0- 6" Very dark greyish brown (lOYR 3/2) silty clay
loam; strong granular structure; friable; 
occasional thin sandstone fragments; abundant 
roots; pK 5.6; no carbonates; clear boundary
B2 6-12" Dark yellowish broim (lOYR 4/4) silty clay 
loam; weak nutty structure; friable; 
occasional sandstone fragments and shales, 
increasing towards base; frequent fine roots; 
pH 5.3; no carbonates; merging boundary
R 12" + Micaceous silty shale.
Profile 152. Map ref: 111626
Ap 0- 6" Black (lOYR 3/l) silty clay loam; irregular
moderate granular structure; friable; few 
sandstone fragments; abundant roots; root 
channels rusty-mottled; pH 5.9; no carbonates; 
merging boundary
Big 6-14" Pale brovm (lOYR 6/3) silty clay loam; much
reddish brovm (7.5YR 5/3) mottling within peds; 
moderate prismatic structure; heavy; 
occasional rotted sandstone fragments; pH 4.9; 
no carbonates; merging boundary
B2g 14-21" Grey (lOYR 6/1) silty clay loam; much reddish
yellow (7.5YR 6/8) mottling v/ithin peds; 
coarse prismatic structure; heavy; very 
tenacious; some shale fragments; pH 5.9; 
no carbonates; merging boundary
Cg 21" + Grey (lOYR 5/1,6/I) weathered shale; some
yellowish red mottling (5YR 5/8); abundant 
shale fragments•
. /
smaller szrucrures and is assignee a ri aesignarion. Trie 
horizon oeiow ihe 32g is structureless ana compact out mottled, 
characteristics combining those ol a presamea parent material 
with those attrioutabie to pedogenesis; it is therefore a 
Bfg horizon.
Fine texturea agricultural soils.
The soils aevelopea from the snales in this parent 
material group may oe arrangea in a similar arainage sequence 
as the soils on the silty sanustones (gteaium textured 
agricultural soils) .
Profile lob illustrates the wei^ arainea stage. This 
is essentially an AG soil, but structure aevelopment in the 
horizon below the Ap dictates the assignation of this horizon 
as B2 even though containing numerous shale fragments.
I»r2.)
The poorly drained representativeq^is similar, to Profile 
Iff aoove, and also to Profile ll6 in the first parent material 
group. Maximum structural definition occurs in the second 
subsurface horizon (B2g) the horizon above having small peds 
but still accompanied by considerable gleying (Big).
No very poorly drained representative similar to Profile 
Iff of Parent Material Group 1 occurs in either of these subgroups
If I
delationsni os between the profiles .
Among tne profiles characteristic of tne siity snales,
Profiles I7I ana Iff snow morphological features similar to 
Profile I47 in the group of soi^s aerivea from coarse sandstones.
In Profile I7I tnis effect is cxeariy associatea with 
podzolization (as in 147) out tnere is no evidence in Profile 
If4 to suggest a similar connection. Nevertheless there seems 
to be some reason to correlate 'brighter 3' horizons with 
present or past podzolization.
The other profiles in both tne silty sandstone and the 
Shale groups are broadly similar morphologically to the better 
arainea ana poorly drained members of tne Subgroup 1 0 series 
(Profiles 137» 1 lb) but no poorly arained equivalent of Profile 
13f has been aetectea. Possibly tnis is because none of the
I
parent materials in this group are aarm coloured, and this even i
where very poorly drained the wnole profile appears to be
oxidised. Alternatively, it may be tnat in ail cases tne I
Î
coarser textures of these materials allow better permeation and I
i
therefore complete reduction of iron is prevented. [
Parent Material Group 3 . (Manifold Formation, Love Snales Formation).
As in Parent Material Group 2, the soils of this group may 
be divided into semi-natural and agricultural groups, the latter
/.
/  ' •
being further divisible into coarse and fine sequences.
Profile 118. Map ref: 076601
01 0- 1" Black (7.5YR 2/0) fibrous peat; most roots
occur in this horizon; sharp boundary
Al 1- 4" Very dark grey (flR 3/I) humus-stained sand;
structureless; loose; grains bleached; 
occasional small quartsite pebbles and coarse 
sandstone blocks; occasional fine roots; 
pH 3.8; no carbonates; clear boundary
A2 4- 8" Brown (7.5YR 5/2) sand; structureless; loose;
grains bleached; occasional small quartsite 
pebbles and coarse sandstone blocks; pH 4.2; 
no carbonates; sharp irregular boundary
B2.1h 8-I3" Very dusky red (2.5YR 2/2) indurated sand;
matrix mainly humus with little visible iron; 
platy structure; compact; occasional pebbly 
sandstone blocks; pH 3.9; no carbonates; 
sharp irregular boundary
B2*2ir 13-17" .Yellowish red (5YR 5/8) sandy clay; much
light brov/nish grey (lOYR 6/2) mottling; 
structureless; heavy; occasional pebbly 
sandstone blocks; pH 4.4; no carbonates; 
clear irregular boundary
B 3 17-24" Yellowish red (5YR 5/8) sand; structureless;
loose; frequent pebbly sandstone blocks; 
pH 4.4; no carbonates; merging boundary
R 24" + Pebbly sandstone (Limi-Lady Edge Sandstone).
L !.. Ü .  •. ■ y  h!-_ J  h  3 j L _  p f  :  A  ^  , -p 5  '2 - ■.. ^
Profile 56. Map ref: 042625
01 0-li" Undecomposed C^lluna litter; clear boundary
02 1^  4" Black (7.5YR 2/0) amophous humus ; some bleached
sand grains; most living roots in this horizon; 
pH 3,2; clear boundary
A2 4- 7" Very dark grey (5YII 3/1) sandy loam; very weak
blocky structure; mellow; abundant small 
sandstone fragments; rare roots; pH 3.4; 
no carbonates; merging boundary
B2h,ir 7- 9" Reddish blade (lOYR 2/1) humus-stained sandy
loam; platy structure; mellow; weakly cemented; 
many iron concretions; pH 3.5; no carbonates; 
clear boundary
B2,2ir,t 9-16" Yellowish red (5YR. 4/B-5/8) sandy clay; moderate
blocky structure; mellow; continuous iron pan 
at top of horizon; occasional iron concretions; 
iron staining decreasing dovnwards; frequent small 
sandstone fragments; pH 3.6; no carbonates; 
clear boundary
B3g 16-22" Light brownish grey(l0YR 6/2) sandy clay; yellowish
red (5YR 4/8) and brown (lOYR 5/8) mottles within 
pads and round old root channels; coarse prismatic 
structure; heavy; abundant sandstone blocks; 
pH 4,0; no carbonates; merging boundary
R 22" + In situ thin sandstones (Thorncliff Sandstone)
194-
à emi-natura L uo i s  iinaor oeat.
In uhc semi-natural ^roup, m e  eoil profiles aescrioed 
iiXi-y DC arranged in oraer of increasing rnickn^ss of m e  0 
horizon. Profile lie is an example of m e  profile occurring 
unuer thin pear. Tne 0 horizon is only 1 in. m i c a  ana consists 
of fibrous humus referaole to L ana P types ; it is consequently 
aesignatea 01. Below this horizon is a weil-developea spoaic 
boquum, tne iron-eluviatea A2 overlying ootn humus ana iron 
illuvial B2 horizons. A zone of aiffuse iron opposition occurs 
under the iron pan, and is aesignatea B2.2. Tnis horizon is
lightly gleyed, but not sufficiently to qualify for 'A'
designation. A horizon (Bp) transitional to tne parent material 
fR) is present.
Under deeper peat (4 in.) accompanied by some iinpeaance 
in groundwater movement a gleyea variant of tne above poasol 
occurs. Profile illustrates this, and differs from Profile 
llo only in the 0 horizon, wnicn is thicker and diviaea into 01 
and 0 2 ; and in tne gleyed B p .
It is also possible to arrange gley profiles under peat in 
a similar sequence, the increasing depth of the 0 horizons being 
paralleled by reduction of an increasing proportion of the profile
/
Profile 117. ref: 078599
01 0- 2" Black (7.5YR 2/0) Callura litter; fibrous;
abundant roots; clear boundary
02 2- 3" Black (7.5%% 2/0) amorphous humus; abundant
roots; clear boundary
A&B 3- 9" Brown (7.5YR 4/2-5/2) clay loam; coarse
prismatic structure; mellow; much humus 
staining on ped faces; abundant small qucrtz 
pebbles; occasional pebbly sandstone blocks; 
occasional fine roots; pH 3.8; no carbonates; 
merging boundary
B2g 9-14" Greyish brown (lOiR 5/2) to reddish grey (5YR 4/2) 
clay; much strong brovm (7.5YR 5/8) mottling 
within peds; medium prismatic structure; heavy, 
slightly plastic; occasional small quartz pebbles; 
slight humus staining on ped faces; occasional 
fine roots; pH 4.1; no carbonates; merging 
boundary
B 3g 14-30" Greyish brown (lOIR 5/2) sandy loam; some
yallowish red (5YR 5/8) mottling within peds; 
coarse v/eak prismatic structure; mellow; 
occasional fine roots; stoneless; pH 4.3; 
no carbonates; clear boundary
Hi 30-36" Grey (lOYR 5/I) with strong brovm (7.5YH 5/8)
mottling in situ weathered shale;platy structure; 
mellow and compact; pH 4.4; no carbonates; clear 
boundary
IIH2 36" + In situ pebbly sandstone (Lum-Lady Edge Sandstone)
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Profile 119 Mao ref: 075602
01 ,0- 1" Fibrous Calluna and Erica litter; clear
boundary
02 1- 9" Very dark grey (5YR 3/1 ) amorphous humus;
living roots in this horizon; much water 
seepage; pH 3,4; sharp boundary
A2 9-21" Dark reddish grey (5YR 4/2) sandy loam;
structureless; heavy; abundant small quartz 
pebbles; abundant dead roots, the channels 
iron-lined; pH 3.7; no carbonates; merging 
boundary
B2g 21-42" Grey (2.5YR 5/0) silty clay loam; coarse
prismatic structure; heavy; tenacious; 
occasional sandstone blocks; frequent iron- 
lined root channels at top of horizon, rare 
towards base; pH 3.9; no carbonates; merging 
boundary
B3g 42" + Dark grey (7.5YH 4/0 - IQYH 4/I) silty clay
loam; structureless; heavy; tenacious; 
occasional sandstone blocks at top of horizon; 
pH 3,8; no carbonates
Profile 57. Map ref: 043627
01 0- l|" Galluna litter; clear boundary
02 lt-13" Black (2.5YR 2/0) to dark reddish brown (5YH 4/4)
amorphous humus; pH 3.2; clear boundary
A&Bg 13-24" Light greyish broivn (lOYH 6/2) sandy loam;
weak coarse prismatic structure; heavy; 
abundant bleached sandstone fragments; many 
dead roots; pH 4.5; no carbonates; clear 
boundary
B2g 24-35" Greyish brown (lOYH 5/2) sandy clay; slight
yellowish red (5YR 5/8) mottling; heavy; 
structureless; abundant sandstone fragments; 
pH 5,2; no carbonates; clear boundary
R 24" + In situ sandy"shale and thin sandstone
( Thorncliff S "u .1 ct one )
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Profile 117 illustrates the better drained member of the 
sequence. The 0 horizons are 3 in. thick, and overlie a horizon 
with much humus staining on ped faces but lighter in texture than 
the horizon below. This combination of A and 3 horizon characteristics 
suggests an A&B horizon designation. The horizon below the AuB 
contains appreciably more clay than the horizons above or below and 
is the horizon of strongest structure formation: it is therefore 
thoughtto be both an illuvial and a structural B horizon (32).
This and the horizons below have colours indicative of gleying, 
but brown colours predominate over grey in all horizons.
Profile 119 illustrates the poorly drained stage, with maximum 
structure formation in the second mineral horizon (32). The first 
mineral horizon apparently does not contain any appreciable amount of 
organic matter and is consequently designated A2. The structures of 
the 32 suggest development of the profile under periodically waterlogged 
conditions, but the presence of oxidised iron linings to abandonned 
root channels at the top of the horizon suggests that podzolization 
may also be contributing to the formation of the profile. In this 
profile the organic horizons together total 9 in.
The very poorly drained member is exemplified by Profile 57•
The depth of organic matter totals 13 in. No A horizon is clearly
distinguishable in this profile, for the top mineral horizon is also '
the horizon of maximum structure formation. This horizon therefore has 
the attributes of A and B horizons (A&3). Slight oxidation /
/.
o: iron is aiiecLa'u.LU in m e  aorizon uelow, aeii^nazea z3 
since m i s  is cos.bineu wiin a os once oi structures.
!{.1. n t i oris n i j b c i. v; s o n ih or oil i os .
Pro ill as j.io and 'jb are very similar morphologie ally, and 
are on.y uistln^uisnaole on relatively slight ü norizon ana Bp 
nor1son criteria.
The aiiierence between Proiile 117 and Profiles 11/ ana 57 
is basically similar to tne diiference oetween poorly ana very 
poorly-drained profiles in Group 1, namely an increase in tne 
proportion of reducea-iron colours in tne profile. however,
under peat tne very poorly arainea profiles differ from non-
peaty analogues such as Profile 159 vP- ) in tnat oetter 
drainage if present at all is found in tne second or subsequent 
mineral horizon.
Profiles 119 nnd 57 nre easily disting^uishaole in soil 
pits by the presence or absence of oxidised iron in tne profile, 
but sucn a parameter is unlikely to be reliable in the 
investigation of auger profiles.
Coarse textured agricultural soils.
Coarse textured agricultural soils are limited to two
I /
profiles developed in Manifold Formation sandstones, one well-
/
/
Profile /I. Map ref: 025575
Ap 0_ 7" Black (5YR 2/l) sandy loam; weak crumb
structure; friable; abundant angular 
sandstone fragments; abundant roots; 
pB 6.5; no carbonates; merging boundary
A2 7-14" Dark reddish brown (5YH 3/2) sandy loam;
structureless; loose; abundant sandstone 
fragments; frequent roots; pH 6.S; weak 
carbonate reaction; merging boundary
B2/Hir 14" +..U. Weathered in situ sandstone (Thorncliff
Sandstone), the upper part with a thick 
iron coatipg forming an irregular pan at 14".
Profile 43. Map ref: 043627
02 0- 3" Black (7 .5YR 2/o) amophous humus; wealdly
stratified; slimy; bleached sand grains; 
abundant roots; pH 7.0; no carbonates; 
sharp boundary
A2 3-12" Grey (lOYR 5/l) sand with some yellowish red
(5YR 5/8) mottling within peds; small bloclcy 
structure; mellow; occasional sandstone fragu.. 
ments; frequent roots, the channels rusty- 
■ mottled; pH 5.0; no carbonates; merging 
boundary
B2g 12-24" Grey (7.5YH 5/l) sandy clay with much
yellowish red (5YR 6.8) mottling within peds; 
coarse prismatic structure; mellow; frequent 
sandstone blocks; occasional fine roots; 
pH 6.1; no carbonates; clear boundary
IIB3g 24-32" Grey (7 .5YR 5/1) clay loam with some
yellowish brown (lOYH 5/8) mottling; heavy 
structureless; frequent sandstone blocks; 
occasional fine roots; pH 6.4; no carbonates;, 
merging boundary
IIGg 32" + Grey (7.5YR 5/0) to black (5YH 2/l) clay
loam; some yellowish broim (lOYR 5/8) 
mottling; structureless; heavy; occasional 
sandstone blocks; some manganese staining; 
pH 6.1; no carbonates.
/ ‘/'o
arainea and, une oxher poorly-arainea. Aixnou^n x e x x u m i y  
aisxihct from xhe finer-xexturea equiv&lenxa m e  coarceox 
xexxare is sandy loam, macn finer xnan xne ooaroe xe^xuroa 
soils of Groups 1 or 2.
Profile Al illustrates the we^l a_ainea profile. Tne ph 
is ni^h, out this is likely to be the result of limin^ since tne 
morpnology of the profile su^-esxs podzolization. Tne second 
horizon has tne appearance of an A 2, and iron aeoosition nas 
apparently taken place in the upper part of tne R i:orizon. 
Consequently it seems that the Ap is formea from the 0 and Al 
horizons.
The poorly drained profile (45) is texturally differentiated 
into an upper sandy colluvial material and a lower snale-derivea 
residue. The profile has a humified peaty surface horizon which 
qualifies for 02 designation. The nigh pH of tnis horizon shows 
tnat liming has taken place. On structural evidence, the horizon 
below tnis has been designated 31, but it is possible that some 
iron éluviation has taken place. Maximum structure development 
is apparent in the subsequent horizon (32) and the structureless 
horizon below this (35) seems to oe transitional to snale residues.
/ .
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Profile 162. Map ref: 111640
Ap 0- 6" Very dark greyish brown (iQYH 3/2) silty
clay loam; soft granular structure; friable; 
occasional bleached sand grains; abundant 
roots, with slightly mottled channels; 
occasional small sandstone fragments; 
pH 4.8; no carbonates; merging boundary
AC 6-15" Dark hroim (7.pYH 3/2) loam; granular structure;
friable; occasional shale fragments, more 
numerous downwards; frequent fine roots; 
pH 5.6; no carbonates; merging boundary
R 15" + Compact in situ shales in the Dove Shales
Formation; slight manganese staining; rare 
fine roots; pH 5.4; no carbonates,^
Profile 45. Map ref: 017575
Ap 0- 8" Dark grey (lOYR 4/I) clay loam; moderate nutty
structure; friable; frequent sandstone 
fragments; abundant roots; channels rusty- 
mottled; pH 5.6; no carbonates; merging 
• boundary
Big 8-18" Grey (lOYR 5/l) clay loam; much yellowish-
brovm (lOYR 5/8) mottling within peds; weak 
irregular prismatic structure; mellow; 
frequent small sandstone fragments; frequent 
fine roots; pH 5.6; no carbonates; 
clear bo'ondary
B2g 18-30" Grey (lOYR 5/1) clay; much strong bro’-vn
(7 .5YR 5/8) mottling within peds; strong 
coarse prismatic structure; heavy; very 
tenacious; slight stratification within peds 
at base; occasional fine roots between ped 
faces; pH 5.2; no carbonates; merging boundary
R 30" + Shales in the Manifold Formation.
M2-
Kc i.at i oâski OS between tne :.r oi'i 1.es .
The differences uctween tr.e coarse textured agricultural 
profiles ^41, 45} are relatcu to differences in internal 
drainage, in turn at least partly correlated, witn tne amount 
of colluvial material present. Tne well-drained profile 4I is 
formed in residual sandy material, oui in profile 4t a texturally 
similar material has apparently been mixed with snale-aerivea 
clay, and overlies snale. Prooably botn conditions nave 
contributed to tne poor drainage of tne profile.
Fine textured agricultural soils.
These profiled are mainly developed on the Love Snales.
As elsewnere, three drainage stages have been recognised.
Profile 162 represents tne well-drained stage, essentially 
an a/G profile, but as in Profile I60 (p. ) showing slight
differentiation. In tnis profile this evidence is based on 
tne presence of bleached sand grains in the Ap and their aosence 
from the horizon below; tnere is very little structural 
difference between the two horizons. Tne second norizon is 
considered to be transitional between A and C, and in tne 
aosence of a B horizon is therefore designated AC: it has an 
organic content and structures similar to the A horizon, but 
contains a considerable amount of little-weathered parent material.
/
/
Profile 172» Map ref: 127602
Ap 0- l" Very dark grey 3/l) silt loaKj
moderate irregular granular atructure; 
friable; abundant coarse and fine roots; 
root channels mottled; pK 6.0; lime 
granules; merging boundai-y
Big 4-12" Dark brown (7.5YR 4/2) silty clay loam;
moderate blocky structui'e; friable; 
frequent fine roots, with mottled channels; 
occasional shale fragments; pK 6.0; weak 
carbonate reaction; clear boundary
B2g 12-18" Dark grey (7.5ÏR I /O) to grey (7.5^ 5/0)
clay; some strong bro'jn (7.5YR 5/8) mottling 
within peds; coarse prismatic structure; heavy; 
occasional shale, limestone and chert 
fragments; pH 6.5; we ale carbonate reaction; 
merging boundary
B3g 18" + Very dark grey (7.5YR 3/0) silty clay, with
slight strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) mottling; 
structureless; heavy; abundant shale and 
occasional limestone and chert fragments; 
pH 6.6; weak carbonate reaction.
1 ..auszrazuz zhe poorly-ara-aea ezaje, in 
wa:cn enough grey colouring is ^resent on peu faces in alz 
subsurface horizons so cua..ify for a 'a' uesi^naiion, bus tne 
ovcr-aj.1 imprussion of she colour profile is a preponuerance 
of orange or ye.L j or 'oxiuisea iron ' colours. ilaxiriu::. structure 
uevoiopxenx is founu in une norizon (32) immeulately aoove une 
parenu mauerial, but une weaker surucuures in une norizon 
aoove suggesting a 31 designauion.
Profile 1Y2 is ar: example of une very poorly-araineu 
sua^e, in wnich uhe zone of oxiuiseu iron is unin. Tne major 
paru of tne profile is uiierefore uominateu by grey colours. 
Maximum structure development occurs in une secona subsurface 
norizon, wnicn aiuhough preaominanuly grey is therefore 
designated 32. The horizon aoove is 31 (smaller structures) 
and uhe structureless norizon oelow, 3$.
Relationships between uhe profiles.
Tne profile sequence l62-4p-l72 is very similar to uhe 
Group 1 sequence (157-1x0-159), and is similarly interpreted 
as being determined by the water table level relative to the 
soil surface.
/
/ I
Profile 7. iiap ref: 061555S0
0 0- 2” Black 2/1) incdecomposed aiid airiorphous
hiunus, mainly Callrna litter; occasional 
bleached sand grains; pH /.2; no carbonates; 
merging boundary
A1 2- Dark reddish brown (fYH 3/2) humus-stained
sand; grains bleached; structureless; loose; 
occasional small sandstone fragments; 
abundant roots; pH 1.0 ; no carbonates; 
merging boundary
A2 1-11" Reddish brown GoYR 5/3) loam; bleached sand
grains; very weak nutty structure; friable; 
frequent fine roots; frequent small sandstone 
fragments; pH 3.6; no carbonates; sharp 
boundary to B2.1 where present, otherwise 
merging to E2.2
B2 .1h 11-12" Dark reddish brown (SYR 3/2) humic sand;
weal: irregular nutty structure; friable; 
occasional small sandstone fragments; 
occasional fine roots; a discontinuous 
horizon; pH 1.6; no carbonates; sharp 
boundary
B2.2 12-22" Grey (lOYR 5/l) clay; much strong brown 
(7 .5YR 5/6) mottling within pads; strong 
coarse prismatic structure; heavy; compact; 
occasional small sandstone fragments; a few 
fine roots with rusty-lined channels; pH 5.0; 
no carbonates; merging boundary
B 3g 22-11" Grey (7.5YR 5/o) clay; some yellowish red
(5YR 5/6) mottling within peds; strong coarse 
prismatic structure; compact; occasional smnll 
sandstone fragments; frequent fine roots 
between ped faces; pH 5.0; no carbonates; 
clear boundary
Cg 11-18" Grey (lOYR 3/I) sandy clay; slight yellowish
red (5YR 5/8) mottling; structureless; very 
compact; occasional small sandstone fragments; 
pH 5.0; no carbonates; sharp boundary
R 18" + In situ thin sandstones and shales
TOnecote Sandstone)
M6
Parent Material Group 4 . (Onecote Sandstone and Gun Hill
Siltstone Formations).
As in Groups 2 and 3 it is also possible in Group 4 to 
divide the profiles into semi-natural and coarse and fine agricultural 
subgroups.
No peaty soils derived from Siltstones have been described since 
very little of the moorland associated with the Siltstones has been 
pedologically examined in this study. The area of semi-nutarai soils 
formed in Onecote Sandstone residues is small, being limited to Grindon 
Moor and a small area just north of the Mixon Dome.
Profile 7 illustrates the chief soil occurring on these 
moorland areas and is an example taken from Grindon Moor, ^here is 
evidence of turf cutting on Grindon Moor and the unusually thin peaty 
0 horizon may reflect this.
Two texturally distinct materials seem to be present in the 
profile, sand overlying clay, but the indications are that this is 
pedogenic textural differentiation of an initially more or less 
homogeneous parent material. The textural break occurs immediately 
below a weakly expressed humic B horizon and is therefore probably 
the 'result of clay destruction under low pH conditions.
Profile 3o (p. (^ 4 ) shows a similar textural pattern.
iHl
Tne 0 norizon over^ios a tnin Al in v/nicn nunus ana
Dlüacnoa oana grains are minea uo^cûncr. Below rnis is a 
norizon wiin liitle organic max ter out sti.i containing 
o-cacnea sand _rains, qualifying for an A2 aesignation. 
Underlying lenses of woanly structured nuaus-stainea sana are 
interpreted as representing a nuaus iiluvial horizon (B2h).
Tne B2n is defines as an ilsuvial B, cut below it lie 
two norizons with strong prismatic structures also qualifying 
for B2 designation for structural reasons. Tne lower of tnese 
norizons, although wel^ structured, may be designated Bp since 
the colours are transitional to tnose of the structureless 
parent material below.
The upper norizon qualifies as B 2 , and therefore tnere 
are two horizons thus assigned, though on different grounds. 
These have been separated as B 2 .1 and B2.2 respectively.
Coarse-textured agricultural soils.
These soils are only found on the relatively coarse 
Onecote Sandstone-derived material. This material underlies a 
considerable area on But terton Moor and the northern part of the 
Mixon Borne, but the range of profiles is limited to two, one wei. 
drained and the other poorly drained.
Profile 66. Map ref: 071571
Ap G - 7" Black (fYR 2/l) sandy loam; moderate granular
structure; friable; sand grains bleached; 
frequent small sandstone fragments; abundant 
roots, channels rusty-mottled; pK 6.1 ; 
no carbonates; sharp boundary
Bl 7-17" Light brovmish grey (iQlR 6/2) sandy loam; weak
prismatic structure; stony; abundant eorternally 
bleached Onecote Sandstone blocks; frequent 
fine roots; pK 6.1; no carbonates; clear 
irregular boundary
B2 17-24" Light brownish grey (lOYR 6/1-2 ) sandy loam;
stones as above, unbleached; weak prismatic 
structure; pH 5,0 ; no carbonates; clear 
boundary
IIB3g 24-36" Dark grey (7.5YR 4/o) silty clay; some yellowish
red (5YR 5/8) mottling; structureless; stiff
and compact; occasional unrottod externally 
bleached Onecote Sandstone blocks; no carbonates; 
merging boundary
H R  36" + In situ shale.
Profile 23. Map ref: 033580
Ap 0- 6" Very dark grey (lOYR 3/l) loam; moderate crumb­
like structure; friable; occasional chert and 
sandstone fragments; abundant roots, channels 
rusty-mottled; pH 5.6; no carbonates; bleached 
sand grains; clear undulating boundary
Big 6-11" Grey (5YR 5/l) sandy clay; some yellowish red
(5YR 5/8) mottling within peds; moderate bloclcy 
structure; mellow; frequent fine roots; pH 5.2; 
no carbonates; merging boundary
B2g 11-19" Grey (5YR 5/I) snndy clay; much yellowish red
(5YR 5/8) mottling within peds; coarse 
prismatic structure; heavy; tenacious; pH 5*6; 
no carbonates; merging boundary /
IHI
Profile 60 repre-.erioo rre oeroer drained profile. A 
sharp rüxrural break occurs aa 24 in., suggesting tne presence 
of two different deposits, out as in Profile 7 tnis could oe
due to pcdO^enic differentiation. Siignt gleyinr in tne upper
horizon of the heavier 'lower deposit' snows that profile 
drainage is imperfect.
Bleached sand grains are present in tne Ap, and. externally 
bleached Onecote Sandstone clocks in the horizon oelow accompanied 
by weak prismatic structures suggest a Bl designation, as well 
as indicating the likelinood of former podzolic conditions in 
tne profile. Size and definition of structures are similar 
in the horizon below, possibly oecause of tne aoundance of 
sandstone blocks in this horizon. however, these blocks are 
unbleacned, and the 32 is established 1 on this criterion. The 
structureless horizon below is texturally transitional to tne 
underlying shale horizon iR) and is therefore designated Bp.
The poorly drained pedon is illustrated by Profile 2p. No
textural contrasts are detectable in this profile. Tne huiiose 
Ap overlies a structural Bl in which predominance .of grey colours 
contrasts with the norizons below, and suggests leaching of iron. 
Some oxidised mottles are present. Maximum structure development
/ i
E 3g 19-31" Grey ($IR 5/l) sandy loam with much yellowish
red (5YR 5/G) mottling; structureless; mellow; 
occasional rotted sandstone blocks; pK 5.6; 
no carbonates; merging boundary
R 31" + Highly weathered in situ Onecote Sandstone.
Profile 16. Map ref; 055255530
Ap 0- 3" Dark brovna (10 YR 3/2) loam; granular structure;
friable; occasional small silty shale fragments; 
abundant roots, channels rusty-mottled; 
pH 4.9; no carbonates; merging boundary
AC 3-14" Dark brown ('7.5YR 3/2) loam; granular structure; 
friable; frequent small shale fragments; 
frequent fine roots, channels slightly rusty- 
mottled; pH 4.8; no carbonates; merging 
boundary
R 14" + In situ shales in the Gun Hill Siltstone
Formation.
/
Zo
occurs in rhc norizon oelow this (u2) ana rne srrucrareiess 
ouoccyuenu norizon wlrn rortea sanasrones is desi^narea Bp.
Re.i niionsni os between tne profile s .
The reiuLionsnip borv/een profiles ob ana 2p is similar 
to that between profiles Ipb ana Ipp in Group 2 ) &hd
41 and 45 in Group p (p. M&). Differences in internal 
drainage account for the morphological differences encountered.
Fine-textured agricultural soils.
The fine-textured agricultural soils of this group can 
be arranged in a similar drainage sequence to those of other 
groups. In contrast to the other groups, however, this sequence 
contains an additional member (profile 145) interposed oetween 
the well-drained AC profiles and tne poorly drained deeper soils.
The shallow well-drained soil (Profile 16) is essentially 
an AC soil. In this example, the difference between surface ana 
subsurface horizon is even less than in Profile lo2 (p. ^%) and 
is considered to be too slight for a B designation. Since it 
combines properties of the A horizon with tnose of'the underlying 
R, tne designation AC has been assigned to it.
Profile 145 illustrates the intermediate or deep well-drained 
stage. The greater depth of the profile is reflected morphologically
/ : 
/ i
Profile 145. Map ref: 079536
Ap 0- 8" Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) silty clay loam;
weak nutty structui'e; mellow; abundant 
roots; pH 4 .8; no carbonates; merging 
boundary
Bl 8-15" Very dark greyish brown (iCYR 3/2) silty
clay loam; blocky structure; mellow; 
occasional sandstone and small quartz pebbles; 
rounded limestone pebble from 12"; abundant 
roots; pH 4 .6; no carbonates; merging 
boundary
B2 15-27" Dark brovm (7.5YR 4/4) silty clay; moderate
coarse bloclcy structure; mallow; frequent 
siltstone fragments; rare roots; pH 5.0; 
no carbonates; merging boundary
R 27" + Thin bedded Gun Hill Siltstones, in situ.
Profile 12. Map ref; 057555
Apl 0- 2" Very dark brovm (lOYR 2/2) loam; crumb
structure; friable; occasional shale 
fragments; abundant roots; channels rusty- 
mottled; pH 6.5; weal{ carbonate reaction; 
merging boundary
Ap2 0- 8" Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) clay loam; weak blocky
structure; mellow; occasional shale fragments; 
frequent fine roots; pH 6.5; weak carbonate 
reaction; merging boundary
Big 8-16" Grey (lOY^ 5/1) clay; much yellowish red
(5YR 5/8) mottling within peds; bloclcy 
structure; frequent small sandstone, siltstone 
and shale fragments; mellow; occasional fine 
roots; pH 6.5; no carbonates; clear boundary
B2g 16-26" Greyish brovm (lOYR 5/2) clay; some yellowish
red (5YR 4/8) mottling within peds; we ale 
coarse prismatic structure; mellow; abundant 
shale fragments; pH 6.0; merging boundary .
R 26" + In situ silty shale.
Profile 11. Map ref: 058556
Ap 0- 7" Black (5YR 3/1) sandy clay; much humus
present; weak crumb-like structure; friable; 
occasional sandstone fragments; abundant 
roots; cnannels rusty-mottled; pH 4.6; lime 
granules; clear undulating boundary
IIB2g 7-26" Very dark grey (lOYli 3/2) clay; coarse strong
prismatic structure; heavy; frequent small 
sandstone fragments; frequent fine roots;
, pH 4.8; no carbonates; clear boundary
IIB3g 26-40" Dark grey (7.5YR 4/l) clay; slight light
brovm (7.5%^ 6/8) mottling within peds; heavy;
strong prismatic structure at top of the 
horizon, weakening below and becoming more 
platy; abundant shale and occasional siltstone 
and sandstone fragments; occasional fine roots 
and old root channels; pH 4.8; no carbonates; 
clear boundary
H R  40" + In situ shales with thin siltstone beds.
/■
Dv 'i:ie presence of an adairionai subsurface horizon. Tne 
norizon oelow rno Ap io no v/e^i strucrureu as xne horizon oelow, 
out since _t seems to oe quire rien in organic matter, is 
uesi^natea B l . The horizon oelow is therefore the B l , out 
contains a consiueraole quantity of snaie fragments, and therefore 
io to some extent transitional to the parent material oelow. 
Erratic peobles are present in tne Ap and 31 horizons, indicating 
that tnere is some drift contamination of tne profile.
The poorly drained profile (12) is characterised oy a very 
thin Ap horizon overlying a second organic-ricn horizon whicn 
niffers slightly in colour ana texture. Both horizons are 
interpreted as Ap, ana are aesignated Apl ana Ap2 respectively.
Below the blocky-structurea Ap2 is a mottled horizon, also 
with olocky peds (Bl). overlying a 32 with prismatic structures. 
Although the lower horizons are gleyed, the general appearance 
of the profile is one of predominantly oxidising conditions 
throughout.
As in the other groups this- contrasts with the very poorly
drained stage (Profile 11) in which grey colours predominate
throughout the solum. Moreover, there is a considerable textural
difference between the surface and subsurface horizons. Maximum
/
Profile 5. Map ref: 03155685
Ap 0- 7" Very dark grey (lOYR 3/2) clay loam; crumb
structure; friable; frequent shale fragments ; 
abundant roots; pH 6.4; lime granules; merging 
boundary
AG 7-12" Very dark grey brown (lOYH 3/2) clay loam; crumb- 
lilce structure; friable; abundant shale fragments; 
frequent mainly fine roots; pH 6.2; moderate 
carbonate reaction; merging boundary
R 12" + In situ calcareous shale, strongly effervescent
Profile 4 . ikip ref: 03205690
Ap 0- 5" Dark brown (lOYR 4/3) clay loam; crumb structure;
mellow; occasional shale fragments; abundant 
roots; channels slightly rusty-mottled; pH 6.6; 
weak carbonate reaction; merging boundary
B2 5-12" Strong brovm (7.5YR 4/4) silty clay; moderate
granular structure; mellow; occasional shale
fragments; frequent fine roots; pH 6.0; weak
carbonate reaction; merging boundary
B 3g 12-14ÿ Strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) clay; grey (lOYR 5/1)
ped faces; moderate bloclcy structure; compact; 
frequent shale fragments; pH 5.8; no carbonates; 
clear boundary
R 14-^ " + Calcareous shale.
übraozuro formation occurs in vhc first subsurface horizon (32), 
the s true turcs soon eying out in the horizon ueiow ^35) ana 
oeing replaced oy a weak platy structure characteristic of 
10 situ weathering snaie.
Re.Latioi:ships between the profiles .
The drainage sequence in the soils of this parent material 
group is similar to tnat found in Group 5, the only important 
difference being the occurrence of a deep well drained stage.
The recognition of two well drained variants may well be only 
a. reflection of the much greater area covered by the fine 
textured soils in Group 4 compared with similar soils in Group 3*
Parent Material Group p . (Shales and argillaceous limestones).
The texture of these parent materials is uniformly fine, 
and the whole oc' their outcrop is under agricultural management. 
Consequently all the soils belong to tne fine-textured agricultural 
soils category. As in Group 4, the deep freely drained profile is 
represented here also; furthermore, shallow and deep poorly and 
very poorly drained stages are also recognised.
Profile 3 represents the equivalent of the AC profiles of 
the other groups. As in Group 4, the horizon between the Ap and 
the R is considered to be strictly intermediate and insufficiently
/
/
'roflle 30. Map ref: 038531
Ap 0- 7" Black (5YR 2/1) clay loam; weak crumb structure;
friable; frequent oh-r- fragments; frequent 
roots; lino granule:, oh 6.5; sharp boundary
B2ir 7-22" Strong brown (7 .5YR 5/S) to brownish yellow
(lOïil 6/8) silty clay; weak and discontinuous 
iron pan at top of the horizon; weaJc blocky 
structure; mellow; frequent chert fragments; 
occasional roots; pH 6.2; no carbonates; 
sharp boundary
B3 22-29" Strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) silty clay;
structureless; abundant soft shale fragments; 
pH 6.2; no carbonates; sharp boundary
R 29" + Shale with chert and limestone bands
Profile 28. Map ref: 035580
Apl 0- 2" Black (5YR 2/l) clay loam; weak crumb structure;
friable; abundant roots; pH 4.9; no carbonates; 
sharp boundary
Ap2 2- 8" Very dark grey (5YR 3/2) clay loam; irregular
granular structure; abundant roots, channels 
rusty-mottled; pH 4.2; no carbonates; clear 
boundary
B2g 8-18" Dark grev (5YR 4.1) clay; much yellowish red
(5YR 5/3) mottling within peds; small blocky 
structure; frequent shale fragments; frequent 
fine roots; faint stratification within peds 
towards baseof the horizon; pH 4.0; no 
carbonates; merging boundary
R 13" + In situ shale.
al'Lcrca for o B deoigoation. Although xne parert maxeriai is 
calcareous, xnis is xne only profile in she sequence in wnicn 
opposed xo agriculturally added carbonates are
Profile 4 illustrates a deeper variant of tne freely drained 
stage ; as in Profite 14o (p.2,'^ 1 ) of t..e previous group, tne 
suDsurface horizons represent expansion of tne AG horizon witn 
yin tais example; little increase in solum aeptn.
Horizon designation in tnis profile poses problems since 
the horizon of maximum structure definition is on shale fragment 
evidence transitional to R. Furthermore, altnough tne norizon 
above has smaller structures ii is not ooviously transitional 
to an A horizon. Tnerefore designation of the second norizon 
as B2 and the horizon below as 33 represents a slight but quite 
legitimate departure from tne 3 norizon concept as used for tne 
fine-textured soils elsewhere in this study.
A third still deeper profile (30j shows tne same arrangement 
of horizons as Profile 4- This profile is unusual for this group 
in that there is evidence of podzolization of tne Ap with iron 
deposition along the top of the first subsurface horizon. This 
horizon is therefore designated 32 since it contains izluviaz iron 
and in addition is the horizon of maximum structure development.
Profile 84. 1-Iap ref: 073554
Ap 0- 9" Dark grey (7.5YH 4/0) silty clay loam; patches
of paler, heavier material (greyish brown, 
lOYR 4/1 ) are probably from the horizon below; 
granular structure; mellow; occasional chert 
fragments; abundant roots; root channels r'osty- 
mottled; pH 5 .8 ; no carbonates; clear 
undulating boundary
B2g 9-18" Bark grey (lOYR 4/1) silty clay with much strong
brown (?.5Y^ 5/6) mottling within peds; strong 
prismatic structure; heavy; compact; occasional 
lenses of black silty clay at base, probably 
weathered limestone blocks; pH 5.6 ; no carbonates; 
merging boundary
B 3g 18-27" Dark grey (lOYR 4/1) clay with much yellowish brown
(lOYR 5/3-4) mottling within peds; strong 
prismatic structure; heavy; tenacious; frequent 
lenses of black silty clay with cores of limestone; 
pH 6*5; irregular merging boundary
R 27" + Argillaceous limestones and shales.
Profile 32. Map ref: 042582
Ap 0- 7" Black 2/l) clay loam; weak ci'umb structure;
friable; occasional shale and chert fragments; 
abundant roots, channels rusty-mottled; pH 6.8 ; 
lime granules; clear boundary
B2g 7-14" Light grey (lOYR 6/l) clay; much strong brown
(7 .5YR 5/8) mottling within peds; strong prismatic
structure; heavy; tenacious; occasional chert 
fragments; frequent fine roots; pH 6.4; 
no carbonates; merging boundary
B 3g 14-22" Light grey brov/n (lOYR 6/1) clay; some yellowish
browi (lOYl 5/o) mottling within peds; strong 
prismatic structure; heavy; tenacious; occasional 
fine roots; pH 6.6; no carbonates; sharp boundary
R 22" + Argillaceous limestone with B3 material between
blocks.
Profile 22. Map ref: 034580
Ap 0- 8" Dark reddish brown (5YR 2/2) clay loam; wealc crumb
structure; friable; occasional limestone and chert 
fragments; abundant roots; root channels rusty- 
mottled; pH 5.4; no carbonates; clear boundary
B2g 8-15" Grey (7.5YR 5/0) clay with much strong brown
(7 .5YR 5/0) mottling within peds; coarse prismatic 
structure; heavy; tenacious; occasional chert 
fragments; occasional fine roots; pH 5.4; 
no carbonates; clear boundary
B3.1g 15-26" Grey (7.5YR 5/0) clay; some yellowish brown (lOYR 
5/6) mottling within peds; coarse prismatic 
structure; heavy; tenacious; frequent shale 
fragments; pH 5.4; no carbonates;'merging boundary
B3.2g 26-42" Black (5YR 2/l) clay; some yellowish brown (lOYR
5/6) mottling; structureless; heavy; very 
tenacious; abundant shale fragments; frequent old 
root channels containing plant remains; pH 6.2; 
no carbonates; merging boundary
R 42" + In situ shale.
Tne üocrly urainea stage is also represeaxed oy sdallow 
ana deep profiles. In ooth poor drainage is evioenx 
ia.iiOdiateiy oelow one Ap, oux in Profile 2d (as in Profire 
12 of Group 4) xhis is judged to consist of two norizons.
In uotn Profile 2o ana 04 tne norizon oelow the Ap is 
tne norizon of maximum structure development (32). In Profile 
2c tnis horizon directly overlies the parent material (E j, out 
in Profile cA tne zone transitional to the parent material is 
thich enough for separation as a Bp. T**e increase in profile 
depth IS therefore largely attrioutaole to tnis additional 
norizon.
Profiles p2 a n d  22 illustrate the shallow and deep variants 
of the very poorly drained stage. As with tne poorly drained 
stage, the principal structure norizons (32) lie directly under 
tne Ap. In both profiles, these horizons are only distinguishable 
on the basis of colour from the underlying B p , with the proportion 
of reduced iron apparently increasing from 32 to Bp.
In Profile 32 the Bp directly overlies a limestone R horizon, 
out in Profile 22 a further norizon of unconsolidated material 
(3 3 .2 ) intervenes between the B3 and the R. This horizon contains 
root channels, often with plant remains. however, it does not 
seem to qualify for designation as a ourled horizon since the 
channels may be followed upwards to near the present soil surface.
Be i.g t i O i' i s n i  D oe t w e e n  t n o  p r o i u . e s  .
Aztnougn the sequence is similar to equivalent sequences 
in other groups, each stage is represented uy two or more depth 
variants. In the weil-drained stage, tne shallow pedon (p) 
d i Hers from the deeper pedon (4 ) in norizon arrangement; tne 
AC of the shallow soil is replaced by 32 anu up in the deeper 
variants.
Tne same hind of difference is observable between shallow 
and deep pedons of the p o o m y  drained and very poorly drained 
soils, and between the deep (4 ) and very deep {'jOj peaons of tne 
well-drained soil. The deeper soil in all cases has an 
additional horizon, out this is a subdivision of tne 32 (Profile 
04) or 33 (profile 22;, and not of an AC horizon.
Parent Material Group 6 . ^Purer limestones with subsidiary snale)
The soils of Group 6 are almost alx under agricultural land, 
and semi-natural peaty soils are infrequent. Therefore most of 
the soils fall into coarser and finer-textured agricultural 
sub-groups.
Semi-natural peaty soils.
Profile 111 represents the only semi-natural peaty profile 
in the area studied. A thin 0 horizon of mainly amorphous humus
Profile 111. Map ref: 095572
G 0-2" Black (lOYR 2/l) amorphous humus; abundant roots;
pK /.4; sharp boundary
Hc3/A2g 2- 3" Grey (5YR 5/I) silty clay loam; much reddish bro\^m
(5YR 4/4) mottling; abundant chert gravel; 
structureless; stony; pH 3,9; no carbonates; 
sharp undulating boundary
32 3- 9" Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) silty clay loam;
structureless; extremely stony, abundant chert 
gravel fragments; occasional fine roots; pH 4.1; 
no carbonates; sharp boundary
B 3 9-32" Reddish brown (pYR 4/4) silty clay loam; small
nutty structure; platy towards base; mellow; 
frequent decalcified shaly limestone fragments; 
more numerois near base; no carbonates except 
limestones at the base of the horizon; pH 4.6' 
(12-15"), 5,4 (24-28"); merging boundary
R 32" + In situ dark shaly limestone.
Profile /9. Map ref: 096542
0 0- i" Mainly amorphous humus; bladk(5YR 2/1 ) ; a few
bleached sand grains; abundant roots; rare 
chert fragments; sharp boundary
A&B/A2g Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) silt loam; much
grey (5YR 5/I) mottling; weak crumb structure; 
friable; rare chert fragments; frequent fine 
roots; much humus staining; pH 4,2; no carbonates; 
clear boundary
B2 2^-12" Red (2 .5YR 4/6) silt loam; moderate nutty
structure; fraible; frequent fine roots; pH 4.8; 
no carbonates; sharp boundary
H R  12" + Bedded grey limestone, in situ, with B2 material
between blocks.
X if
overlies a tain motxlea norizon. Tne mottling oi tne norizon 
suggests toeai reauction ana oxiaation, or possio^y leacning 
ana reaopooition, ana tnereiorc tne correct attrioution oi tne 
norizon io uncertain. Tne norizon nas teen tentatively assigned 
an A 2g aesignation.
Tne norizon oelow tnis io structureless, ana overlies a 
structurer norizon. However, it is aesignated 32 oecause tne 
aosence oi structures could wel^ be tne result of tne lar^e 
amount of cnert present in the norizon; and oecause tne structure* 
horizon oelow (3p; clearly snows evidence of a transition to 
parent material.
Tnis profile is described from an inlier of impure shaly 
limestone on Ectcn Hill, but is clearly not muon influenced oy 
the parent material below since a similar profile can be 
demonstrated over purer limestones (Profile 49).
Fine-textured agricultural soils.
Pew profiles consisting entirely of fine texture material 
are present in the area. Suon profiles as do occur are always 
shallow; the maximum depth encountered is only 16 in. (Profile
47).
Hrofile 97. Map ref: 098557
02 C- 3" Black (5YR 2/l) silty clay loam; strong crumb 
structure; friable; abundant limestone fragments; 
abundant roots; pH 6.8; strong carbonate reaction; 
merging very irregular boundary
R on + In situ fractured''white limestone.
Profile 105 Map ref: 100580
Ap 0- 6" Dark reddish brown (2 .5YR 3/4) silty clay; strong 
granular structure; friable; frequent angular 
chert fragments; occasional corroded limestone 
blocks; frequent roots; pH 6,3; moderate 
carbonate reaction; merging irregular boundary
R 6" + In situ Rrey limestone in red clay matrix. 
pH of clay 6.5
Profile 47. Map ref: 093541
Ap 0- 8" Very dark grey {2.5YR 3/2) clay loam; moderate 
granular structure; friable; frequent chert 
fragments; abundant roots; moderate carbonate 
reaction; pH 7.8; merging boundary
E2 8-18" Red (lOR 4/S) clay; blocky structure; heavy; 
compact; abundant limestone and occasional 
chart fragments; occasional fine roots; pPI 7.9; 
strong carbonate reaction; sharp boundary
R 18" T Dark grey limestone with red clay in interstices.
Profile 98. Map ref: 095564
Ap 0- 5" Dark reddish broi-zn (pYR 3/2) clay loam; strong
granular structure; friable; occasional charcoal 
grains; abundant roots; moderate carbonate 
reaction; pH 6.4; merging boundary
AC 5-10" Dark reddish broim (5YR 3/2) clay; strong granular 
structure; friable; frequent chert and dark 
limestone fragments; abundant roots; pH 7.6; strong 
carbonate reaction; merging boundary
R 10" + Ir. situ dark cherty limestone in AC material matrix<
be arranged in a eequenc
v/iin m e  very cna-iow organic proii.m (97), in v/mcn m e  only 
horizon contains c.-ou^n or^a..ic natter to .easily for Ü
Profile 105 illustrates tne next ...eimer of tne sequence. 
Here the profile, altnougn very snaiiow, anu consisting of a 
single norizon, contains appreciable quantities of fine inor^ani; 
material (Ap; overlying weathering limestone with clay-fiiied 
interstices.
Maximum development is reacnea in Profiles 4 / ana .98, tne 
first developed in red, tne second in orown clay material. In 
ootn, tne surface norizon (Ap; is a littic coarser-texturea tnan 
tne subsurface horizon, whicn is not a transitional norizon, 
and is therefore designated B 2 .
Medium textured agricultural profiles.
As in the previous group, these profiles may be arranged 
in a sequence of increasing depth, paralleled by an increasing 
number of recognizably distinct horizons, the overall depth range 
being much greater tnan in the preceding ^roup.
Profile 90 illustrates the shallowest profile type; materiA 
of silt loam texture lies directly on limestone witn no trace of
Profile ^0. fkip ref: 09155525
Ap 0- 3" Dai'k reddish brown (5YR 3/2) cilt loam;
moderate grainilar structure; friable; occasional 
chert and limestone fragments; occasional lime 
granules; abundant roots; pH 6.6; moderate 
carbonate reaction; clear boundary
AO 3- 8" Dark reddish brown (fYR 3/2-3) silt loam; strong
graniüar structure; friable; occasional fino 
roots: occasional limestone blocks; pH 6.5; 
moderate carbonate reaction; clear irregular 
boundary
H R  8" + In situ well bedded grey limestone.
Profile H . Map ref: 093553
Ap 0- 9" Dark reddish brc\m (fYR 3/2) silt loam; moderate
granular structure; friable; occasional limestone
blocks; abundant roots; pH 7.2; moderate carb­
onate reaction (lime granules); merging boundary
B2 9-21" Yellowish red (5YR 4/8) to dark red (2.5YR 3/6) 
silt loam; small nutty structure; friable; 
occasional limestone blocks; occasional fine 
roots; pH 7.1; moderate carbonate reaction; 
sharp boundary
H R  21" + In situ grey limestone.
Profile 170. Pap ref: 148591
Ap 0- 4" Very dark grey (lOYR j/2) silt loam; irregular
granular structure; friable; occasional chert 
fragments ; abundant roots; pH 5.9; no cai'bonates; 
sharp boundary
52.1 4-16" Dark brown (7 .5YR 4/4) silt loam; weak irregular
blocl.y struct urn; friable; occasional chert 
fragments; frequent fine roots; pH 5 .8 ; 
no carbonates; merging boundary
52.2 16-30" Strong brown (7 .5YR 5/6) clayey silt loam;
moderate angular blocly structure; mellow; 
occasional chert fragments; pH 5.6; no crabonates; 
merging bo'undaiy
52.3 30" + Yellowish red (pYR 4/8) silty clay loam; moderate
coai’se prismatic structure; heavy;stoneless; 
pH 5.5; no carbonates
Profile 167. Map ref: 12361
Ap 0- 6" Very dark greyish brown (lOYR 3/2) silt loam; weak
granular structure; friable; abundant roots; 
pH 6.1; no carbonates; clear boundary
52 6-15" Dark brown (7 .5YR 4/4) silt loam; rather heavier
than Ap; weak nutty structure; mellow; occasional 
chert fragments; frequent fine roots; pH 6»1; 
no carbonates; merging boundary
?Alb 15-27" Dark broim (7 .5YR 3/2 ) clayey silt loam; moderate
granular structure; mellow; occasional fine roots; 
pH 6.2; no carbonates ; merging boundary
?B2b 27-36" Dark brown (7.5YR 4/4) clayey silt loam; some
brown (7.5YR 5/4) mottling; moderate blocky 
structure; mellow; pH 6.2; no carbonates; 
merging boundary
?B3b 36" + Yellowish red (5YR 4/8) silt loam; some brown
(7 .5YR 5/4) mottling; blocky structure; mellow; 
some Mn staining on ped faces; almost platy 
structure oelow 42"; pH 6.1; no carDonates.
clay ajoociatcc. vita tne limestone. Tnere ic little 
ciili'crentiation of trie profile, ana trie secona norizon is 
nosignâton AC for tnis reason.
Profile 91 is a deeper profane out witn kittle aifference 
in norizon no fin... tion in comparison witn Profile 9O . However, 
tne suOsurface horizon is nistinct from tne Ap in colour and 
structure ann is tnerefore nesi^natea 32. As in profile pO, 
tnere is no trace of clay associateu witn tne underlying limestone.
Of tne deepest profiles aescrioea. Profile 170 differs from 
Profile 94 principally in tne numoer of recoynisab.e norizons.
Tnere is also a slight textura^ trend aown tne profile, 
possibly the result of clay migration or alternatively tne result 
of mixture of silt and clay materials.
Because none of tne horizons nas characteristics wnicn
sharply delimit it from the others, designation of the horizons
is difficult. The first subsurface norizon is quite distinct in
colour and structure from the overlying Ap ana is therefore 
designated 32.1. The increasing degree of structure formation in 
the horizons below suggests that tney too have 32 attributes, and 
since no parent material boundaries can oe detected tnese have also 
been assigned 32 designations (32.2; 32.p). There is no evidence
Profile 11?. Map rof:
Ap C- 6” Dai'k reddish brovn (fYR 3/2) silt loani; moderate
grexular structure; friable; occasional limestone 
fragments; abundant roots; pH 6.1; wealv carbonate 
reaction; merging boundai'y
B2 .I 6-13" Yellowish red (5YR 4/S) silt loom; moderate nutty
structure; friable; abundant chert and occasional 
limestone fragments; frequent fine roots; pH 5,2; 
no carbonates; sharp boundary
IIB2.2 13-27" Dark red (lOH 3/6) clay with slight greyish brown
(iCYH 5/2 ) mottling; coarse prismatic structure; 
heai’g"; tenacious; pH 5,2; no carbonates; merging 
boundary
IiB3g 27-/^" Grey (5Y 5/1) to very dark groy (5R 3/l) clay;
some red mottling (lOR 4/6) within peds; coarse 
prismatic structure; heavy; tenacious; occasional 
rotted limestone blocks; pH 4.6; no carbonates; 
sharp boundary
IIP, 42" + In situ grey limestone
Profile 9f. '^lap ref: 09455560
Ap 0- 3" Dark reddish brown (fYH 3/2) silt loam; moderate
granular structure; friable; some chert fragments; 
abundant roots; pH 5.6; no carbonates; merging 
boundary
B2.1 3-20" Reddish brown (2.5YR 3/6) silty clay loam;
moderate small nutty structure; friable; 
occasional chert and limestone fragments; frequent 
mainly fine roots; pH 6.2; weal-: carbonate 
reaction; merging boundary
IIB2.2 20-28" Yellowish red (5YR 4/6) clay; moderate small
blocky structure; mellow; occasional black (5YR 
3/1) and purplish patches (lOR 3/2); occasional 
fine roots; pH 5,8; weak carbonate reaction; 
merging boundary
IIBpg 28-35" Very dark grey (5YR 3/l) clay with dark brown
(7,5YR 5/4; mottled within peds; coarse strong 
prismatic structure; heavy; tenacious; occasional 
limestone blocks; pH 6,0; merging boundary
H R  35"' + In situ dark grey limestone.
of c Ilw/ eliiviLuOioo in m e  field examination of tne profile.
Jn Profile luV again forgea almost entirely in silt loam
:..ateriL;.j- witn little textural differentiation, tne ^ranular- 
strixOturea Ap is ciear^y aistinguisnaoie from tne wearer' 
structurer out Orienter coloured 12 below. 1he norizon oelow 
tliis is darker ana nas smaller out ...ore sharply uefinea peas, 
and tne suosequent horizon a^ain wearer structurer out brighter 
colourea. Tne fieia eviaence tnereiore suggests that tnere are 
two A-b scqua in tnis profile, ana the lower of these is 
designated accordingly. The.buriea solum resembles Profile I70 
quite closely, although on a smaller scale.
Profiles lip and 94 and I64 illustrate red and orov/n 
variants of the few profiles described in wnich silty material 
overlies clay. In both examples tne ooundary between the two 
textures is sharp, suggesting different parent materials rather 
than pedogenic differentiation.
In Profile 119, the second horizon differs in colour from 
the Ap but is not transitional to an underlying B2 and therefore 
must oe designated B 2 . The horizon below is tne upper horizon 
of the clay material. This is also designated 12 on structural 
and positional grounds, since it is not transitional to an 
underlying parent material. The subsequent horizon, however, 
has transitional characteristics ana is therefore designated 1 9 .
Profile 164. Map raf: 123&42
Al?.l 0- 2" Black (pYR 2/l) silt loam; irregular moderate
grocraiar structure, friable; abundant roots; 
pH 6.0; no carbonates; sharp boundary
; qo ^ 2
A2? 2-10" Bark reddish brovrn (pYR 3/3) silt loam; we ale
nutty structure; friable; abundant fine roots; 
pH , ; no carbonates; sharp boundai'y
B2 .I 10-18" Strong brown (7 .5YR 5/6) silt loam; moderate
blocky structure; friable; frequent fine roots; 
pH 5.6; no carbonates; merging boundary
IIB2.2 13-26" Yellowish red (5YR 4/6) silty clay; moderate
prismatic structure; heavy; occasional chert 
and limestone fragments; some manganese 
staining of stones and structure faces; pH 5.2; 
weak carbonate reaction; merging boundary
IIB3 26" + Strong brovrn (7 .5YH 5/S) clay; coalise prismatic
structure; heavy and extremely plastic; 
occasional chert and limestone fragments; much 
manganese staining and mottling; pH 5.9; weak 
carbonate- reaction.
Similar aiyuminis rupporx ixc horizon cieoignarions shown 
in Profiles 94 and 164 although in I64 tho first sucsurface 
horizon snows inaicationo of éluviation or gieyin^ ana is 
provisionally designatoo. A 2 .
Relationships between tne Gcaons.
hiela examination of tne profiles suggests tnat two 
parent materials are present, resiauai clay from tne unueriying 
limestone, restricted to only a few profi.es, and a mucn more 
general distribution of silt loam. Intermediate textures are 
infrequent.
Residual clay, where it occurs, either underlies clearly 
distinguishable silt horizons (as in 119) or eise tne upper 
horizon is appreciably siltier than the lower (as in lOp, 47)* 
however, silt loam may lie directly on limestone with no trace 
of residual material (90, 91)- If the silt loam is loess, as 
suggested by its texture and general presence in these profiles, 
then it seems permis sable to assume that the distrioution of 
limestone was determined before-its deposition, or that limestone 
weathering has taken place at the base of some profiles but not 
others.
The most striking feature of these profiles is their lack 
of differentiation; neither silt loams nor residual clay soils,
214"
whore singly present, show o.ny ;.,arxeci differentiation in colour 
or structure, and tne toxturai differentiation is a.so wear. 
Where a reasonable depth of"both materials occurs (llf, p4j 
there may be greater differentiation, but in the fie.a this 
appears to be due to a combination site factors rather than 
pedogenesis. Therefore, having allowed for the semi-natural 
peaty soils, the chief differentiae of the pedons in tnis 
group are apparently parent material type and depth.
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field studies of trio soils therefore establish four 
major morthological soil groups:
1. Drainage sequences occurring on all parent materials 
except those in Group 6.
2. Podzol-^i^e soils occurring on parent materials 
in Groups 2, p and 6.
p. Soils with 'brighter B ' horizons occurring only 
in Group 2.
4. Silt depth/parent material sequences occurring only 
in Group 6.
four stages represent the morphological range of the 
profiles in the drainage sequences.
The well-drained stage includes those profiles witn mottling 
present in horizons aggregating less than pO/a of tne total solum 
thickness (Plate 20). Structures are only moderately developed 
as a rule and strong prismatic structures are typically absent.
The poorly drained stage is characterised oy the presence 
of mottled horizons which together aggregate pO/o or more of the 
total solum thickness (Plate 20). Orange and grey colours are 
usually present in all subsurface horizons, but throughout the
2 2 1
SuLum orange colours preoo.vlnate, typically giving an over-all 
impression of oxidising conditions throughout tne solum, 
horizons in wsich grey colours predominate occupy less tnan 
nail tne thickness of tne solum or top pc in. of unconsolidated 
material if tne base of tne profile is not clearly uefinea.
Coarse prismatic structures occur in most predominantly orange 
horizons.
In tne very poorly drained sta^e grey colours dominate most
of tne profile with only a thin zone where orange colours 
predominate (Plate 20). More tnan half tne thicnness of tne 
solum or top pu in. of unconsolidated material must consist of 
predominantly grey material for a profile to qualify as very 
poorly drained. Large prismatic structures are typically 
confined to the orange zone, but may also occur in the grey zone.
In the saturated stage grey colours .dominate the whole 
profile (Plate 22).
Similar drainage sequences have been described by Crompton 
( 1952) and Glentworth and Dion ( 1949). These sequences are 
generally consistent with differences in the seasonal groundwater 
level. On this explanation the colour distribution suggests tnat 
the water table never rises above the case of tne profile in tne 
well drained stage, fluctuates from near the base to near the 
surface in the poorly drained stage, is near the surface almost
permanently in the poorly uraineu stage, ana is permaneatiy
t the snrieco in the saturated stage.
structural evidence aocs not entirely accord witn tnis 
explanation. Tnere is usually a aemonstraole structural 
difference between mottied (mainly orange) and unmottled 
horizons a_d if swerving ana shrinking of the soil material 
is invoj.vea in the formation of structures then coarser, stronger 
structures are to be expected in tne orange mottled horizons.
Tnis argument snouid also apply to orange-mottled and grey-
mottlea horizons since horizons permanently below the water
tac.e should oe structureless. In some very poorly arainea
profiles this is so' ^1)9 p./^1 ; 1?2 p. out in others tnis
is not the case (11 39 p. 2 If ), There seems to be some
discrepancy, therefore, between the iron oxidation/reduction
process and the clay swelling/shrinking process. A possible |
I
I
explanation of this may be differences in the rate of response |
by eacn process to drainage improvements introduced oy man. 1
Well drained, poorly drained and very poorly drained stages ;
!
are present in all fine textured -agricultural soils. Well drained j'
and poorly drained stages only are detectable in tne coarse r
texture! agricultural soils of Groups -2, 9 ana 4, but in Group 1 L
only tne poorly drained stage occurs. The poorly drained stage |
i:
is morphologically rather different to the eauivalent stage on {■
/ i
aa.‘î
y- i
Plate 21. The poorly drained stage of a coarser textured 
agricultural soil drainage sequence illustrated 
by profile 4-3 (Group 3)* Although orange 
colours predominate in these profiles a zone 
with grey dominant is present just below the 
surface horizon. The monolith is 3 ft. long.
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P l a t e  2 1 . T h e  p o o r l y  d r a i n e d  s t a g e  o f  a  c o a r s e r  t e x t u r e d  
a g r i c u l t u r a l  s o i l  d r a i n a g e  s e q u e n c e  i l l u s t r a t e d  
b y  p r o f i l e  4 3  ( G r o u p  3 ) *  A l t h o u g h  o r a n g e  
c o l o u r s  p r e d o m i n a t e  i n  t h e s e  p r o f i l e s  a  z o n e  
w i t h  g r e y  d o m i n a n t  i s  p r e s e n t  j u s t  b e l o w  t h e  
s u r f a c e  h o r i z o n .  T h e  m o n o l i t h  i s  3 f t .  l o n g .
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fine tjxtnred tutorials since a yrey loacned or reaucec zone 
is usually srosent in coarse textured profiles (Plate 21 ).
It IS not Clear why'no very poorly drained stage is
iaen.tif 1Î. ole in those soils. One explanation ai^nt oe that
tne percolation of water is always sufficiently rapid to prevent 
COnoleto reduction of iron. Alternatively the numoer of yellowish 
sandstone olocns in these profiles may be sufficiently great to 
mask tne grey colours of a matrix with reduced iron.
Tne semi-natural soils on Group 2, 9 and 4 parent materials 
form a sequence or part-sequence similar to that of the fine 
textured agricultural soils but differing in two important ways.
The first difference is that tne soils are generally worse 
drained. Well drained profiles are absent and tne range of 
profile drainage extends from the poorly drained to completely
saturated stages (Plate 22).
The second difference is that poor drainage is apparently 
at least partly the result of a peaty cover. This is suggested 
oy the relationship between thickness of peat and drainage 
stage discussed previously (pp.'%!-%) and also finds support in 
the observation that drainage (as evidenced by structure and/or 
colour) improves with depth in many profiles. The influence of
n x
m .
i##
Plate P-3» Profile 111 illustrates the initial stage of 
the podzolization process in the study area. 
Note the thin raor humus overlying a very thin 
grey horizon in which close inspection suggests 
that iron is being both mobilized and 
precipitated. Note also the absence of humus 
or iron deposition horizons.
m'j bj., ;iûv;evei', 13 also c_b-ariy i:?:,bor xara
i. encrai drainage status o: tnose profiles;
ruuucln_ coéditions recur towards tne base of most of them
(199 p. ; 119 p. ; 7 p.
Although in tne field it is quite clear that the presence 
01 a peaty 0 horizon causes anaerobic conditions in tne mineral 
soil ii.'imcdiately below, the amount of iron removed from this 
reduced zone is important. On the assumption that significant 
losses of iron in the ferrous state occur, these grey horizons 
under peat are designated A2 in the field descriptions. If these 
are A 2 horizons then tne process is more akin to podzolization 
than to gleying where only local lateral translocation of iron 
occurs (Brown 1934). In reality, these semi-natural soius ...ay
therefore be genetic intergraaes between the gley soils described
above and the true podzols. If this is so then tne drainage 
stages in this group of soils are probably not strictly equivalent 
to those in the agricultural soils groups.
Three kinds of profile showing evidence of podzolization 
occur in the study area.
The least developed of the three is illustrated by Profile
1
147 ih Group 2 (p. ) and Profiles 49 and 111 in Group 6 (p. XHf }.
A. thin peaty surface layer is present, overlying a thin leached
opiate 29.
*i
m
Plate 24. Profile ll8 illustrates the later stages of 
podzol development in the study area. Note 
the particularly well developed humus B2 
horizon.
13)5"
Plate 29. Profile 56, another example of the later stages 
of podzolization. Note the well developed 
humus + iron B2 which overlies an iron B2 
although scarcely visible in this photograph.
Plate 26. Although not posed in a conventional manner,
profile l48 illustrated here clearly demonstrates 
the colour relationship of the 'brighter B' to 
the other horizons. The A1 is the dark horizon 
due * north' of the hole, followed in a clockwise 
direction by Bl, B2?ir - the'brighter B'- and B3.
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or reduced zone, but illuviui horizons are weakiy developed or 
absent. It is not clear whether the iron in the are/ zone has 
.-.■■ten only reuuced or reduced and removed. Drainage is good 
below the eluviai or reduced horizon.
'loiiie 196 (p.itf ) in Group 2 likewise has free drainageD-i-. ^ 0 4 1
in the lower part of the profile. Tne peat ana ieacnea/reaucea 
zones are thicker, however, and a thin iron pan is present. Tne 
profile seems to be a more developed variety of the three 
described above.
The other podzol soils present in the area have quite
different characteristics. A Bh horizon alone is present in
Profile lld^(p. ) but the other two profiles nave humus and
. 2
iron D horizons (124 p. '^ 3 ; 96 p. (%f). Thin peat is present in 
ail profiles and both the Bh and Bfe horizons are thick.
The soils with ’brighter B ’ horizons occupy an intermediate 
position between the well-drained stage in the drainage sequences 
and the podzols. In one profile (I7I p . (16) the ’brighter B ' 
underlies a thin iron pan, fragments of which occur both in situ 
and loose in the present A1 horizon. In the two other profiles
(14B^P* (]o ; 154 P-H6 ) there is no trace of an iron pan so
podzolization does not seem a reasonable explanation of all 
profiles of this sort. The absence of structural differentiation
^%late 24 Opiate 25 Opiate 26
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Plates 30 - 33. The silt loam - limestone residue sequence
illustrated by profiles 97 (90), 109 (91),
4? (92) and 119 (99). Only in profile 119 
is it possible to distinguish separate 
loess and limestone residue horizons 
(respectively above and below l). Also in 
119, note the principal zone of accumulation 
of clay between 1 and 2.
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v/ca-i.i-.a-ci brown ooi_o dsccrioed by Cronpoon (lycO) ar.a
X  -  —» y', T '' t ' r >* • '• ( * c • -' \W W  vA O  V
in \_iroup u oe arra..gud in sequences ou
unso noqucncos are completely ci:i'oront Iron tnose in otner
in the (irninag.'e sequences tne pro: il es may be arranged 
cccording to tne intensity of gleying, i.e. the sequences are 
process-determined. The two sequences in Group 6 , however,
are apparently parent material sequences* .One follows morpho­
logical changes cue to increasing depth of silt over limestone 
(Piates27-29); the other fo-lows morphological and textural 
changes cue to increasing depth of silt over limestone residue; 
(Plates30-99). In neither of these sequences is there reliable 
field evidence of podzolization, lessivage or gleyin^ although 
the rather heavier textures near the base of the deepest silt/ 
limestone profile (170 p . )  indicate tne possi oility of clay 
translocation.
It is clear, therefore, that the mapping units recognisec 
in Group 6 soils are different to tnose in the soils of Groups 
l-p. All units are defined morphologically, but in Groups l-p 
the morphological range bears a genetic interpretation. The
/
/
1 .f
suca a gcnctic interpretauion in Croup u has tnorei'ore 
introduced an inconoiotency into the mapping unit 
concept employed. To avoid tnis inconsistency, it mignt bo 
auvieaoie to recognise tne fact tnat comparuo. with the soils in 
Croups 1-p, the soils in Group 6 are all equivaxont to tne 
wei^ ur_ined (une1:ferontiated) stage in the drainage sequences. 
To put axl tne units on an equal process-base, therefore, only 
two profiles should oe regarded as major units in Group 6 
(I70 p . 2’^ ; 119 p. ) ; tne remainder snouts os defined as 
maooaore aeoth variants or ohases.
24-3
■ibiition of the pedons.
of studying trie distrio'ation of tne soil 
units was to invosti&oou tde relationship between tne soils 
nnd ohoir physical environment and in particular the 
relationship between soil type, soil aeptn and steepness of 
slope. The intention was to try to use tnis information to 
elucidate the origin and development of tne soils from the 
study of their distribution.
Ihe initial intention was to use the data from tne soil 
pit traverses for this purpose. This approach was abandoned^ 
however, when it was realised that many pits on each parent 
material would be recuired in order to provide enough 
objective data. In the time available, it seemed unlikely 
that enough soil pit information could be obtained.
Accordingly, the decision was taken to map the soils by 
auger, basing each soil area or polypedon on the morphological 
properties of one or two soil units described from soil pits. 
Tnis method would permit a much greater density of sampling 
on each parent material and was therefore thought likely to 
be rather more reliable than the method based on generalised 
information from a few soil pits.
; however, that only
w* J K.^ -4. *_/ '
3uhr_ vainly on tne
,ructural iniormation is
. -t. —.C ./  w
tne -.acera±
ihely to be seriously
.o_un c:. tone to_ypcions may
poorly uratner _nn..l_r_ ol rr^inuye occuoncos where colour and 
structure do not chtt.ys co-vury'(^e_ pp.i^l-S) and wnere
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unlrnely to introauce many errors
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Key to figs, 22-2^.
Fi.T. 22. distribution of the polypedons on
the Mixon sheet (SK O.p NW).
?he scale is 2" to 1 mile.
MAP SOIL fYPL M IXO N  SHELf SK 05 M W
ly. 23. Distribution of the polypedons on the
barslov/ sheet (SK Op 102).
The scale is 2’' to 1 mile.
MAP SOIL fyPE WARSLOW SHEET SK 05 NE
7-7-9
Fi -T. 24. Distribution of the polypedons on th
r-.lstonfield sheet (SK Ip Nb).
^he scale is 2” to 1 mile.
M AP SOIL fypL ALStONFIELD SHEET* SK 15 NW
Fi:-. 25. Distribution of the polypedons on the 
Sheen sheet (part of SK Co N1 and 
SK 16 NW).
The scale is 2” to 1 mile.
VSl
MAP SOIL TYP&
SK 06  NE (PART) 
SHEEN SHESf SK 16 MW (PART)
i*
Fi 26. Distribution of the soil depth
classes on the Mixon sheet (SK 05 NW)
The scale is 2’* to 1 mile.
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Fi^. 27. Distribution of the soil depth classes
on the Warslow sheet (SK 05 NE).
The scale is 2" to 1 mile.
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y -% 28. Distribution of the soil depth classes
on uhe Alstoniield sheet (SK 15 NW).
The scale is 2" to 1 mile.
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Fier. 29. Distribution of the soil depth classes 
on the Sheen sheet (part of SK Co NS 
ana Si\ lo i\ .v j.
The scale is 2" to 1 mile.
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when the soils are mapped by auger.
The distribution of the soil units or polypedons is 
shown in figs. 22-25, &nd of solum depth irrespective of soil 
type, in figs. 26-29.
The relationship between soil type, soil depth and 
steepness of slope is not readily apparent from tne data as 
thus presented. Some means of presenting tne information in 
a simplified form is required in order to establish wnat tne 
relationship is between soil type, soil deptn and steepness 
of slope.
It is possible to demonstrate relationships by plotting 
the information f,rom a number of auger traverses on each 
parent material. This approach is, however, open to similar 
objections to those raised against the use of data from soil 
pit traverses.
A better approach is to use all available data. Tnis is 
feasible in the present study because the area of detailed 
soil and morphological investigations is relatively small.
The simplest way of achieving this is to superimpose 
soil type, soil depth and morphological maps for each area 
(see fig. 1 ) with the soil type map uppermost and then cut
Tab. 6. The area covered by each mapping unit, expressed 
as a percentage of the total mapped area 
(35 square miles).
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Parent 
Material 
Group . _
Mapping 
Unit no.
Profile 
no. . .
General profile characteristics
Areal 
cover of 
soil {%)
1
21
8
2
137
116
53,139
Imperfectly drained brown soil 
(silty)
Poorly drained gley (silty)
Very poorly drained gley (silty)
4.65
0.8
1.3
13
U
51
52
Poorly drained gley (sandy) 
Poorly drained gley (sandy)
3.15
5.05
9 152 Poorly drained gley (silty) 1.2
2
32
26
15
154,171
156
159
Well drained bro\m soils with 
stronger-coloured (B) horizons 
Well or imperfectly drained 
bro’^  soil (sandy)
Poorly drained gley (sandy)
4.3
1.0
6.8
22
10
3
162
45
172
Well drained broim soil (silty) 
Poorly drained gley (silty)
Very poorly drained gley (silty)
0.95
3.8
0.05
3
37
16
41
43
Regraded podzol?
Poorly drained gley (sandy)
0.2
9.5
38 56,118 Podzol 0.7
18
6
1
117
119
57
Poorly drained gley (peaty)
Very poorly drained gley (peaty) 
Saturated gley (peaty)
0.35
0.4
2.1
A
23
11
4
16,145
12
11
Well drained brown soil(silty) 
Poorly drained gley (silty)
Very poorly drained gley (silty)
6.2
6.1
1.85
17 23 Poorly drained gley (sandy) 4.5
7 7 Very poorly drained gley (peaty) 0.2
■ 5
24
12
5
4,30
84
32
Well or imperfectly drained brown 
soil(silty)
Poorly drained gley (silty)
Very poorly drained gley (silty)
1.6
6.8
1.95
\
.
20
28
30
90
91 
170
Shallow rendziniform silt loam 
Shallow brown silt loam 
Deep brown silt loam
6.95
5.4
5.35
6
19
33
34
35 
25
97
105,47
113
)4,164
102
Rendzina
Shallow soil with heavier B 
horizon (limestone residue)
Deep soil with heavier B horizon 
(limestone residue)
Deep soil with heavier B horizon 
(limestone residue)
Brown soil'' (limestone residue)
0.2
0.2
0.15
0.65
1.8
36 ;9,111 Soils with mor-like moder humus 0.3 j
round the boundary of each polypedon, at the same time cutting 
out identical areas of the soil depth and morphological maps.
The weight of each polypedon is recorded, and the total weignt 
of each unit may be used to find the proportion of the mapped 
area occupied by each soil unit. Tne equivalent soil depth and 
morphological'areas for each polypedon are divided into depth 
and steepness of slope classes respectively. Tne weight of 
material in each soil depth or steepness of slope class may be 
used to show the proportion of each polypedon represented by 
each class.
Study of the polypedon distributions using the above 
procedure shows that all polypedons occupy a relatively small 
proportion of the total area mapped, usually between 1 and 7 
per cent, (tab. 6 ). Only in the case of one soil (l6d) is
the area too small to feature on the map, although three other 
polypedons (147> 14#, 150) are excluded from the study since it 
was only possible to complete soil and morphological mapping of 
a small part of each polypedon. All four polypedons occur on 
Group 2 parent materials.
The absolute areas occupied by each polypedon have little 
relevance since the proportion of the mapped area occupied by 
each parent material varies considerably. Mucn more weight, 
however, may be attached to the relative areas of the polypedons
l U
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Fig. 30. The relationship between soil type, slope intensity classes 
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on each parent material. Because of differences in profile 
morphology, the soil sequences in Groups 1 - 5  and those in 
Group 6 are considered separately.
In the fine textured drainage sequences in Groups 1 - 5
the poorly drained stage occupies the greatest area in Groups 
5 and 5 and is the only mapable polypedon in Group 2 (fig. 30 ). 
In Group 4 equal areas of well drained and poorly drained 
polypedons occur. Here the relatively greater area occupied 
by the well drained stage probably reflects the greater
dissection of the Siltstone parent material and therefore the
higher proportion of steep slopes relative to other parent 
materials. The well drained polypedon predominates on the fine 
textured tills in Group 1 (Subgroup lb); this may be due to the 
generally thin till overlying limestone with completely internal 
drainage.
Bringing together the information for all fine textured 
sequences (fig. 31 ) reveals that the poorly drained stage is 
rather more widespread than the well drained member of the 
sequence; and that both occupy much larger areas than the very 
poorly drained polypedons.
The coarser textured -drainage sequences also show a 
predominance of poorly drained polypedons. In Group 2, where
thicK sandstone beds form low angle dip slopes and steep scarps, 
well drained soils with 'brighter B' horizons, probably 
including a regraded podzol element, occupy summit 'flats' and 
steeper slopes, with poorly drained soils on shallow slopes 
and bench flats. Here the area of poorly arained polypedons 
is slightly greater than tne area of brown soils (including 
soils with 'brighter B ' horizons). In Group 5, wnere the 
sandstone beds are thinner and dips steeper, brown soils occupy 
relatively very small areas. The poorly drained stage is the 
only one present in Group 4 where dips are again steep and 
where the sandstones are not only thin bedded but also 
calcareous and therefore easily decomposed; and in Group la 
where the topography is very subdued.
The aggregated information for the coarser textured soils 
shows that poorly drained polypedons are very much more wide­
spread than well drained soils with or without 'brighter B ' 
horizons (fig. 31 ). The poorly drained:well drained polypedon
ratio is 4:1 compared with 1.4:1 in the fine textured drainage 
sequences. This rather unexpected difference between the 
textural groups is probably attributable to the special 
environmental conditions associated with the fine textured soils 
in Groups 1 and 4 (see p. 2.69 ), in the other fine textured 
sequences (Groups 3 &hd 5) where special conditions are absent 
the ratio of poorly drained;well drained soils is also 4:1 
(tab;. 6 ). /
27 0
These drainage sequences contrast with the single complete 
peaty sequence in Group 3» where the saturated stage predominates.
The summarised information for all the polypedons on parent 
materials in Groups 1 - 3  reveals that poorly drained soils occupy 
nearly half the area underlain by these parent materials (fig. 31)•
The soils overlying limestones in parent material Group 6 
constitute about 21^  ^of the total mapped area. These soils form 
sequences in which differences in parent material type and depth 
seem to have predominantly influenced profile morphology. The 
polypedons therefore contrast with those in Groups 1 - 3  where the 
morphological differences are attributable to the gleying process 
(see pp, - ).
W O  sequences were described in Group 6, one consisting of 
pedons entirely developed in silt loam, the other of pedons developed 
in silt loam overlying residual clay.
The silt loam polypedons constitute about l8 percent, of the 
total area underlain by this 'parent material', (tab. 6), each 
polypedon occupying between 3*3 and ? percent, of the area.
Soils with limestone residues account for the remaining 3 
percent of the area but about 2 percent, of this is due mainly to 
a polypedon (98 - 102) on an 'impure' limestone variant of the 
generally 'pure' limestone group. /
i7|
Soils with moder humus total only 0.3 per cent of the area.
Accordingly, the area ratio of silt loam; silt loam over 
residual clay profiles on the purer limestones is about 16:1.
This great preponderance of silt loam profiles is consistent 
with removal of most limestone residues before the deposition 
of the silty material.
Study of the relationship between soil type, soil depth 
and steepness of slope shows slight but possibly significant 
differences in the distribution of the soils of Groups 1-5 
compared with the soils in Group 6 (fig. 30 ).
In the drainage sequences on Groups 1-5 parent materials 
there is a direct relationship between pedon type and solum 
depth. This relationship is particularly clearly expressed in 
the fine textured pedons in Group 1. Here the 45 per cent of 
the area occupied by the well drained polypedon (l37) Ts covered 
by soil between 12 and 24 in. deep, with 25 per cent deeper than 
36 in. Equivalent values for the poorly drained pedon (II6 ) are 
20 per cent and 40 per cent respectively, and for the very poorly 
drained pedon (139) 15 per cent and 55 per cent (fig. 30 ).
Similar relationships are apparent in the other fine textured 
and also in the coarser textured drainage sequences.
•In the drainage sequence under peat in Group 3 the 
relationship between pedon type and soil depth is only 
weakly expressed.
The relationship is also apparent, but is muon less 
marked, in the soils on Group 6 parent materials.
Study of the relationsnip between pedon type and 
steepness of slope reveals that in the drainage sequences 
the proportion of the area of each polypedon found in the 
-5^ slope class increases with each stage in the drainage 
sequence (fig. 30 )* The fine textured sequence in Group 
1 may again serve as an example. Over 35 per cent of the 
area occupied by’the well drained polypedon (137) the slopes 
are less than with 45 per cent of the area with slopes 
between 5 and 25^. Equivalent values for the poorly drained 
polypedon (ll6) are 75 and 25 per cent, respectively and'for 
the very poorly drained polypedon (139) 95 and 5 per cent. 
Similar relationships obtain in the other fine textured and 
also in the coarser textured sequences.
In the peaty drainage sequence in Group 3 this relationship 
is less apparent.
The relationship between pedon type and steepness of 
slope in the Group 6 sequences is similar to that found in 
the drainage sequences of the other parent material groups.
The humus-oarbonate profile 97 is an exception to this 
generalisation, however, since although the least developed 
and shallowest profile it nevertheless occurs predominatly on 
slopes less than 5^. The reason for this if the confinement 
of the profile to the narrow crests of reef limestone outcrops 
from which the silt loam has been removed. All other pedons 
show the expected relationship between the degree of morpholog­
ical development and steepness of slope. This relationship, 
however, is less clearly expressed than in the drainage 
sequences.
The distribution of the pedons and their relationship 
with soil depth and steepness of slope provides useful
information about the origin and development of the soils.
1
Most of this information comes from comparison of the 
distribution data for the soils in Groups 1-5 with that for 
the soils in Group 6.
Two morphological soil sequences are present in Group 6, 
one developed in silt loam alone, jthe other in silt loam 
overlying and partly mixed with limestone residues. Similar
I
silt loams further north have the particle size characteristics 
of loess and contrast raineralogically with limestone residues, 
indicating that the silt loam is probably not derived from the
2 7 ‘f
underlying limestone (Pigott I962). In some profiles such 
as 137 in Group 1, silt loam overlies glacial till. If the 
silt loam is in fact loess then it must be a Pleistocene 
deposit. The very small area of soils with limestone residues 
therefore suggests removal of most if not all pre-Pleistocene 
soils before or at the same time as the till was deposited, 
and certainly before the deposition of the silt loam.
The distribution of profiles developed in silt loam alone 
compared with the distribution of those soils containing 
limestone residue therefore argues a late Pleistocene origin 
for the soils on the limestone and, by analogy, for the soils 
elsewhere in the area also.
The relationships between soil type, soil depth and 
steepness of slope are consistent with colluvial redistribution 
of the soil materials. On most parent materials the deeper 
soils occur on the gentler slopes and show greater morphological 
differentiation than the shallower soils on generally steeper 
slopes.
This correlation is strongly expressed in the agricultural 
soil drainage sequences in Groups* 1-5 but is weaker in the 
peaty drainage sequence (Group 3 ) and also in the two sequences 
of well drained soils in Group 6.
27^
One explanation of the contrast between the 
agricultural drainage sequences in Groups 1-3 and the 
sequences in Group 6 is that the rate of percolation of water 
through the soil profile is partly governed by the depth of 
unconsolidated material. This seems a reasonable explanation 
for the fine textured soils but appears less satisfactory 
when applied to the coarser textured soils also.
An alternative explanation may be subsurface weatnering 
of parent materials under waterlogged conditions. Bunting 
(1961 ) has shown that increased rates of weathering may be 
associated with subsurface water seepage and Crampton (19&3) 
has shown a similar correlation between depth of weathering 
of shales and humid environmental conditions.
An explanation of the contrast between the agricultural 
and peaty drainage sequences may be that the thickness of the 
peat influences profiles morphology more than impedance to 
water movement by the mineral soil. Increasing thickness of 
peat is clearly correlated with the degree of morphological 
development (pp. Consequently it appears that
in peaty soils the thickness of grey mineral soil may be due 
to the amount of organic matter at the soil surface rather 
than to rates of water movement through the subsoil. If this 
is so then a close correlation between soil type and soil 
depth is not to be expected.
27t
The results of investigations into the distribution of 
the soil units and their relationship with environmental 
factors such as soil depth and steepness of slope therefore 
indicate :
1. that there is a direct relationship between soil type, 
soil depth and slope intensity in all soil sequences.
2. that this relationship is clearly expressed in the
agricultural soil drainage sequences but is more weakly 
expressed in the peaty drainage sequences and in the well 
drained sequences on the limestones in Group 6.
3. that this relationship is probably due mainly to colluvial
redistribution of materials but may have been supplemented 
by subsurface weathering in the agricultural soil drainage 
sequences.
4. that this relationship is masked by the morphological
consequences of a peaty surface horizon of varying 
thickness in the peaty drainage sequence on Group 3 
parent materials.
5. that the development of most soils in the study area was
probably initiated during the latter part of the Pleistocene 
and that most soils formed during Tertiary times were 
removed before the onset of the current cycle of soil 
development. /
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CHAPTER 3 .
LABORATORY STUDIES OF THE SOILS.
1. Particle size distributions of the soils.
The purpose of investigations into particle size distributions 
was to obtain textural parameters of the different parent materials.
Tne studies were particularly oriented towards the detection of 
aeolian silt (loess) and the assessment of its contribution to the 
soils of the study area. This follows the suggestions of Pigott (I962) 
and Bullock (1964) that loess is present in the soils overlying 
limestones in north Derbyshire and Yorkshire respectively.
Size analyses were made using the Coulter Counter technique 
developed by the writer for soil particle size analyses. Details of 
this method are given in Appendix C.
The literature covering the subject of loessial deposits is 
extensive and only that more relevant to the present study has been 
consulted. In the British Isles recent interest has stemmed from the 
work of Perrin (1936) who demonstrated the close similarity between 
the size distributions of soils overlying limestones or their residues, 
the brickearths of south-east England and the continental loess 
deposits. Subsequently Avery et al.(1939), Pigott (I962) and Bullock 
(1964) have extended these studies. Of the many American workers who 
have written on the topic, papers by Smith (1942), Russell (1944) and 
Swineford and Frye (1943) are of particular relevance, as is the 
work of Cailleux (1939, 1933) and Doeglas (1949)
amongst continental investigators.
Of the workers cited, above, almost every one has defined 
loess by different and more or less rigid parameters. According 
to Cailleux (1953) loess is characterises by a distribution median 
between 15 and 75 yu and averaging 25 y U . The first decile is 
completed between 55 and 180 /u with the median Detween 55 and 
60 y u . If more than $0 per cent of the weight distribution is 
found in fractions coarser than 50 yU the material is designated 
'loess sableux'. The proportion of r2 material is less than 
25 per cent. Material of this general composition is capable of 
being transported by wind, as has been demonstrated by Cailleux 
(1939), Swineford and Frye (194b) and Smith (1942) and a physical 
explanation provided by Bagnold (1941).
Other workers have defined the textural parameters of loess 
more narrowly. According to Perrin (1956) particle diameters are 
concentrated between 50 and 40 y U  but no limits are defined. 
According to Pigott (I962) 50-75 per cent of the distribution is 
between 10 and 80 yU. Avery et a l . (1959) suggest a well defined 
particle size peak between 20 and 60 yU, Doeglas (1949) maintains 
that 60-80 per cent of the distribution should lie between 10 and 
50 y U  with only 5 per cent above 50 y U  and less than 50 per cent 
below 10 yU. Hus sell (I944) has suggested that- at least 50 per 
cent of the distribution should reside between 10 and 50 yU.
Bagnold (I94I) has shown that the peak of the loessial distribution 
lies at about 50 yU.
All these workers include additional parameters not necessarily 
associated with particle size, amongst which an important factor 
is a mineralogical suite which differs from that of underlying 
deposits or solid geology (Perrin 1956; Avery et a l . 1959; Pigott 
1962). Russell (1944) has suggested that appreciable carbonate 
content should be a definitive parameter, but there are valid 
objections to such a view. Certainly on this basis few of the 
deposits regarded as predominantly loessial on other grounds in 
the British Isles would be so regarded (but see Trechmann I9I9).
There therefore seems to be no generally agreea definition 
of the characteristics of loess. This is not surprising in view of 
the change in particle size of the material away from its source 
area (Smith 1942), the existence of coarser material peaks 
(Bagnold 1941; Bullock I964) and the possibility of transport by 
wind of clay-size particles as coarser aggregates (Perrin I956). 
There is also the likelihood of post-depositional changes in 
particle size characteristics through the weathering- of minerals 
and transport of weathering products.
For these reasons the approach adopted here for the recognition 
of loess is on the broad lines of Cailleux and Pigott rather than 
the narrower approach of Avery et a l ., Doeglas and Russell. Thus 
the general loess limits of 10 and 70 yU have been adopted with 
the expectation that at least 50 per cent of the distribution will 
fall within these limits for confident diagnosis. Following 
Cailleux (1955), Avery et a l . (1959), Pigott (1962) and Bullock ^
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(1964) a median distribution between 29 and 30 yu is taken as an 
indication of the presence of loess .
Most of the evidence for the presence of loess away from 
the recognised deposits in southeast England has been cited from 
the study of deposits and soils on limestones (Perrin 193^; Avery 
et al. 1939; Pigott 1962; Bullock 1964). It is therefore convenient 
to consider first similar deposits and soils in the study area, namely 
those in Group 6.
Group 6. Soils overlying purer limestones.
The horizons of the soils overlying the purer limestones have 
textures ranging from silt loam to clay (fig. 32). Field studies 
strongly suggest the presence of two parent materials, silt loam and 
clay, with a limited amount of intermixture.
The particle size distribution of the silt loam is characterised 
by a relatively low clay content (less than 30 percent.). 40 - 73 
percent, of the distribution occurs in the 10-70 yu fraction and the 
silt relay ratio is usually over 2. (tab. 7, profiles 90, 91, 170, I67).- 
Higher clay content (40-63 percent'.), lower 10-70 yu fraction content 
and silt relay ratios generally below 1 characterise the clay (tab. 7, 
profiles IO3 , 47). -^ he particle size data for the acid-insoluble 
limestone residues are similar to those of the clay although the clay 
content is frequently lower and silt relay ratio rather higher.
Over 30 percent, of the distribution is found in the 10 - 70 
fraction in all horizons of'profiles 90, 91,
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164 and 170. In profiles 49, 113 and I67 the value exceeds 30 
per cent oelow the surface horizon, but in the remaining profiles 
the 30 per cent level is not reached in any horizon. (tab. 7 ).
These results lie between the 30 per cent reported by Bullock (I964) 
and the +30 per cent quoted for all silty horizons by Pigott (I962) 
and Avery et a l . (1959)* The highest values in the present study 
occur in three profiles occupying plateau sites (91,164, 170) with 
usually lower amounts in soils on slopes (4 9 , 90) or bencnes (94) 
or any site where clay is present t,47, 96, IO3 , etc). Silt/clay 
ratios follow a similar pattern, tne ratio clearly snowing a 
direct relationship with IO-70 yU grade representation. The 
results are apparently not significantly affected by the variable 
but usually low quantities of sandsize particles of either residual 
chert (pigott 1962) or blown sand (Bullock I964).
Most median values of the acid-insoluble limestone residues 
are between 2 and 6 yU contrasting with the predominantly -2 yU 
position of the natural residue medians. The 10-70 grade medians 
are regularly arranged around a strong 24-30 yU peak, coinciding 
with Cailleux's (1953) loess median. The soil horizon medians lie 
between those of the clay and 10-70 yU grade, strongly suggesting
admixture of the two materials (fig. 33 ).
The particle size data therefore establish that the silt
loam has the attributes of loess although mixed with i finer or
more rarely with coarser material. The finer material is a clay, 
sometimes silty, texturally related to the acid-insoluble limestone
/
mresidues although usually containing more clay and therefore 
with a lower silt/clay ratio.
There are two possible explanations for the origin of the 
clay horizons. One explanation is that tne clay is limestone 
residue, the other that it is an accumulation of translocated 
clay derived from the upper soil horizons.
Derivation of the silt loam and clay entirely by differentia­
tion of a texturally intermediate material seems unlikely for the 
following reasons:
1. Where clay and silt loam horizons occur together the
maximum difference in clay values between the silt loam and clay 
horizons is over 10 per cent more than the maximum found in 
American soils very strongly differentiated by clay translocation 
(U.S.D.A. i960 pp. 214 - 225).
2. The silt loam frequently overlies unweathered limestone
with no trace of clay accumulation.
Clay translocation therefore does not seem to explain the 
textural contrasts found in the profiles with clay horizons.
These horizons are consequently thought to be derived mainly from 
the limestone.
Particle size evidence, however, indicates clay enrichment 
of the clay horizons, assuming that their particle size 
characteristics were originally similar to those of tne acid- 
insoluble limestone residues. Where two clay horizons are
Limestone below silt 
loam
Limestone below clay
Profile % Residue Profile % Residue
49 3 94 33
90 7# 98 17
91 1 105 19.5
96 3.5 111 23
115 2.5 113 23
Mean 3.4 Mean 23.1
Tab, Bo Comparison of the acid-insoluble residue 
content of limestones underlying loess 
and natural limestone residues*
♦Much cherty material present,
detectable the particle size information reveals that tne upper 
horizon contains more clay than the lower and tnat both contain 
more than the acid-insoluble residues of the limestone below.
Pigott (1962) interpreted similar results as indicating clay 
synthesis in soils developed before deposition of the loess, but 
it is equally possible to account for such data by the translocation 
of clay synthesised in the silt loam and deposited at the Junction 
with finer textured, and therefore less permeable, material. Thin 
section studies should elucidate these alternatives and the results 
of these studies are reported later (pp. 1"7 -33;
The clay may be the relict of a pre-loess phase of soil 
development. Certainly most soils with clay horizons occur on flat 
or gently sloping surfaces wnere rates of erosion are likely to be 
slow (fig. 30 ). The shallow profiles containing clay, such as 
profiles 103 and 47, however, occur mainly on steep slopes (fig. 30 ). 
This suggests the possibility of faster weathering of limestone 
under certain conditions leading to the formation of larger amounts
t
of residues.
The most obvious factor influencing the rate of residue 
accumulation and possibly also the rate of limestone solution is 
the impurity content of the limestone. Accordingly, the purity of 
the limestones below five profiles developed entirely in silt loam 
was compared with the purity of the limestone below five profiles 
containing clay horizons (tab. 8 ). The carbonates were removed
by treatment with dilute acid.
The recuits show a very clear distinction jetween the 
limestones below silt loam profiles and tne limestones below 
clay horizons. Consequently faster rates of limestone solution 
or residue accumulation seem as satisfactory explanations of the 
presence of clay horizons as solution over longer periods of time. 
It may be argued, furthermore, tnat solution of limestone under a 
silt cover is as plausible an explanation of the presence of clay 
horizons as postulating a phase of soil formation before the 
deposition of loess.
Particle size analysis of the limestones and overlying soils 
therefore indicates;
1. that the silt loam is mainly loess
2. that' the clay is basically limestone residue
3 . that the presence of limestone residue is related
to the purity of the limestone at the base of each 
profile.
4« that the limestone residues have been enriched with 
clay translocated from the silty material above and/ 
or clay synthesised in situ.
5 . that some colluvial mixing of silt loam and clay
has taxai place.
/
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Group 9. Soils overlying limestones and shales.
The textures of soils overlying limestones with relatively 
tnicic shale partings range from silty clay loam to clay (fig. 32 ).
The particle size data inaicate a decrease in 10-70 yU representa­
tion down the profile with a corresponding increase in clay 
(tab. 9 )• Limestone residues are generally siltier than the 
horizons above and comparison with tab. 7 show that their clay
content is lower than the limestones of Group 6. It therefore 
seems to be the shales in the succession that cause the quite 
different suite of soils found in this group.
The data suggest that the profiles are composite and 
texturally similar to the shallow limestone residue profiles in 
Group 6. The downwards decrease in 10-70 yU material suggests a 
loessial contribution to the upper part of the solum. However, 
the fairly high 10-70 yU vdlues in the limestones underlying 
profiles 84 and 32 indicate the possibility of development of 
these profiles by textural differentiation. This is unlikely, 
since the increase in clay down the solum is greater than in the 
coarser and more permeable soils of Group 6. Clay peaks are 
absent from these profiles.
Median distributions (fig. 33 ) suggest a similar interpreta­
tion. All are strongly biassed towards the clay grade, suggesting 
a large ratio of residual material to loess. As in the soils of 
Group 6, little material coarser than 'JO yU is present. ' /
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These profiles therefore have tne particle size characteristics 
of the soils in Group 6, but on a much reauced scale. Although 
the evidence suggests that loess is present, it seems that its 
characteristics are obscured by the presence of large amounts of 
residual material. This may also be masking translocated, clay.
Group 4» Soils overlying Onecote Sandstone and Gun Hill Siltstones.
The textures in Group 4 range from sanuy loam to clay (fig. 32 ).
Sandy loam textures are characteristic of the Onecote Sanastone 
soils (7, 68, 23). Clays together with silty clay loams are 
generally characteristic of the siltstones and associated shale 
partings.
The particle size data (tab, 10 ) show that tne 10-70 yu grade
is well represented in almost all profiles. Unlike tne profiles 
in Group amounts change little down the solum except in profile
11. Similarly, silt/clay ratios show little change down the solum. 
Although this might suggest a strong loessial influence, comparison 
with the data of Group 3 makes it seem more likely that bedrock is 
contributing considerably to the IO-7O grade. Even where, as in 
profile 16, there is a marked contrast in clay values and silt/clay 
ratios, this is not paralleled by a change in 10-70 yU representation. 
This contrasts with the data in Group 3»
The distribution of medians (fig. 33 ) show that whole soil
values are concentrated in the -2 and 2-6 yU classes. The 10-70 yU
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grade medians are widely spread. Most are above $6 yU, butl9“24 
ana 24-^0 yU classes are also well represented. Compared with 
Groups 9 a.rid 6 it appears that any loess present is being- 
diluted by coarser and finer material as well as mixed with 
particles of similar size.
Particle size data therefore provide no certain indication 
of loess in these soils. None of the cnaracteristic loess 
features can be certainly separated from similar features in the 
residual material.
Clay peaks in the solum are only detectable in profiles 11 
and 25. In both profiles the peaks occur immediately below a 
lighter-to-heavier textural boundary, as in tne composite soils 
of Group 6.
Group 3» Soils overlying sandstones and shales of the Manifold 
Formation.
The textures of the soils in Group 3 range from loam to clay, 
though finer textured horizons predominate (fig. 32 ). Coarse
soils are associated with the sandstones in tne succession (Lum- 
Lady Edge, Thorncliff Sandstones) and the finer textures with soils 
on the intervening shales.
Particle size data (tab. 11 ) indicate that ‘loess* grade 
values are similar to Group 4 , and again suggest that the bedrock 
is making a substantial contribution to the ‘loess’ fraction
representation. In the sandj soils few-textural changes stand 
out. Those that are noticeable (e.g. Profile 119) may well be 
due to solifluction of coarser over finer textural resiaual 
material.
The two heavy-textured profiles both show increasing clay and 
decreasing 10-70 yU representation downwards, very similar to the 
profiles in Group 9- However, only one of these ^49) is at a site 
where solifluction of sandy residues might be held responsible.
The distribution of the medians is similar to Group 4> with 
widely-spread over-all median values showing a slight concentration 
in the finer classes (fig. 35 ). The ‘loess’ grade median
distributions are also similar to Group 4> but with a greater 
representation in the coarser classes.
The problems of data interpretation are therefore the same 
as those encountered in the soils of Group 4 .
Clay peaks are present in the solum of profiles 43 and II7 , 
and there seems to have been clay translocation or destruction 
under several other profiles currently with a peaty cover (9b, 97, 
119). The virtual absence of clay in the A2 profile 9^ and the 
absence of a clay peak in the B2 strongly suggests clay destruction.
General 
t.: '-la.'O 
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12. P a rtic le  nine d is tr ib u t io n s  o f s o ils  in  Group 2 (s o ils  overly ing sandstones and shales o f the 
hoaches and Sheen Sandstone i'criaabion).
Go.
Coarse
Agr j.c. 
status,
draincr^o
Somi- 
natura l 
■-oosnivol^  
drai.ncd
Scai- 
natu i'a l 
ue].l 
drajjied
Semi- 
na tu ra l 
poorly 
d.rained
A gric .
w e ll
drained
Coarse Fine Anier. Coarse Fine --
Profile Depth Sand % Sand % Silt ^ s u t % s u t # Clay 4 ^  es3%Ü /"-'"ér,. Silt
2000- 200- 50 _ 50 _ 20 - -2 /1 3.0 - Clr.y
2 /u 4 7 1 ^.. ...... ' -  -  7' -
m 1-  2 75 18 5.5 4 1.5 1.5 4.5 3.72-  5 81 10 4 1 3 5 3 0.8
5 ■ 3 61 22 9.5 2.5 7 7.5 5.5 1,310. . i2 42 77 16 5 11 19 7,5 0.8
147 1-  2 40 20 38 18 24 2 32 1^^
3- 4 42 16 39 19 20 3 32 13.0
7 10 40 J.8 20 7 13 22 16 0.9
13-15 24 26 36 13 23 14 27 2.4
136 13-15 40 16 25 10 15 19 20 1.3
19 22 35 16 25 11 14 24 20 1.0
23.31 35 15 26 10 16 24 20 1,1
45-47 56 17.5 23 5.5 9 3.2 12 1,9
143 1" 3 41 20 20 4 16 19 3.0 1,0
4 ■ 7 44 18 17 7 10 21 12 0.8
1.2 .15 50 18 15 6 9 17 10 0.9
2 ^ ^ 50 19 15 7 8 16 14 1.0
150 3- 5 30 23 35.5 18 17.5 11.5 33 3.1
9-12 32 21 35 18 17 12 33 3.0
20-22 28 17 38.5 20 18.5 16.5 34 2.3
2 ^ ^ 8.5 17.5 49 20 29 25 41 2.0
33-40 1,5 17.5 60.5 28 32.5 20.5 54 3.0
171 2- 6 44 20 25.5 ]1 14.5 10.5 21 2.4
10-15 42 U 31 15 16 13 25 2.4
30-33 53 17 2^^ 14 12.5 3.5 22 7.6
12 . ('- nit.)
G' ei.n’al
Agric 
G tabus, 
draJ nagc
Agric.
udi.l
drained
Agric.
poorly
drained
Agric.
v/ell
drained
Agric.
poorly
drained
Profile Don l:.h 
(in.)
Coarse 
Sand %
Fine 
Sand %
Aiiier.
s u t #
Coarse
s u t #
Fine
S i l t # Clay % 'IK) 8'#! “ 1
2000- 200- 50 - 50 - 20 - -2 /u 10 - Clay
■ ■--- — — 20 ^ __ -- --------
156 1- 3 12 23 39 15 24 26 31 0.67-10 20 23 37 34 23 20 27 1.822-26 18 22 41 3.9 22 19 32 2.2
159 1- 3 16 18 42 3.8 24 24 34 1.86. 8 20 16 30 12 18 34 25 0.914-13 10 24 36 3.7 19 30 33 1.22 ^ ^ 11 19 42 23 19 28 38 1.5
168 2- 4 3.0 18 49 18 31 23 38 2.1
8-10 6.5 17.5 47 18 29 29 36 1.615-18 3 15 62 27 35 20 50 3.1
152 2- 4 19 15 34 12 22 32 25 1.19-12 8.5 2.5 25 4 21 64 9 0.416-19 16 12 34 11 23 38 22 0.9^ ^ 6 10 8 32 8 24 50 1/ 0.6
t)0
Group 2. Soils overlying Sandstones and shales of tne Sheen 
and Roaches Sandstone Formations.
The textures in Group 2 are coarser than in the previous 
groups (fig. 32 ) giving an approximately equal horizon 
representation in sandy loam, loam and clay loam grades. The 
textures of the profiles fall into three distinct groups, 
coarse, medium and fine (tab. 12 ).
The coarse textured profiles (1$6, I47, 14b, I90, I7I) 
contain more than pO per cent coarse sand in the surface horizon 
and usually throughout tne profile. Clay values seldom exceea 
25 per cent. The IO-7O yU fraction varies from ca. 10 per cent
in the coarser profiles to about per cent in the finer
textured.
The medium textured profiles (196, 199) contain less than
20 per cent coarse sand, 20-99 per cent clay and 29-40 per cent
•loess* fraction.
The fine textured profiles (192, l6d) often have quite 
sandy surface horizons, but either the silt or the clay 
representation increases to 90 per cent or more lower in the 
solum.
Clay values change slightly down most profiles, but there 
is usually no reciprocal 'loess* fraction change. The higher 
'loess' values in the surface horizons of profile 147 hre almost 
certainly the result of clay removal, out without indications of
/
kl.
deposition in the B horizon. In profiles IpO, 192 and 168 
textural changes down the profile could be tne result of the 
deposition of sandy material at the surface by solifluction.
As in previous groups, the evidence shows that the residual 
materials are silt-rich.
The distribution of median values (fig. 33 ) reflects the
coarse textures of these materials. Both over-all and 10-70 yU 
grade medians are located predominantly in the yU group.
The silty/clay group results occur as a subsidiary peeik between 
12 and 24 yU in the over-all distribution, but even so the 
amount of sandy material present is sufficient to give a median 
position coarser than $6 yU for the 'loess* fraction. The 24-30 yU 
class is not represented in either range.
Clay peaks are present in profiles 147, 14b, 190, 199, 168, 
and 171. In I4 8 , and I7I these peaks are faint, but in the 
remainder they are more distinctly defined. Most of the peaks 
are superimposed on a generally homogenous textural background 
(147, 199, 168, 171) hut in profile I90 the peak lies at a 
textural boundary as in Groups 6 (113, 164, 94) and 4 (H).
Group 1. Soils overlying glacial till.
The soils of Group 1 fall into two groups corresponding to 
the western and eastern till deposits. The eastern group 
consisting of profiles I37, II6 and 139 may be distinguished from 
the western group (profiles 91, 4^, 32) by higher 90-2 yU and
iabo 13» Fcu’ticle siao dicitributa.ons of soils in Group 1 (soils overlying glacial bjj.1),
Parent
iiiaborial
■u.G born
Drainage
Goa; io Fine Amor. Coarse Fine
— ------ - — --- - -- --
Profile Depth S n d # Sand # Silt # Silt % Si it # G] y # 'loess'4 i'.ro.'d, i'dl-bsbabus
---------
(in,) 2000-
__200_YU-
200- 50 _
___2_ yü
50 - 2 0 -
2
-2 yu 10 - Glay'
51 2- 5 l/,.5 2^ 5 43 24 24 17 42 2 ^
9-12 10.5 22.5 43 16 27 24 31 1.8
16-19 10 23 36 13 23 31 30 1.2
30-33 14 13 40 13 27 33 26 1.2
44-48 22 27 31 13 18 20 28 1,5
Poorly 46 4- 6 3 9 54 16 38 34 34 ].. 6
drained 19-22 3.5 3 4 ^ ^ 8.5 37 48 20 0.9
34-37 7 3.5 2 ^ 5 3 24.5 62 u 0.4
52 3- 6 9 17 36 12 24 38 28 1,0
12-14 5 13 46 20 26 36 36.5 1.3
25-29 5 9 49 22 27 37 39 1.3
49-53 20 16 37 13 24 27 28 1,4
Well
137 1- 4 8.5 17.5 50 20 30 24 39 2.1
15-18 12 15 43 11 32 30 26 1.4
drained 25-28 11 12 39 9 30 38 18 1,0
34-38 12.5 11.5 42 16 26 34 28 1.2
Poorly
116 3- 5 7.5 11 55.5 2 ^ ^ 29 26 44 2.1
10-14 10 12 54 25 29 24 42 2.3
drained 17-20 5.5 16.5 63 36 27 16 62 4
25-28 1 7.5 4 ^ 5 5.5 35 51 14 0.8
3 ^ % 1.5 1 33.5 3 30.5 64 7 0.5
Very 139 1- 4 6.f 9 47.5 19.5 28 37 36,5 1.3
pooid.y 12-15 6.5 7.5 .7 10 27 49 22 0.7
drained 29-36 9 7 36 9 27 48 22 0.7
10-70 yU class representation at least in the upper horizons ana 
usually also by higher -2 yU values in the lower horizons (tab . 13 ) 
The eastern profiles therefore tend to be rather finer textured 
than the western soils (fig. 32 ) but the laboratory distinction 
is less obvious than that suggested by field studies. Profile 4b 
in the western group is an exception to this pattern but can be 
accounted for by the dominance of its textural properties by 
underlying shales.
The whole-soil median values are widely spread through the 
classes (fig. 3 3 ) with a slight predominance in the 6-12 yU class. 
The loess fraction mddians range almost as widely but as a result 
of considerable amounts of coarser material in several profiles 
fall predominantly in the +36 yU class. This suggests a relatively 
low proportion of true loess to residual material.
Clay peaks are present in profiles and 137» In other 
profiles such as 46, II6 and 139 increase in clay content is 
probably due to change of parent materials. In 46 the transition 
is from till to shale and in II6 and 139 from loess to till.
The information from the study of the particle size 
distributions of the soils therefore suggests:
1. that in Group 6 two materials are present, a silt loam and
a clay.
2. that the silt loam, is probably loess
3 . that the clay is basically limestone residue but is enriched
either in translocatad clay or in clay synthesised in.situ.
Parent
i'iiterial
Groups
Profiles
1 . 137, 139
2 . 147, 150, 152, 159, 168, 171 |
3. , 43, 117, 119
A* 1 11, 23
j
5. I 4
■ • !
6. 94, 111, 113, 164, 167
Tab. 14. Profiles with clay peaks in 
subsurface horizons.
4 . that the presence of clay is related to the amount of
impurity in the underlying limestone.
9 . that loess and residual clay have been mixed to some
extent during colluvial redistribution.
6. that the presence of two materials may similarly be
demonstrated in Group 9 and in Group lb wnere the bedrock 
(Group 9 ) or till (Group lb) weathers to give a 
predominantly clay-size residue. The silt loam is again 
mixed with residual clay.
7. that large amounts of residual silt in Groups la, 2, 9
and 4 mask the evidence which suggests the presence of 
loess in the other parent material groups.
8. that clay peaks are present in many of the deeper soil
profiles (tab. l4 often associated with coarser- 
finer textural interfaces in the solum.
2. Thin section studies of the soils.
The particle size distribution patterns show the presence 
of horizons enriched by clay in several of the deeper profiles 
(tab . l4 ). Clay peaks are particularly noticeable in profiles 
where relatively coarse textured material overlies finer material. 
Examples of this situation are silt loam overlying clayey lime­
stone residues (94» 113, 1&4) or till (137); silty clay loam over 
clay (11) or sandy loam over silt loam (I50). Similar peaks are 
also present, however, in texturally homogenous profiles such as 
43, 51, 111, 117, 139, 147, 159, 168 and I7I. Since clay trans­
location may have caused the observed clay enrichment, visual 
evidence of this has been sought in thin sections of the enriched 
horizons.
Translocated material is usually found as coatings on ped 
faces and on walls of conducting channels. Brewer (I964) has named 
such coatings 'cutans*. He divides them on the basis of surfaces 
of deposition (grain, ped, channel, void, plane cutans) and on 
mineralogical composition. In his classification clay or iron/ 
clay cutans (argillans, ferri-argillans) are identified chiefly 
by anisotropism under crossed polarizers with generally pale yellow 
brown colours in plain polarized light. Fine lamination seems to 
be characteristic of many argillans or ferri-argillans (Prei and
Cline 1949; U.S.D.A. I96O; Daliymple 1962). Experimental 
laboratory studies have shown that tnese properties are cnaracter­
istic of translocated argillic material (Brewer and Haldane 1957)*
The clay fraction may contain organic compounds and hydrated 
iron and manganese oxides as well as clay minerals. Tnese compounds 
may be distinguished from those consisting mainly of clay minerals 
by isotropism under crossed polarizers and by dark brown or black 
colours.
Accordingly, cutans .are here recognised as argillans if all 
the following conditions are satisfied:
1. The cutans occur on conducting channel walls and/or
ped faces and are optically distinguishable from the 
rest of the fabric.
2. The cutans are biréfringent under crossed polarizers,
usually with strong continuous orientation.
3. The cutans are distinctly laminated.
4. The cutans are pale brown and the colours are usually
paler than those of the fabric.
The dammar gum impregnation technique described by Balrymple 
(1937) was used to surface harden soil blocks before slicing, 
followed by Lakeside 700 impregnation of the slice prior to 
grinding. The method is described in Appendix 0
Plate 34. Profile 113, II32.2t horizon. -laminated clay
bordering conducting channels, possibly structure 
faces.
A. Plain polarized light, x 42.
3. Opossed polarizers, x 42.
P'ote the strong birefringence of the clay under 
crossed polarizers and the fine lamination at 1. 
Note also the contrast between the clay and the 
matrix (2).
The clay area at 1 is also shown in C and D.
C. Plain polarized light, x I60.
D. Crossed polarizers, x I60.
/lo
A
Ô,
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D.
Plate 33. profile 117, 52g horizon. Laminated clay (l) 
almost filling a conducting channel (2).
Note the strong birefringence, particularly at 
3, and strong lamination. Note also the contrast 
between the laminated clay and the matrix (4).
A. Plain polarized light, x I60.
B. Crossed polarizers, x I60.

Plate 36» Profile 311 1133g horizon. Weakly laminated, 
slightly biréfringent material not associated 
with a conducting channel (l). Note the slight 
contrast with the matrix (2).
A. Plain polarized light, x I60.
B. Crossed polarizers, x I60.

'late 37. Profile 171-, 3-ir horizon. Weakly biréfringent 
but unlananatei clay arc:a (l). Note, however,
V  A ▲>!«<• a  Ly X A ^  ^  V  » « ^  « L/ A A-V,^  ê * * w  .*. .«.w *k ^ L—, y  #
X nbO
y  ^4i* Lv .• Cv —O vy #
3(1
A
?8. Profile 32, B2j horizor. Strongly biréfringent 
clay (1) filling a conducting channel. clay
is weakly laainaeed and the margins appear 
eroded, apparently abruptly truncated a. the 
junction with the matrix (2). Compare with 
Plate 3p.
A. Plain polarised light, x I60.
3. Crossed polarizers, x I60.
Ag,.
Plate 3-. Profile u.6^, II33g horizon, v.'ealcly biréfringent 
clay area (l), texcurally distinct from the n..::rix 
(2) but not associated with a conducting channel. 
Note ihe very weak laminaiion round the margin of 
the feature.
A. Plain polarized light, x I60.
3. Crossed oolarizers. x I60.
3>il
4
K
A
Is-;:-* ^
Plaie do. Profile 170, 52.p. horizon. Apparently eroded, 
strongly biréfringent clay area (l), weakly 
laminated. Note the contrast with the matrix (2) 
and the absence of an associated conducting 
channel.
A. Plain polarized light, x IbO.
B. Crossed polarizers, x l60.
Ê.
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Cutans meeting all the criteria outlined above occur in 
the clay enriched horizons of three profiles (113> 117, 157)> 
where nearly all conducting channels are nearly filled by 
argillans (Plates 5^53). In several other enriched horizons there 
are traces of argillans (51, 150, 168) but their frequency and 
degree of development is much less than in the first group 
(plate 36 )• Enriched horizons in other profiles (I64, I7I) 
show weakly developed argillans, but these are few and have an 
eroded appearance. This situation is also found in the few profiles 
examined (28, 52, 56, 1)6) where clay-enriched horizons are 
not indicated by particle size information (Plates 37,38).
Eroded argillans are frequently associated with area of 
biréfringent clay lacking laminations and seldom occurring in 
obvious conducting channels. This situation occurs in the clay 
enirched horizon of profile I64 and also in the heavier textured 
horizon of profile I70 (Plates 39,4o). In the apparently enriched 
horizons of other profiles (94, 113, 159) only a few very small 
areas of unlaminated biréfringent clay are present.
This information suggests a division of the profiles into 
two groups based on the amount of biréfringent clay present in the 
enriched horizon. Quantitative confirmation of this proposed 
division is required. The information also suggests that the 
biréfringent but unlaminated clay may be relict argillanic 
material. If this is the case, the area of unlaminated clay in
/
the enriched horizons of profiles I64 and I70 should be similar
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to the area of -unlaminated clay in the enriched horizons of 
profiles 11) and 137, these being profiles where the respective 
features are most strongly developed.
The areas of laminated clay, unlaminated clay and matrix 
(mineral grains plus voids) were estimated by point count 
frequency determinations.
The results (.tab. 13 ) establish a sharp distinction between 
profiles with a maximum of 8 per cent and those with a minimum of 
14 per cent laminated plus unlaminated clay, confirming the initial 
subjective divisions of the profiles. Of the profiles in which 
particle size analysis results suggest clay enrichment, only in
113, 164, 117 and 137 are considerable areas of biréfringent clay
present. Profiles with very small biréfringent clay areas include 
51, 139, 150, 168, 119 and 94 while in the remainder (4 , 1 1 , 2 3 ,
43, 111, 147, 152, 159, 167) biréfringent clay is absent from the
apparently enriched horizons.
Within the group of strongly clay enriched profiles, the 
results establish that the total amount of laminated and unlaminated 
biréfringent clay is comparable, with rather higher values in the 
two profiles with mainly laminated clay (113, 157)* This informa­
tion therefore seems to strengthen the possibility that the 
unlaminated clay is relict argillanic material.
3i7
These studies therefore show:
1. that the amount of biréfringent clay present divides
the profiles with clay peaks into two distinct groups
2. that within the' groups of profiles with more than I4
per cent biréfringent clay the amount of laminated clay 
in profiles 115 and 157 is similar to the amount of
unlaminated clay in profiles I64 and I70,
5. that unlaminated clay predominates in the group of
profiles with less than 8 per cent biréfringent clay.
The existence of clearly defined groups of relatively strongly 
and relatively weakly illimerized^ profiles suggests that clay 
translocation may have occurred as two distinct events. Other 
explanations such as different rates of translocation or deposition 
of clay in different volumes of material seem less likely.
If clay translocation has taken place at varying rates the
expected manifestation of this would be a continuous series of
profiles grading from those with much to those with little 
translocated clay. Clearly separated groups of values would not 
be expected.
If clay deposition has taken place in different volumes of 
material, this would again probably be expressed as a series of 
profiles garding from those with much to those with little 
translocated clay. Furthermore, the thickness of the illuvial' 
horizons should also show some relationship with the amount of 
biréfringent clay. In both the strongly and weakly illimerized
1 . diff&^ontiated t,;- 01 my t r a n s l o c a t e  : ' (F^^Hedland 1958),
3if
group.
The evidence therefore suggests two clay translocation 
events as the most likely explanation of the different amounts 
of biréfringent clay.
The strong translocation in profile I57 on ’Older Drift’ till 
east of Morridge and weak translocation in profiles 51 and I56 on 
'Newer Drift' till west of Morridge indicates the possibility of 
lessivage during the Saale-Weichsel Interglacial being responsible 
for the strongly illimerized profiles. The clay translocation in 
the weakly illimerized profiles, on this explanation, would 
therefore be a post-glacial event. Unfortunately the relationship 
between eastern and western tills is unclear and it is possible 
that the earlier phase of translocation occurred during a 
Weichselian interstadial.
The unlaminated clay, if it is in fact translocated clay, 
has apparently undergone considerable physical change and any 
conducting channels that may have once been associated with it are 
no longer visible. This inuicates a change in the soil environment 
producing conditions in which the translocated material is disturbed, 
the laminations destroyed, and the conducting channels filled. The 
very small amounts of laminated clay accompanying the unlaminated 
material suggest that the conditions which may have disturbed the 
translocated material also prevented further, clay translocation. /
32-1
The o n l y  process which might produce the symptoms of disturb­
ance of the translocated material seems to be gleying. Periodic 
waterlogging would cause the clay to swell, destroying the 
laminations and infilling the conducting channels. This suggestion 
finds support in the observation that in profiles such as 28, 51,
52, 159 and 164 eroded argillans and/or unlaminated clay are 
associated with gley mottling and prismatic structures.
The very small amounts of laminated clay accompanying the 
unlaminated material indicate that the conditions which may have 
disturbed the translocated material also prevented further clay 
translocation.
According to ‘Duchaufour (1959, I96O) clay translocation takes 
place under mull humus but under mor humus clays are destroyed and 
translocation occurs of the clay breakdown products only. The 
formation of a mor humus surface horizon therefore suggests how a 
change of conditions could lead to an end of lessivage.
In several of the semi-natural soils examined, laminated and 
unlaminated clay is present in the B horizon of a podzol or a 
polzolized soil with mor humus (profiles 56, 117, 1)6). ' Furthermore, 
in the reclaimed thin iron pan podzol I7I, laminatea and unlaminated 
clays are both present below the iron pan. A change from mull to 
mor humus therefore seems to hage occurred in the soils of the area 
and has apparently led to the replacement of lessivage by polzoliza- 
tion. /
33.0
In most of the profiles examined, however, mull humus is 
present and it is unclear to what extent this represents reclamation 
of a mor humus cover or the natural humus form. The formation of mor 
humus on all land not under intensive agricultural use suggests, 
however, that in many areas mor humus may have been the original 
cover.
The fact that all weakly illimerized soils have unlaminated 
clay indicates, assuming lessivage is post-glacial in these profiles, 
that the change to gleying and/or podzolization is also post-glacial. 
Since both the onset of gleying or podzolization is consistent with 
a change to wetter environmental conditions the hypothesis receives 
support is such a change can be demonstrated. The vegetation evidence 
(pp. ) does in fact establish such a change at the Boreal-
Atlantic Transition some 7,000 years ago. Accordingly, the environmental 
evidence shov\s a change of the sort required to explain differences 
in the optical properties of the biréfringent clay and in the properties 
indicating a change in process in several of the soil profiles.
The evidence from the thin section studies therefore suggests:
1. that there have been two phases of clay translocation
2. that one of these episodes was probably during the Eemian 
Interglacial or aV/eichselian Interstadial, the other post­
glacial
/
/.
/
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3. that in many of the profiles the biréfringent laminated 
clay has been disturbed and the laminations destroyed by 
a change of process associated with a change to wetter 
conditions in the soil environment
4. that this change in process is consistent with a change 
to gleying and/or mor humus formation
3. that this change probably occurred at or shortly after 
the Boreal-Atlantic Transition dated at about 3200 B.C.
6. that thin section evidence does not account for the clay 
fraction peaks in profiles 4, 11, 23, 43, 111, 147, 132 
139, and ï67.
33%
5. The distribution of iron in trie soils.
Clay movement was initially suggested by particle size 
analyses which indicated clay fraction peaks in the subsurface 
horizons of several profiles. Of such profiles with clay peaks, 
clay translocation has been visually confirmed in profiles 115>
117 and 157* la other profiles such as 51, 94» 119, 159, I64 and 
163, however, visual evidence of translocation is absent. If clay 
translocation has taken place, tnerefore, then tne visual evidence 
of this has been destroyed. In xne remaining group of profiles 
with clay peaks (4 , 11 » 25, 45» 111, 147, 159, 167) thereiis little 
indication of clay movement.
If clay trasnlocation has occurred but has been replaced by 
a process which destroys the evidence of clay translocation, tnen 
it seems essential to test the clay movement hypothesis by employing 
another method o.. investigation. Study of the distribution of, and 
the relationship between total iron, free iron and clay in the 
profiles seems to provide just such a technique.
There seem to be only two processes in a cool, leaching 
environment by which iron may be translocated. One is lessivage, 
in which movement takes place of tne chemically little altered iron- 
clay complexes; the other is podzolization, in which movement takes 
place of the chemically altered iron-clay complex, or more usually, 
of their decomposition products. If lessivage has occurred then 
the illuvial horizon wilf contain more iron than the horizons above /  i
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and below and also more clay. The illuvial horizon of a 
podzolized soil, however, may contain more clay than the 
eluvial horizon as a result of decomposition of clay in the 
A2 but is unlikely to contain more clay than the S3. Furthermore, 
since iron seems to be mobilized prior to transport in podzolization 
the readily soluble iron profile should show a peak in the B horizon 
of a podzol but not in the 3 horizon of a lessive.
It should be possible in this way to determine whether a 
clay fraction peak is the result of clay translocation or clay 
destruction. It is also important, however, to be able to 
characterise in situ from release and clay formation, since 
Pigott (1962) has shown that this process may be operating in 
Southern Pennine soils.
%n situ synthesis of clay may be distinguished from lessivage 
or podzolization by the absence of a total iron peak, indicating 
that no translocation has occurred. The presence of free iron 
and clay peaks in this case seems to suggest in situ synthesis of 
clay.
These distinguishing criteria may be assessed by examining 
the total iron, free iron and clay patterns in indisputable podzol 
and lessive profiles (fig.' ). The data show that peaks in total
iron content do in fact occur in both Bs and Bt horizons. In the 
podzols (profiles56^ ) , as anticipated, there is a free iron but no 
clay peak in the Bs horizon, and the free iron:clay ratios vary 
considerably.
35S"
This therefore seems to be the situation in podzol profiles, 
subsequently referred to as Type A:
1. A total iron peak is present in the Bs horizon.
2. A free iron peak is present in the Bs horizon.
3. There is no clay peak in the Bs horizon.
4. There is a wide range of free iron;clay ratios.
In the lessives (profiles 113;L37) , again as anticipated, the.
total iron and clay peaks in the Bt are unaccompanied by a peak in 
the free iron content. On the contrary, the lowest proportion of 
free iron in fact occurs in the Bt.
This therefore seems to be the situation in lessive profiles 
(Type B):
1. A total iron peak is present in the Bt horizon,
2. There is no free iron peak in the Bt horizon.
3. A clay peak is present in the Bt horizon.
4. There is a narrow range of free ironzclay ratios.
Profiles 94 and I48 in fig. 34 have iron and clay distribution 
characteristics thought to indicate in situ synthesis of clay (Type C)
1. There is no total iron peak in the horizon showing
a clay peak.
2. There is a free iron peak at the same level as the
clay peak.
3 . There is a narrow range of free iron:clay ratios. /
/
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Of the profiles with clay fraction peaks those with Type A,
Type B or combined A + B iron and clay characteristics are shown
in tab. 16 . Only one profile (119) is referable to Type A.,
but several profiles have Type B distributions (119> 197, 199,
168, 171) and the proportion of free iron in the clay peak horizon
is always low (22 - 40 per cent, mean 29 per cent.).
Type A + B characteristics are present in profiles 11, II7 
and 164. In the illuvial horizon of profile II7 the free iron: 
clay ratio is wide (Type A) but the proportion of free iron is 
low (Type B). In profiles 11 and I64 weakly developed Type A 
sequa seems to overlie more strongly developed Type B horizons.
Most of these profiles including a Type 3 element show at least 
weak visual evidence of lessivage.
Type C iron and clay distributions occur in 11 profiles with 
peaks in the clay fraction (tab, I7 ). Here the total iron peaks 
are absent, or, if present, occur in the horizon above that with 
the clay peak (150, I67). In most profiles the proportion of free 
iron is highest in the clay peak horizon and is generally much 
higher than in the Type B horizons (40 - 77 per cent, mean 58 per 
cent). There is weak visual evidence of lessivage only in profiles 
51 and 150.
In profiles with fine textured subsurface horizons particle 
size data have suggested mixing of loess with residual clay 
(pp.l^-, X'fz-tf). The resulting textural gradient possibly masks /
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pedOt^'enic clay additions, or, less likely, may be the consequence 
of pedogenesis. In some such profiles there is visual evidence of 
slight lessivage (28, $0, 48» 116) but not in others ()2, 47» 162).
The iron data for these profiles show that they also fall into Type 
A, B and C categories of iron and clay distribution (tab., l8 ).
Iron distributions were investigated in a few profiles showing 
either a decrease or no change in clay values down the solum (tab. 19 ).
None of these profiles showed any significant change in iron values, 
neither was there any visual evidence of clay translocation.
These results therefore establish that where total iron and 
clay peaks occur together this may usually be accounted for by 
podzolisation or lessivage or a combination of the two processes.
In most profiles there is supplementary visual evidence of lessivage 
or podzolization. Conversely, of the 12 profiles with clay but 
without total iron peaks only two showed evidence of lessivage and 
two of podzolization. However, the high proportion of free iron in 
these profiles reaching a maximum correlated with the clay peak is 
consistent with locally more intensive weathering and in situ clay 
synthesis.
In profiles where clay content increases with depth total iron, 
free iron and clay characteristics fall into similar groupings 
indicating masking of clay translocation and in situ synthesis by 
a high clay background, [
/
• I
34-4-
In all soils where the evidence suggests in situ release 
clay peaks and free iron proportion maxima are almost always 
associated with changes from coarser to finer textures in tiie 
parent material. Studies by Pigott (1962) have also suggested 
in situ clay synthesis at textural interfaces. This indicates 
that in. situ synthesis of clay and release of iron may be a 
process related to low soil permeability and low conditions.
The data quoted here tnerefore indicate that where differen­
tiation of iron and clay has taken place this seems to follow one 
of three basic patterns, occasionally with evidence of the replacement 
of one pattern by another. The data suggest that where the iron/ 
clay distributions indicate in situ release the proportion of free 
iron is high (averaging 58 per cent). The information from such 
profiles as I64 and I70, however, indicates only slightly higher 
free iron proportions in the putative disturbed Bt horizons than in 
the Bt horizons of indisputably strongly illimerized profiles such 
as 115 and 137• Accordingly, a change to wetter conditions, thought 
to be associated with in. situ synthesis in the profiles with Type C 
characteristics, and thought to be associated with disturbed 
translocated clay in profiles 28, ^1, I36, I64, I70 etc., seems to 
have had little chemical effect on the possibly translocated iron 
and clay.
/
/•
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Tne iron and clay information therefore indicates:
1. that three patterns of total iron, free iron and 
clay distributions occur in the soils of the area,
2. that two of these patterns are consistent with 
podzolization (Type A) and lessivage (Type B) 
respectively,
3. that the third pattern (Type C) shown no vertical 
redistribution of iron, but peaks in the free iron 
and clay values are consistent with in situ weathering 
and clay and iron release,
4. that of the profiles with suDsurface clay peaks but 
without evidence of lessivage, in situ release seems 
an adequate explanation for such peaks in profiles 4» 
43» 111, and 139. Profile 11 shows a combination of 
Type A and B characteristics, although thin sections 
revealed no evidence of lessivage, and the proportion 
of free iron in the clay peak horizon is unusually 
high, again suggesting in situ release.
3 . that in other profiles such as 23» 147» 132 and I67
there is no correlation between free iron and clay 
peaks, suggesting that the peaks are not due to in situ 
synthesis. In the absence of other explanation,s 
therefore, it may be that the clay peaks are due to 
heavier textured bands of parent material in the solum.
Chanter 6 .
Classification of the soils.
A very large number of soil classifications exists, but 
setting aside classifications on world or continental scales it 
seems that three kinds of classifications have been maae of the 
soils of more restricted areas. Tnese are:
1. regional classifications.
2. synthetic classifications of genetically 
similar soils from many areas.
3. detailed classifications of genetically 
related soils in a limited area.
Among the more recent regional general classifications are 
those proposed by.Thorp and omith ^1949), Kubiena (1933)» 
htobbe ^1960;, Aubert (1962), Avery ^1962), Muckenhausen \i962; 
and Tiurin i^l9o2). On a much smaller scale are the local southern 
Pennine classifications at lower-category level based on Avery
(1936) used by mackney and hurnham (I964) and bridges (I966).
On a much larger scale if the comprehensive American system, the 
oeventh Approximation (U.S.b.A. I96O).
In the second group noteworthy contributions are the 
synthetic or correlative studies of Braunerde by Tavernier and 
Smith (1937) and of podzols and podzolic soils by Muir (I96I;.
In the third group, buchaufour (1936, 1939)» Hanotiaux
(1937)» Priedland (1938) and ball (I966) are among those who have 
made detailed studies of soils of the brown earth - lessive -
/
Clûfisific ...bion o£ 8ou.t'".:rn r’enn:i.vje ;■ il at Great Soi]. Group or equivalent level, following recent Ai;t,.ricen (l), 
Gcrii.m (2 ), (3) nrd French {/<) ayntcmc.
Pi-ufilc
cljnractorisLic.'
Authors
Thorp and Si^ ith (1.9A9)
(Groat Soil Groups)
t-uckenhau;. ■' (.1.962) 
(Classes)
Av e y  (1956,1962)
(Great Soil Groups)
" 1Aubert ( 1.9 62)
(Classes)
/:C, fiBG^  profiles on 
calcm-oous parent 
nntpri'Is...........
Rondzina
Broi.’n Forest soil
Torrae calcis 
AC soil
Calcareous soil Sols calco- 
magne slmorphes
ABC profiler, on non- 
calcaroous par cnt 
! -iterinlr
Sols Bruns Acides 
Brown Pclzolic soil Braunerde Leached null soil
I I I
' .... “■ ‘— --‘'‘■'■“tap'
Sols a iaul.l
I I IJ’JitC profiles Gray-brown Podzolic 
soil
P ar abr au'-i er d e
OA2EC, 0A2Bh,irC,
pr.-'maR_____
ABgC profiles
Podzol Podzol Pod' ized soil Podzol
Humic glcy soil Pseudogloj jStagnogley, 
Gley?
Glcy soil Sols hydro:aorphes 
minéraux
0A2DgC, 0A2B2ir,B3C,
profiles
Groundwater podzol Gley, Podzol Gley podzolic soil Sols seriii-tourbeaux 
Podzol
undifferentiated B horizon; equivalent to (B) of some workers 
thin iron pan
podzol complex in kurope, likewise krei and uline {1 9 4 9 ) and 
Lyiord (1982) in the United states, urompton (1982, 1986; has 
made an important contribution to tne understanding of various 
poorly drained soils in the United kingdom.
Comparison of classifications is made difficult by the 
different local interpretations of profile morphology, by 
different local requirements of a classification, by different 
local terminology or taxonomic category usage and by the general 
absence of quantitative distinguishing criteria.
For these reasons, although general correlation of the 
profiles in this study area with tnose recognised in representa­
tive ümerican, British, i?’rench and German classifications is 
tentatively shown in tab,. 20 , only detailed classification of 
the aoils according to a few selected classification systems will 
be attempted here. it is perhaps desirable to try to relate the 
soils of the study area to those recognised in other parts of the 
southern Bennines and in the British Isles generally. Two classi­
fications to be considered are therefore the classification of the 
soils near uerby by Bridges (I966) and the general British Isles 
classification proposed by Avery (1986, I962). The only other 
classification to be considered is the oeventh Approximation 
(U.S.B.A. i960). It is selected because firstly, it is the only 
existing quantitative classification and secondly, because it has 
not received much attention in aritain.
1 . correlation of the soils with the units recognised, by 
rridges (1966).
Bridges (1966) divides the solid parent materials, in 
descending lithological order, into Millstone urit. Limestone 
ohales and carboniferous Limestone. The carboniferous Limestone 
may be correlated with Barent Material Group 6 of the present 
study. The Limestone chales, to judge from available literature 
(Trotter and mdwards 1954) induce the limestone and shale plus 
uove bhale lithologies of the present study ^Group 8; part of 
Group 8). The Millstone urit, as defined by rridges, includes 
the sandstones and shales approximately equivalent to rarent 
Material Group 2. It therefore appears that cross-correlation 
of parent materials is rather uncertain.
un the millstone Grit, bridges recognises eleven boil aeries 
Alderwasley, Anglezarke, rardsey, Lunkeswick, mast Keswick, 
Hazelwood, Kearby, nirkby Overblow, bcarcroft, ahottle and awindon 
Bank. Uf these aeries, it is unnecessary to consider further the 
hast Keswick and Kearby soils since they occur on glacial parent 
materials not found in the study area.
The remaining profiles are differentiated according to humus- 
form, drainage status and texture.
Soils under mor humus are divided into podzol (Anglezarke) 
sol brun acide (Scarcroft) and peaty gley (Alderwasley). The
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shallow Anglezarke profile is similar to profile 124. However, 
the Anglezarke aeries only occurs under woodland or on marginal 
land. The humusform is therefore thinner and is apparently mor- 
like moder, contrasting with the mor humusform in 124.
The acarcroft aeries has mor humus, a thin pale brown A/3 or 
h^(=A2) horizon and colours in the 3 horizon brighten downwards.
This profile has less developed hut similar characteristics to 
those found in profile 147. As in the Anglezarke aeries this 
difference may he due to a woodland contrasting with a semi-moorland 
environment, but it is great enough for the acarcroft aeries to be 
classified as a sol brun acid and profile 147 a strongly developed 
brown podzolic soil or weakly developed podzol.
The characteristics of the Alderwasley Series are a 9 in. layer 
of well-humified peat overlying a grey horizon, with mottling in 
the horizons below indicating improved aeration and suggesting 
that poor drainage is due to the peat cover. High groundwater 
levels are probably responsible for the complete reduction of the 
lowest horizon in the profile. These characteristics are close to 
those in Profile 158 with which profile the Alderwasley Series may 
be tentatively correlated.
The six soils with mull humus-forms may be divided into well 
drained and poorly drained groups, and within each group the 
profiles may be separated according to differences in texture.
/'
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The medium textured, well drained Kirkhy Overblow aeries has 
colours which brighten down the profile. In the medium textured 
soils in the study area a similar profile would be 156.
The fine textured aeries on sandstone (Swindon Bank) seems 
similar in depth and degree of stoniness to profile lp4, but has 
no brighter (B) horizon. In the study area this profile would be 
regarded as a shallow variant of the mapping unit based on profile
156.
The ahottle aeries is closely related to the awindon Bank 
Series but occurs on more argillaceous parent materials. The profile 
is texturally similar to profile 168 in the study area but the 
presence of a brighter (B) horizon suggests pedogenic affinities 
with the medium to coarse textural unit based on profiles 154 & 171.
The poorly drained profiles may be divided into those with a 
strong drift component (Bunkeswickj and coarse and fine mainly 
residual soils (Bardsey, Hazelwood).
The Lunkeswick series comprises soils on medium to fine textured 
till containing a mixture of more or less local material and 
erratics, uleying in this series seems to be due to a hardpan at 
depth, suggesting a resemblance to profile 5I. The colours of the 
hardpan do not have the dark reddish grey (cf. 5Yh 4/2) tinge 
characteristic of the hardpan in profile 51 » but the arrangement of 
horizons and low-relief clay peaks in the subsoil suggest a tentative 
correlation with profile 51 iu Parent Material Group 1.
The Bardsey series is a gley soil in which poor drainage 
01 upper loam or sandy clay horizons is due to underlying 
impervious shale or bounider clay. It is similar to profile 159*
The Hazelwood series is a morphologically similar profile of 
uniformly heavy texture which occurs on shales between Millstone 
Grit beds. Profile lp2 in the study area seems closely related 
to this series.
Un the Limestone Shales only two profiles are described, 
the Alton and Vindley aeries.
The Alton Series is an imperfectly drained brown soil.
Mottling of the parent material suggests slight impedance at the 
base of the profile. The soil is acid, even though on a clacareous 
parent material, unless limed. Deeper profiles may also have 
indications of poor drainage in the B horizon and intergrade to 
the Vindley series. The Alton Series is very similar to profile 
162 in Parent Material Group 5 and to profile 4 in Group 5? where 
the cultivated variants of Profile 50 seem to resemble the deeper 
Alton Series profile.
The windley series consists of deep poorly drained soils in 
which although mottling is conscpiuous, to near the soil surface no 
predominantly grey deep subsurface horizon occurs. This profile 
is very similar to 45 in Group 5 and 84 in Group 8. Bridges 
described no equivalent of tne pery poorly drained members of the 
sequences (172, 52).
/
Un the carboniferous Limestone, Bridges describes four soil 
Series - Ivet, Lulsgate, Marian and Nordrach, representing 
rendzina, brown calcimorphic soil, brown earth witn gleying and 
sol lessive Major boil subgroups.
The shallowest profile, the Marian Series, consists of a 
single organic-rich A horizon, presumably mixed with limestone 
fragments, and is represented in the study area by profile 97.
The Lulsgate Series is deeper and consists of silt loam lying 
directly on limestone. Under the less organic surface horizon is 
a slightly to considerably browner (Bj horizon. The soils are not 
calcareous. In the study area a similar range of profile variation 
is included in two mapping units. une, based on profile 90» 
includes low-humic soils with a weakly developed (B) horizon; the 
other based on profile 91» includes those soils with a distinct 
brown (B) resting directly on limestone.
The two remaining series consist of soils with heavier 
textured subsurface horizons.
In the Nordrach series the heavier textured horizons are i
developed in limestone residues or tiie residues of intrusive rock 
(’Toadstones’). silty horizons overlie these horizons of residual 
material. According to Bridges there is some translocation of clay 
but the particle size data show no clay peaks in the indicated Bt
horizons. On general profile characteristics the Nordrach Series /
/ 1
is very similar to profiles 115 or 94-I64.
Tab. 21. Tentative correlation between the Soil Series described by 
Bridges (1966) and some of the mapping units in the study 
area.
Parent
material
Soil Series Stated profile type Study area 
profiles
Anglezarke Podzol 124
Scarcroft Sol brun acide cf.l47
Alderwasley Ground\.;ater gley 135
Millstone
Grit
Kirkby Overblow 
Swindon Bank 
Shottle
Sol brun acide
Il II 1
Brown earth with gleying
156 
156 
_Lof.154,172
(cf.168
Dunlceswick Surface water gley cf. 51
Bardsey I I I 159
Hazelwood I It I 152
Limestone Alton
k:
Brown earth \ r i th  gleying 4,30,162
Shales Windley Surface water gley 45,84
Marian Rendzina 97
Limestone
Lulsgate
Nordrach
Sol brun forestier calcimorphe 
Sol lessive
90,91
113,94,164
Ivet Brown earth with gleying 170
3^^
The Ivet Series resembles the Nordrach Series, hux here silt 
loam is mixed with till. The lower part of the solum is strongly 
mottled, indicating imperfect drainage. The Ivet Series has no 
exact equivalent in the soils of the study area hut seems to have 
elements of profiles I70 (Group 6) and the poorly drained till 
profile 116 (Group lb).
Comparison of the mapping units recognised in the present 
study with those defined by Bridges (1966), summarised in tab. 21,
therefore indicates general agreement between the two studies, 
particularly in the Millstone Grit (Group 2.) soils were relatively 
large areas of each parent material occur in both areas. The 
correlation is not so striking in the Limestone Bhales (Group 5) or 
Limestone (Group 6) soils where larger areas of each parent material 
are present in the study area than in Bridges’ area.
However, there is a difference between.the two studies in the 
interpretation of texturally composite profiles. Those common to 
both investigations are the Lunkeswick and Hazelwood soils (cf. 51; 
152) on the Millstone Grit (Group 2); the Windley Series (84) on 
the Limestone Shales (Group 5) and the Nordrach Series (115, 94-164) 
on the Limestone (Group 6 ).
In the present study heavier textured horizons are shown to be 
due primarily to differences in parent material texture. In Group 2 
the contrast is between colluvial sandy loam or loam and residual 
silty clay, and in Groups 5 nnd 6 between loessial silt loam and '
N O R D R A C H
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residual silty clay or clay., The designation IIB is used to 
indicate this field interpretation of texture.
Bridges, however, designates similar horizons as Bt, apparently 
implying that illuvial clay enrichment is the prime cause of 
heavier textures. Borne of thesesoils (e.g. the Nordrach Series) 
he describes as sols lessives which ’are distinguished from sols 
bruns acides mainly by the presence of a Bt horizon with a 
significantly higher clay percentage than overlying and underlying 
horizons’ (I966 p.22-23). Other soils (Bunkeswick, Hazelwood and 
Windley Series) which have Btg horizons are classified as surface 
water gleys.
Inspection of .the particle size data quoted by Bridges 
(fig. 35 ) reveals that this criterion of sols lessives and Bt
horizons is not consistently applied. Although in the Bunkeswick 
Series the particle size evidence is consistent with lessivage as 
defined above this is not the case in the representative Hazelwood 
or Windley profiles and is hardly so in the two Nordrach profiles.
In addition to this inconsistency, the present study throws 
doubt on the satisfactory use of particle size information alone as 
an indication of lessivage. It seems that visual evidence of clay 
movement and study of total and free iron oxide distributions are 
highly desirable to eliminate clay peaks due to in situ preferential 
clay release or to clay destruction under acid conditions. Only 
when all this info rmation is available is it possible to apply the 
Bt horizon designation unambiguously.
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Where there is little field evidence for lessivage there 
seems to he a strong case for using the Seventh Approximation 
Roman numeral prefix in field descriptions to denote a suspected 
parent material textural change and to retain the Bt designation 
for only demonstrable clay illuviation horizons.
/
/
2. Correlation of the soils with the Major Groups and 
Sub-Groups recognised by Avery (1956, 19^2).
Avery (1956, 1962) recognises ten major soil groups, 
arranged in two Divisions:
Division A : T errestrial soils.
Group 1. ■Raw soils
Group 2. Montane humus soils
Group 5. calcareous (calcimorphic) soils
Group 4. Leached mull soils
Group 5. Podzolized (mor) soils
Division B : Semi-terrestrial soils
Group 6 . Warp (alluvial) soils
Group 7. Gley soils (with mull humus)
Group 8. Gley-podzolic soils
Group 9. Peaty (Anmoor - like) soils
Group 10. Peat (bog) soils
Soils of Groups 1, 2, 6, 9 and 10 are absent from
area and it; is necessary to consider in greater detail
classification of the soils in Groups 3? 4, 5, 7 und 3 only.
3Co
Calcimorphic soils.
Avery recognises three Bub-Groups in the Calcimorphic Boils 
Group. These Bub-Groups are:
1. Rendzina. Boils with AC profiles.
2. brown Calcimorphic Boils. Boils with A(B)C* profiles.
The (B) horizon is calcareous.
3. As 2, but with calcareous material within 15 in. of the
surface, and with non-calcareous (B) horizon.
The Brown Calcimorphic Boils in both Sub-Groups are further 
divided on the structure and morphology of the B horizon. Two 
types of B horizon are recognised, braunlehm and braunerde.
The former has a blocky structure with oriented clay conspicuous 
in the fabric; the latter has a granular structure with little 
oriented clay.
In the study area only one profile (97) represents the 
Rendzina Bub-Group. Profiles 47» 98, and 105 represent the 
braunlehm like ABC soils. Profiles 47 and 105 have free carbonates 
throughout the shallow solum (Sub-Group 2‘) but free carbonates 
are absent from the B horizon of profile 98 (Sub-Group 3)-
Profiles 90 and some profiles in unit 91 are calcimorphic 
soils with braunerde-like fabrics and with free carbonates in the
* using Seventh Approximation horizon terminology these
profiles would be ABC. /
3il
Profile
characteristics
Profiles Great Soil Sub-Group
1. AC 97 Rendzina
2. Calcareous ABC 
profiles on 
calcareous 
parent materials
47,105
90,91
Bro^vn calcimorphic soils 
(lelim type)
Brovm calcimorphic soils 
(erde type)
3. Non-calcareous 
soils with 
calcareous 
parent materials 
within 40 cm.
(15 in.)
98
4,5,16
B r o w  calcimorphic soils
B r o w  calcimorphic soils? 
Leached Mull Soils Group?
Tab, 22» The Calcimorphic Soils of the study area, classified 
following the system of Avery (1956, 1962),
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B horizon (Sub-Group 2).
Ail the profiles mentioned above occur on Group 6 parent 
materials. On other calcareous parent materials such as Groups 
4 and 5 most of the soils are non-calcareous and too deep to 
qualify for inclusion in the Calcimorphic Group. The exceptions 
to this are profiles 16 (Group 4j, 4 and 37 (Group 3)» All of 
these are included in the Calcimorphic Group because of the 
presence of a calcareous parent material at shallow depth. The 
AC or B horizon is usually non-calcareous.
The relationship between these soils and the Sub-Groups 
recognised by Avery is summarised in tab. 22
Leached mull soils.
Of the nine Sub-Groups of Leached mull soils recognised by 
Avery only four are present in the study area:
1. Fine Textured Regosol.
2. Normal Brown Earth.
3. Leached B r o w  Soil.
4. Regraded Podzol.
The Fine Textured Regosols are defined as AC or weak A(B)C 
profiles on soft argillaceous rocks. Profile l62 (Group 3) 
meets this definition.
The Normal Brown Earths are defined as braunerde-like A(B) 
profiles on hard rocks or non-calcareous siliceous sediments.
The distinction between Normal Brown Earths and the closely related
/
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sand; Sandy Brown Earths is obscure in terms of profile 
morphology. Sandy Brown Earths are apparently confined to 
Quartzose sandstones and sands. In the study area, soils of the 
Normal Brown Earrh type occur on the subarkose sandstones in 
Group 2, on the calcareous sandstones and siltstones in Group 4 
and on the loess in Group 6. The following profiles are 
tentatively included in the Normal Brown Earth Sub-Group:
Group 2 : 150, I56, I66
Group 4 : 68, I45
Group 6 : 91 (part), I67.
Leached Brown soils are those with textural B or fossil or 
relic (B) horizons on chemically weathered residual or transported 
materials with braunlehm formation in the subsoil. This definition 
of soils equated with Grey Brown and Kea Yellow Podzolic Soils in 
the United states (Avery 1956, p. 281), i.e. soils with Bt
horizons, seems inadequate and the inclusion of soils with fossil
or relic (B) horizons in this Sub-Group indicates a rather confused 
concept of the soils included in the Sub-Group.
In the study area the four profiles with mull humus and 
indications of considerable lessivage are thought to belong to 
this Sub-Group:
Group 1 : 157
Group 6 ; 113, I64, 170.
/
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Profile
characteristics
Profiles Great Soil Sub-Groups
1. AC profiles on 
fine teirbnred 
parent materials
16,162 Fine textured regosol
2. ABC profiles 68,145,150,
156.168
Normal b r o w  earth
3. ABC profiles 
with evidence of 
former
podzolization
41,59,171 Regraded podzol
4, ABC profiles 
with ‘brighter 
_ BV horizons . ...
148,154 Brown podzolic soil'..
5. 0A2BG profiles 30,49,111,
147________
Brown podzolic soil?
6. QA2Bh/BirC 
profiles
118
56.124
Humus podzol 
Humus-iron podzol
7. ABtC profiles 113,137,
164.170
Leached brown soil
8. 0A2Bt,irC n r - Peaty podzolic gley?
Tab, 23. The B r e w  Barths, Lessives and Podzols of the study
area, classified following the system of Avery (1956,1962).
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The Regraded. Podzol cub-Group was designed to include
previously podzolized profiles in which the mor humus has been
subsequently converted to mull. Three profiles now with ABC
horizons seem to be related to this bub-Group:
Group 2 ; 59» 171
Group 3 : 4,1.
The classification of the Leached Mull Soils is summarised 
in tab. 23 .
Podzolized Soils.
Avery recognises four Sub-groups within the Podzolized Soils 
Group ;
1. Skeletal mor soil with AC or weak A(B) profiles.
2. Podzolic Brown Earth with an AB profile including a
thin and discontinuous A2 sometimes masked by humus.
3. Humus Podzol with distinct continuous A 2 .
4. Iron Podzol with distinct continuous A2,
Skeletal mor soils are not present in the study area.
Profiles consistent with the concept of Podzolized Brown Soils
are also absent from the study area. In four profiles (30, 49»
111, 147) thin A2 horizons are present but these are thought to 
be closer to incipient Thin Iron Pan Soils (Peaty Podzols) and are 
considered with this Sub-group. (p. 3)o).
Three podzols occur in the study area,, profile 124 (Group 2) 
and 56 and 118 (Group 3)* lu profiles 118 and 124 the illuvial y
3 a
horizon consists entirely of humus with very little iron (see 
pp. ). These profiles therefore seem to be true Humus
Podzols. They contrast with profile 56, in which both humus and
iron 3 horizons are present but in which chemical analysis (p. )
reveals considerable iron accumulation in the 3h horizon. Profile 
56 therefore seems best described as a Humus-Iron Podzol for 
which there is no provision in Avery’s classification.
Two other profiles are referred to the Podzolized Soils Group.
Although not specifically provided for in Avery's classification 
(1956) reference is made to this profile type in Avery's later 
publihtion (I962).
These profiles are I4B and 154, both on Group 2 parent materials. 
Both have subsurface horizons (brighter B horizons) which are 
more strongly coloured than the horizons below. They contrast 
with the other Podzol-Group profiles in that a mull humus epipedon 
is present.
Such soils have been named Brown Podzolic Soils in the United 
States (e.g. Byford 1952) and their occurrence in Britain has been 
discussed by Ball (1966).
Apart from the absence of mor humus, the Brown Podzolic soils 
often seem never to have had an A2 horizon. This has led 
investigators such as urompton (I96O ) to suggest that the soils 
do not represent early stages in the podzolization process, but
367
have a different origin, possibly by rapid leaching of silica 
ana relative accumulation of iron and aluminium. A process which 
may lead to the formation of these profiles ('soluviation') is 
discussed in Chapter 3 (pp.  ^ ). The iron data for profile
148 (p. f/c' ) indicates that the ‘brighter B* horizon contains 
no more iron than the horizons above and below. The brighter 
colours in this horizon cannot therefore be due to the relative 
accumulation of iron following preferential leaching of silica, 
but seem to suggest preferential release of iron or enhanced 
weathering in this horizon.
The classification of the Podzolized Soils is summarised 
in tab . 23 .
Division B. Semi-terrestrial soils.
The two Groups of Semi-terrestrial soils represented in the 
study area, Gley Soils and Gley-Podzolic Soils are distinguished 
by the presence of mull and mor humus respectively.
Gley Soils.
In the Gley Soils Group of the seven sub-Groups recognised 
only two are present in the area:
1. neached Gley Soils. Medium to heavy textured 
upland soils with impeded drainage due to slowly permeable 
parent materials.
2. Regraded Gley-Podzols with mull humus.
All the agricultural poorly and very poorly drained soils are 
referable to the Leached Gley Soils ^Sub-group but it is uncertain 
whether they would be more correctly classified as Regraded Gley- 
Podzols. In the medium textured poorly drained soils such as 
profiles 2 3» 4$ and 15-9 ) ^ grey horizon is usually present below 
the mull A1 suggesting former development under mor humus. At 
the present time, however, the chief process affecting development 
seems to be gleying due to slowly permeable soils or parent 
materials. The profiles are therefore all placed in the Leacned 
Gley Soils Sub-group.
The following profiles are included in the Leached Gley 
Sub-group:
1. Group 1 : 46 , 31, 32, 116, 139
2. Group 2 : 159 , 132.
Group 3 : 43, 43, 172
4. Group 4 : 23, 12, 11
5-. Group 3 : 28, 84, 32, 22.
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Gley-Podzolic soils.
Avery recognises three sub-groups in the Gley-Podzolic Group:
1. Gley podzol. Podzolized heath and forest soils with gleying 
or pan formation in the 2 horizon.
2. Peaty podzol. Moorland soils with peaty humus, gleyed or moist 
A2 horizons and ungleyed ‘jyc horizons, usually with a thin pan.
3* Peaty podzolic gley. Moorland soils with peaty humus and 
gleyed A2 and B horizons.
The moorland soils in the study area seem to belong to the Peaty 
podzol and Peaty podzolic gley sub-groups. Only in profile 7 (Group 4) 
is a humus pan present, suggesting an affinity with the Gley podzols.
The pan is very weakly developed, however, and the soil is included 
with the Peaty podzolic gley profiles 133 (Group 2) and 117, 119 and 
37 (Group 3).
Profiles 136 (Group 2) is the only representative of the 
Peaty podzol sub-group.
The classification of gley soils is summarised in tab. 24.
It is therefore generally possible to equate the soils found in 
the study area with the major groups and sub-groups proposed by Avery 
(1936, 1962). Two points, however, seem to emerge from this exercise.
One is that the present British classification is incomplete 
and not all the soils described in the study area may
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be confidently correlated with defined Groups or Lub-groups. The 
other point is that the limits of none of the sub-groups are 
defined, and the limits of only a few Groups (such as the Gley 
Soils) have a quantitative basis.
2 ‘ Classification of the soils according to the Seventh Approximation.
The seventh Approximation (U.S.I).A, I96O) represents a complete 
departure from earlier classifications. At first sight the 
classification appears extremely involved because not only are 
familiar terms such as ‘podzol', 'lessive' etc. deliberately 
avoided, but a new 'language' is proposed for use at all levels 
of description and classification. Terms such as 'spodosol',
•entisol', 'typudalf etc. are not so immediately intelligible.
The advantage of such terms, however, is tnat firstly, each one is 
composed of logical formative elements which describe characteristics 
of horizons and profiles and secondly, every term is defined 
quantitatively.
bo much detail is included in the definitions that it is 
quite impracticable to quote the definitive characteristics of each 
level of description and classification. The policy adopted, 
therefore, is to tabulate the analytical information required for 
each definition and the descriptive or classificatory diagnoses 
suggested thereby.
/
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The basis of tae beverith Approximation is the quantitative 
description and diagnosis of different kinds of surface 
(epipedon) and subsurface horizons. These diagnoses are then 
combined in various ways and incorporated with other information 
in order to classify the soils at the highest level of organisation 
(Order). By using different qualitative and quantitative criteria, 
the Orders are subsequently divided into suborders, Groups, 
Subgroups and intergrades.
diagnostic surface Horizons or epipedons.
Six types of epipedon are recognised in the seventh 
Approximation: mollic, umbric, anthropic, histic, ochric and
plaggen. The diagnostic criteria are set out in the Seventh 
Approximation on pp. .
The summarised analytical and morphological information 
(tab , 25 ) shows that thickness and/or excessive g/N ratios
eliminates all but the following from the mollic epipedon group:
Group 1 : 1$,9
Group 2 : 124, 1)6, 13b, 134, 1&8
Group 5 : 37, 4 1 , 162
Group 3 : 37
Group 6 : 105, 47, 90, 91, 98.
37f
or these, lov/ base saturation eliminates the following 
profiles, which therefore have umbric epipedons:
Group 2 : 124, 1$6, 133
Group 3 : 37, 41
Group 5 : 37
Group 6 : 9b
The epipedons of these profiles are therefore mollic:
Group 1 : 1)9
Group 2 : 134, 168
Group 3 : 162
Group 6 : 103, 47, 90, 91.
Of the profiles with epipedons that are neither mollic nor
umbric, high organic carbon values place the following in the histic
group:
Group 3 : 118, 56, 117, 119
Group 4 : 7
Group 6 : 4 9 , 111.
Since one of the criteria of a histic epipedon is an indication of 
waterlogging at some time during the year, the inclusion of profiles 
49 and 11 is rather duûious.
The remaining soils have ochric epipedons, since those with 
anthropic or plaggen epipedons do not occur .in the study area.
In terms of the field grouping of the soils, the Seventh
Approximation epipedon criteria conveniently separate most semi-natural 
soils with histic or umbric epipedons from the agricultural soils 
with mollic or ochric epipedons. It is interesting to note that
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although the concept oi the mollic epipedon is that of organic 
matter decomposing in the presence of divalent cations mollic 
epipedons are not confined to calcareous parent materials.
diagnostic sub-surface horizons.
Diagnostic sub-surface horizons present in the soils of the 
area are;
1. argillic
2. spodic
$. albic
4 . cambic
fragipan.
Argillic horizons are those horizons into which significant 
amounts of clay-size particles have moved. Diagnosis of horizons 
witn clay peaks (tab. 26 ) reveals that few such horizons are 
argillic, usually because of insufficient clay translocation (less 
than 10^). Only in profile 4 is the clay peak horizon prohibitively 
thin as well as deficient in translocates clay. Oriented clays 
exceed 10^ in profiles 11$, 117, 1$7, I64 and I70 but due to 
absence of fine structure it is not quite certain that the oriented 
clay in profiles I64 and I70 is' in fact illuvial material.
bpodic horizons occur only in profiles $6 (B2h, B2ir) and 118 
(B2hj. In all other semi-natural profiles (124, 147, 1^6, 117, 119, 
7, 111, 49) horizons with free and total iron peaks are not spodic, 
even where morpholigically detectable (1$6; 7), because the o/N 
ratios are too low (tab,. 26 ). Neither of the presumed illuvial
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.^orizons in profile 124 is spodic, suggesting that the profile 
might be a bisequel lithosol rather than a shallow podzol. The 
(J/h criterion does not apply in agricultural profiles, tne 
illuvial horizons of which therefore fit the spodic definition 
in most cases. Profile 11 and 45 are excluded because no amorphous 
coatings are visible, and the ‘illuvial' horizon in I48 (32ir;, 
although the most strongly coloured horizon, contains less iron than 
the horizon below and is probably not spodic. The remaining 
profiles (59, 171 and 50j have indications of illuviation and may 
therefore have spodic horizons. By analogy with the semu-natural 
profiles, however, these horizons appear too weakly developed for 
confident spodic designation.
The characteristics of the pale subsurface horizons t^ab,. 27 j 
show that all have characteristically albic chromas and no iron 
or clay coatings, suggesting an origin by éluviation, uomparison 
of the iron analytical data for these horizons and the norizons 
below, however, shows that very variable amounts of iron have been 
removed. In profiles 124, 15h, 116, 5b and II7 the data suggest 
iron éluviation, with $0-550 times, more iron in the underlying 
horizon or in the horizon below that. in the remaining profiles 
(147, 119, 4 3 , : 57, 7 , 25} the horizons below contain only 1^5 
(-7) times the iron in the pale horizon. This suggests that the 
pale colours are due to iron reduction rather than to iron coating 
removal, and the horizons are probably better designated as cambic.
%Cambic horizons are tnose which have been altered by 
pedogenesis but not to the extent necessary to qualify for 
argillic or spodic designation. Cambic horizons are therefore 
the undifferentiated equivalents of artillic or spodic horizons,
The Subsurface horizons (e^uluding albic horizons) of all 
profiles except 115, 117, 157, I64 and I70 (argillic) and 118,
56 (spodic) are therefore cambic.
The chief difficulty in using the diagnostic horizon concept 
seems to lie in the designation and relationships of pale subsurface 
horizons. As pointed out above, in profiles 124, I56, 118, 56 
and 117 these horizons are clearly albic, but are not so certainly 
thus designated in profiles 147, 119, 45, 57, 7 and 25. According 
to the Seventh Approximation, albic horizons form part of the 
ochric epipedon where the overlying horizon is ochric but must be 
separated if the overlying norizon is histic or umbric. This is 
quite satisfactory if the pale horizons are clearly albic, 
unsatisfactory if. they are not. Thus in profiles 119, 57 &nd 7 
the overlying horizon is histic or umbric and the pale horizon may 
be an albic or part of a cambic horizon. In these profiles, the 
albic horizon is defined by colours and/or structures suggesting 
only periodic saturation. If the pale horizon is thought to be 
cambic, then it is defined by colours and absence of structure 
suggesting permanent saturation. Therefore to avoid a possibly 
ambiguous use of ’cambic' in these profiles, the pale horizon is 
perhaps most suitably placediin the albic group even though its
IlÙ u JIK* Classification of the soils of the study area into 
tne Orders of the Seventh Approximation.
1. ilollic epipedons overlying R horizons 
Profiles: 90,105
Order: Kollisols
2. Mollic eoioedons overlying cambic horizons
Profiles: 159,154,168,162,47,91 
Order: Mollisols
3o Umbric epipedons overlying R horizons 
Profiles: 41 
Order: Inceptisols
4. Umbric epioedons overlying albic and cambic horizons 
ProfilG8:156,155,57
Order: Inceptisols
5. Histic epipedons overlying cambic horizons 
Profiles: ill,49
Order: Inceptisols
6. Histic epipedons overlying albic and cambic horizons 
Profiles: 119,7.
Order: Inceptisols
7. Histic epipedons overlying albic and argillic horizons 
Profiles: 117
Order: Alfisols
8. Histic epipedons overlying albic and spodic horizons 
Profiles: 418,$6
Order: Spodosols
9. Ochric epipedons overlying R horizons 
Profiles : 97
Order: Entisols
10. Ochric epipedons overlying cambic horizons
Profiles: 46,52,55,148,150,171,156,159,152,45,172,145,68, 
25,145,12,11,16,57,4,50,28,84,52,22,98,94.
Order:.Inceptisols
11. Ochric epipedons overlying argillic horizons 
Profiles: 157,170,115,164
Order: Alfisols
12. epipedons overlying albic and cambic horizons
. PyoiAes: 124,147,
OrclsLy;. InceptiiSiH
genesis may not conform strictly to the albic concept.
Loamy subsurface horizons with characteristics of fragipans 
occur in profile pi, and more doubtfully in lp6 . In profile 51, 
the IIBpg and IIG horizons have the following characteristics :
ij very compact, although textures are clay loam (lIBJg) 
and loam (IIC).
11) very slowly permeable to water. The water taole is 
perched on the II25g.
illj Sharp upper and diffuse lower boundary.
iv) bleached polygonal fracture planes (bleached structure 
faces in fiedl description).
v) close packing of mineral grains.
vi) upper boundary is about 21" from the ground surface.
In profile 156 (IIBJ) a very compact norizon is formed in 
glacial material, as in 5I. Mineral grains are again closely 
packed but the other fragipan characteristics are absent.
On the basis of combinations of the above diagnostic horizons 
the profiles may be arranged in 12 groups representing 4 of the 10 
Orders in the Seventh Approximation classification.(tab. 28).
The Inceptisol Order therefore includes all soils with umbric, 
histic or ochric epipedons overlying solid rock, cambic or albic
over cambic horizons. The Order is divided into four Groups -
Aquepts, Umbrepts, Ochrepts, Andepts - but the first only three 
are found in the Southern Pennines.
Aquepts are those Inceptisols with ’characteristics associated
v/ith wetness’ at depths of less than 20 in. The presence of a histic 
epipedon and/or chromas less than 2 in hues redder than lOYR place 
the following profiles in thes Order:
46, 51, 52, 55, 150, 159, 43, 45, 172, 119, 7, 23, 12,
11, 84, 32, 22, 28, 111, 49.
Most of these soils would fit in the Cryaquept sub-group as 
currently defined. The mean annual temperature is less than 4?^ 
and the mean summer temperature less than 60°. However, the 
^rthic Cryaquept and all variants except the Umbreptic intergrade 
have permafrost at less than 30 in. Accordingly, all soils with 
ochric epipedons and cambic horizons in this Group must be placed 
in the Ochraquept Sub-group, i.e. the following profiles:
46, 32, 33, 130, 139, 43, 43, 1?2, 23, 12, 11, 84, 32, 22, 27.
Most of these would conform to the Orthic Ochraquept concept. 
The only exception is profile 43, the epipedon of which is almost 
histic; it would therefore probably be separated from the other 
profiles in the Umbreptic intergrade (Umbreptic Ochraquept).
Profile 31 is probably a Fragaquept, or aquept with a 
fragipan. Although chromas less than 2 are present above the 
fragipan, they are probably not dominant. This Fragaquept is 
therefore not Orthic, but would accord with the Ochreptic intergrade.
The remaining Aquepts (119, 7, 111, 49) have histic epipedons, 
but in profiles 111 and 49 chromas lens than 2 only occur in the 
inch immediately below the thin organic surface horizon, although 
extending the full depth of the solum in 119 and 7* All four 
profiles fit the definition of the Umbraquept bub-group, but
profiles 111 and 49 do not fit the concept, which is one of poor
drainage in depth. Consequently, it seems advisable to place 
profiles 119 und 7 In the Histic Umbraquept variant, and to
consider 111 and 49 as Umbraquept-Qchrept intergrades (Umbraqueptic
Dystrochrept or perhaps Umbraqueptic Cryochrept).
The Umbrepts are those Aquepts with a thick (+10") umbric 
epipedon. The three profiles included in the group (I56, 155, 57) 
all have surficial 0 horizons, which with a mean summer texmperature 
of more than 50^ eliminates them from the Cryumbrept Sub-group.
These soils are therefore Haplumbrepts, the central concept of 
which is a profile with umbric epipedon 10-20" thick; with a cambic 
horizon; with no mottles within 5 ’ of the surface with chromas less 
than 2; and with less than ^Qfo carbonates below the cambic horizon. 
Profiles 156, 155 and 57 have mottles within 5' of the surface 
with chromas less than 2, and therefore agree with the definition 
of the Aquic variant.
The fourth profile (4I) has an umbric epipedon that does not 
include an 0 horizon. Since permafrost does not form part of the
uryumbrept definition, this soil is an Orthic (well-drained, /
/
carbonate-free) Cryumbrept. Since the temperature limits of this 
Group are tentative, itw position may bq with the H-pliunbrepts
(Orthic) .
The remaining Inceptisols are Ochrepts, which are characterised 
by ochric or thin umbric epipedons overlying cambic horizons. 
Profiles 147, 142, 124, 59, 171, 156, 145, 6b, 50, 94, 98, 16 
57 and 4 are Ochrepts. In view of the low temperatures in the 
area and absence of permafrost from the oryochrept definition, 
these soils are Cryochrepts. They have cambic horizons but no 
low-chroma mottles within 5 ' of the soil surface nor morethan 
40/1 free carbonates below the cambic horizon, and are therefore 
Orthic. The high organic matter content of the epipedon of 124 
suggests that designation as Lystrochreptic uryochrept might be 
more appropriate. As with the Umbrepts, the tentative temperature 
criteria may prove unreliable, in which case most of these soils 
would be Uystrochrepts (carbonate-free; base status in and below 
cambic horizon less than 80/1) but a few (e.g. I56, 16, 68) with 
over 80/1 base saturation qualifying as Eutrochrepts.
Only one profile (97) is an Entisol, or soil without genetic 
horizons besides an ochric epipedon. This profile has a shallow 
(5” ) organic-rich ochric (not quite histic) epipedon overlying 
hard limestone. Although its characteristics fit the definition 
of Ustent, it is not a soil that can be associated with the Ustent 
concept since it occurs in an essentially humid climate. It is 
therefore thought to be a Udent. Temperatures suggest that it 
may be a Cryudent, but it is not Orthic since without permafrost, 
and is therefore Haplic. Ignoring the temperature requirement.
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it might he a Kapluaent, v/aich includes most other Udents.
In this case, it will oe the Lithic variant (hard bedrock within 
20" of surface).
The Alfisol Order includes those soils with ochric, histic 
or umbric epipedons and argillic horizons with base saturation
exceeding 55/1, or less than 55/1 if albic horizons tongue into
the argillic.
Profile 117 is an Aqualf. It has characteristics associated 
with wetness, i.e. a histic epipedon andaouiinant chromas less than 
2 in hues redder than lOYH in the argillic horizon (on ped faces). 
Allocation of this soil to a Sub-group depends on the interpretation 
of the boundary between the albic and argillic horizon. If this 
•sharp irregular Boundary' constitutes tonguing then the soil is a 
Glossaqualf; if it does not then the soil is an Albaqualf. There is
little fundamental difference between the two groups. According to
the description (U.S.B.A. I960 p. 205) 'The Glossaqualfs resemble the 
Albaqualfs closely but seem to be restricted to more humid climates... 
many are also in a cooler climate...*. The irregular boundary is 
considered to be due to weakly developed tonguing; this with the 
histic epipedon define the soil as a Histic Glossaqualf.
The other soils with argillic horizons (115, 157, 164, 170) have 
ochric epipedons. By definition these profiles are Altalfs, for the 
mean annual temperature is less than- 47^» They do not fit any 
Altalf variant definition well, however. Although profiles 115, 157
164 and 170 have thin Ap/hl horizons with values less than 5 and 
no mottles in the upper 10" of the argillic horizon (Orthic or 
Mollic Typaltalfs)base saturation is not over bOfo throughout the 
profile, nor is there a horizon of calcium accumulation. None of 
the profiles has an albic horizon, hence tney no not meet the 
requirements of the ülossuàalfic Typaltalfs intergraae. They do 
not agree with the concept of the Altalfs, which centres round 
Degraded Chernozem and Grey Wooded soila.
However, apart from the temperature requirement these soils 
fit the concept of the Udalf Group (Grey-Brown Podzolic in the 
U.S.A.). The chromas of the argillic horizons of profiles I64 and 
170 (6,8) exclude these soils from the Orthic Typudalfs, but the 
absence of mottles with chromas less than 2 in the upper 10" of the 
argillic horizon, and the value and tnichness of the epipedon 
suggest a location in the Ochrultic intergrade. Profiles II5 and 
157 have low-chroma mottles in the argillic horizon, which is 
texturally sharply contrasted witn the overlying horizons. 
Exchangeable sodium is less than 10/6 in the argillic horizon.
These two profiles therefore fit the definition of the Albaqualfio 
intergrade.
The two profiles with spodic horizons and nistic epipedons 
(bpodosols) are placed in separate Groups in the Seventh Approxima­
tion. Both have mottles below the spodic horizon, but this is only 
diagnostic at the Group level where the upper part of the spodic
norizon consists of humus with very little iron. This is the 
case in Profile 118, which istherefore an Aquod. This profile 
has an 0 horizon, mean summer temperature of 55^> and mean annual 
temperature less than 60^; the humus in the upper part of the 
spodic horizon is dispersed. This combination of cnaracters 
defined the Humaquoa bub-group. Tne histic epipedon defined it 
as the Histic variant.
Profile 56 has measurable free iron the upper 5" of the 
spodic horizon, which is also contains considerable amounts of 
organic matter (about 7/). This profile is therefore an Urthod, 
or G ‘central* podzol. Because it has an 0 horizon and mean 
summer temperature over 50^ and the spodic horizon is more than 
2 cm. thick, it is a Typorthod. Although oriented clay is present 
below the spodic horizon, there is insufficient for argillic 
designation; the spodic horizon is between 4 and 10" thick and 
contains more than 2/6 organic matter. These are the characteristics 
of the modal or Orthic Typorthod.
, The mollisols includes those soils with a Mollic epipedon.
In the Southern Pennines, only where the profiles are shallow is 
the epipedon thick enough to be mollic. Profiles 105, 47» 90 and 
91 have mollic or mollic and cambic horizons lying-on limestone 
with more than 40/ calcium carbonate, estimated by.loss on solution 
in conc. HCl. They are therefore Hendolls. since the central 
concept of the rlendoll Group is a mollic epipedon lying directly on 
calcareous parent material, only 90 would fit the Orthic concept.
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Tab. fS. Comparison of the classification of the soils in the study 
area by British and American systems.
Profile
characteristics
Classification 
according to Avery Profiles
Classification | 
according to H.S.D.A. 
(1960)
Calcimornhic soils
AG Eendzina 97 Lithic Hapludent
Calcareous ABC 
profiles on 
calcareous parent 
materials
Broxm calcimorphic 
soils
90
105 )
"Orthic" RendoU 
"Udollic" RendoU
Non-calcareous 
profiles with 
calcareous parent 
material within 
AO cm. (15 in.)
Brown calcimorphic 
soils?
Leached mull soils?
98
A,5,16
Dystrochrept?
Butrochrept?
Broim soils^  lessives and oodzols
AC profiles on 
fine textured 
parent materials
Fine textured 
regosol
16
162
Eutrochrept? 
Orthic HapludoU
ABC profiles Normal brown earth 168
68,156
145,150
Orthic HapludoU
Eutrochrept?
Dystrochrept?
: ABC profiles 
with evidence of 
former
podzolization
Regraded podzol
41
59,171
Orthic Haplumbrept 
Dystrochrept?
ABC profiles 
with brighter B 
horrzons
Brown podzolic 
soils
148
154
Dystrochrept? 
Orthic HapludoU
GABO profiles Brown podzolic 
soils?
30,147
49,111
Dys tr0 chrept?
Umbraqueptic
Dystrochrept
0A2Bh/Bir0
profiles
Humus podzol 
Humus-iron podzol
ti II II
118
56
124
Histic Humaquod 
Orthic Typorthod 
Dystrochrept?
ABtC profiles Leached brown soils 94
113,137,1 
164,170 T
Dystrochrept? 
.Ochrultic Typudalf
0A2Bt,irC .
profiles
Peaty podzolic 
gley soils
117 Histic Glossaqualf
Til
Tab. 19. (cont.)
Profile
characteristics
Classification 
according to Avery 
(1956.1962)
Profiles
Classification 
according to U.S.D.A.
i M Q ) _____________
,S.Ql3.g.
Al/Bg
AlA2Bg
0A2Bg
0A2B2ir
Leached gley soils 139 Cryaqueptic
Haplaquoll
11,12,32)
45,84, ) ümbraqueptio
116,152, I Oohraohrept
172 )
Leached gley soils? 
Regraded gley-
podzolic soils
Peaty gley 
Peaty podzolic gley
Peaty gley podzol
51 Ochraqueptic
Fragaquept
23, A3,46)i_Umbreptic
52,159
7,119
7^,133, )
135
136
ir'
Ochraquept
Histic Umbraquept 
Aquic Haplumbrept
Aquic Haplumbrept
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Profiles 105, 47 and 91 would presumably be placed in a Udollic 
intergrade.
Profile 159 is a strongly hydromorphic Mollisol, and is placed 
in the Anuoll bub-Order. Calcic, natric, argillic horizons and 
duripans are absent. T h e  soil is therefore a Haplacuoll. The 
epipedon is o" thick and has an abrupt lower boundary. This is 
characteristic of the Entic subgroup, but the mean annual temperature 
should be more than 4.7^  for complete agreement. Since the mean 
annual temperature is less than 47°, this profile fits the 
Cryaqueptic intergrade more precisely.
The remaining profiles (154, 168, 162) are Udolls. The epipedons 
are too thin for the .ermudoll Group, neither are the argillic 
horizons characteristic of the Argudolls present; they must therefore 
be Hapludolls. The epipedons are less than 20" thick, there are 
no carbonates in the cambic horizon, no allopnane, no volcanic 
debris, and the colour value is above 2.5 and no mottles with chromas 
less than 2 are present in the top 16", The remaining‘characteristics 
are those of the Orthic Subgroup.
uomparison of classification'by the seventh Approximation with 
Avery’s classification (tab. 29 ) establishes rather different 
groupings,
Thus most of the soils in the drainage sequences are included
in the Inceptisols on the basis of lack of development of diagnostic
surface horizons. These soils are distributed between Calcimorphic,
Ueftohed Mull &hd Cley boi 1 fn Avery
^4 s
This seems admirable in that the field relationsnips of the 
profiles in drainage sequences are emphasised. It is possible to 
argue, however, that lack of differentiation is an unsatisfactory 
reason for such a grouping. In the till soils of group 1 tne well 
drained member of the eastern subgroup (157) has ochric and 
argillic horizons. Less than one mile away, apparently on the 
same till sheet, Profile 159 has ochric and gleyea cambic horizons. 
Assuming the profiles are of comparable age, tnen so much gleying 
seems to be the genetic equivalent of so much lessivage, Gleying 
therefore seems to be a process in its own right, but perhaps 
suffers from the comparative disadvantage that as yet it is not 
possible to measure quantitatively profile differentiation due 
to the gleying process.
Another difficulty with the Inceptisol order is the separation 
of oryic subgroups. The zonal implications of separating low- 
temperature from higher-temperature soils causes anomalies in the 
classification. The mean annual temperature is about 42°, and the 
mean summer temperature 52° (six warmest months). Soils without 
histic epipedons are therefore oryic, whereas soils with histic 
epipedons are Orthic. One may argue that the only difference is 
one of land use, the oryic Subgroups being the agricultural soils 
and the Orthic Subgroups the semi-natural equivalents. Although 
the temperature parameters used are explicitly tentative, it is 
difficult to envisage any limits capable of rigid yet meaningful 
application. Temperature is also an unsatisfactory parameter in
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the Ali'isols, where the mean annual temperature fits the Altalr 
definition but where the profile characteristics are much closer 
to those defining the Udalfs.
Problems also arise in considering the Kollisols, so 
diagnosed because a mollic epipedon is present and because 
allophane and volcanic debris are absent, as well as textures 
coarser than loamy very fine sand. The mollic epipedon is 
defined on a combination of colour, base saturation, thickness 
and o/N ratio characteristics. Almost all epipedons would qualify 
on the colour parameter, but of these soils with base saturation 
above 50^ 1 the epipedon thickeness requirement eliminates all 
but the shallowest soils. Lack of colour contrast down shaly 
profiles eliminates some of these shallow soils (e.g. l6.j.
Given an epipedon thicker than 4", the relative thickness 
must be one third of the solum depth or greater up to a solum 
depth of 5O". If the solum reaches deeper than 5O" then the 
epipedon must be more than 10" thick for mollic designation. 
Definition of Mollisols on epipedon characteristics alone leads 
to the anolmaly of separating as such soils from the developnentally 
closely related Inceptisols merely because the surface organic 
matter in shallow profiles is decomposing in the presence of 
divalent cations. There seems to be no a priori reason for 
supposing that mollic epipedons take any longer to form than 
umbric, histic or ochric, furthermore, in some of the dedper 
profiles (e.g. I56) the organic matter in the ochric epipedon
9k
(too thin to be mollicj is decomposing in a base-rich environment 
also. finally, there is the suspicion that in deep and shallow 
profiles whether or not overlying limestone the supply of 
divalent cations to the epipedon is through fertilizer application. 
In some of the shallow soils (98> 57) the epipedons are less than 
pO/o base saturated, and in others (91, 105, 4 , 28J the saturation 
decreases down the profile, consequently there seems to be a need 
for a suborder group oi mollic Inceptisols (Kollepts) for those 
shallow soils with mollic epipedons and cambic horizons.
It seems, therefore, that the use of the seventh Approximation 
in the southern Pennines suggests that it does not always follow 
the stated object of the classification, which is 'to arrange the 
ideas of the objects....in a way that gives us xhe greatest command
of our knowledge ' (U.8 .D.A, IgoO p.6). In the soils of the
study area the key criticisms are tnat the Mollisols include too 
wide a range of soils and that perhaps the gley soils should be 
regarded as differentiated to the same extent as the bpodosols or 
Alfisols. Perhaps a separate Order for gley soils would be useful, 
or an expansion of the vertisol Order to include gley soils with 
less important land use problems associated with swelling, 
shrinking and cracking.
These difficulties with the seventh Approximation are not 
confined only to Southern Pennine soils, however,. Tavernier 
(1963) lists them as being the principal objections raised by 
European soil scientists generally.
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In spite of these difficulties, however, the fact remains 
that the Seventh Approximation is the only classification in 
which quantitative field and laboratory data are used. Using 
quantitative iniormation, assuming general acceptance of the 
beventh Approximation would ensure reproducible naming of soils. 
This would be an invaluable suostitute for the misunderstandings 
arising from the use of lossely defined terms which has led to 
such confusion in the past (see Tavernier and cmith 1957)•
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CHAPTER 7.
CONCLUSION: THE ORIGIN, DEVSLOPMSNT AIID DISTRIBUTION OF THE SOILS.
This chapter, which summarises and correlates all the 
information obtained in this study, is divided into two parts.
One part deals with the information bearing on the origin of the 
soils, the other with information about the development of the soils. 
Ihe distribution of the soils was not studies as an end in itself 
but was employed, as were the other analytical techniques used in 
this thesis, as a means of elucidating the origin and development 
of the soils. The'information obtained from studies of soil 
distribution is therefore considered under the origin and development 
headings.
The origin of the soils.
Six parent material groups have been recognised in the study 
area. Two groups ( 1 and 6 ) consist of predominantly drift parent 
materials. The other four groups ( 2 - 5 )  are predominantly 
residual parent materials derived from Carboniferous limestones, 
sandstones and shales. Most of the information about the origin 
of the soils is to be found in the two drift soils groups.
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In Group 1 the drift materials are glacial till with loess 
overlying the till in sugroup lb (eastern till). In the Group 6 
soils particle size analysis strongly suggests that the drift 
material is loess (pp. 2?3-z97).
Limestone residues are only found in soils covering l/l6th 
of the area underlain by the Purer Limestones in Group 6. This 
may be because:
(1) the residues have been removed by erosion
(2) the residues have only accumulated in some parts of 
the area occupied by the parent material.
It seems important to try to establish for which of the 
above alternatives there is most evidence. If it can be shown 
that the residues have been eroded, then this is an argument in 
favour of considerable age for these residues. Alternatively, 
if it can be shown that local environmental conditions within the 
area occupied by this parent material favour the formation of 
limestone residue, then this reduces the likelihood of the soils 
being of great age.
I
Acid solution of the limestones below loess and below limestone 
residues indicates that the presence of residue is related to the 
amount of acid-insoluble matter (excluding chert) in the limestone 
(tab. 8., p. 1%%). The presence of distinct limestone residue
horizons may therefore be reasonably correlated with locally faster 
limestone weathering or residue accumulation rates.
Evidence substantiating this conclusion may be adduced from the 
distribution of the soils containing limestone residues, soils,
comprising profiles 105, ^7, 9^, 115 and l64 only occupy 1 percent, 
of the total mapped area (fig. 50., p. 446), If they are relict soils 
they should be confined to low angle slopes where erosion is minimal.
In fact the shallower profiles (105, 4y), which occupy 0.2 percent, of 
the total mapped area or 20 percent, of the area of soils with limestone 
residue horizons, are mainly found on +25° slopes (fig. 50). It 
therefore seems that erosion of limestone residues cannot wholely 
account for their present restricted distribution. Consequently 
the residues may not necessarily represent limestone weathering over 
a relatively long time span.
Further evidence is support of this view is suggested by 
thin section information of the amount of clay translocation in 
profiles partly developed in till deposits.
Profiles differentiated by clay translocation fall into two 
distinct groups (tab. 15, p.3&^ ). Bt horizons with more than 
14 percent, (by area) of translocated clay are only found in profiles 
east of Morridge. In one profile (157, Group, 1) loess overlies till;
/
/
in the remainder loess overlies residual clay (113, l64 in Group 6)
or the profile is developed entirely in loess (l?0, Group 6) or
in residual material (11?, Group 3)•
The similar amounts of translocation observed in both till 
and residue profiles suggest that soil formation was initiated at 
about the same time in both types of profile and therefore suggest 
that the limestone residues are no older than the later Pleistocene.
The relationships between loess, till, limestone residues
and clay translocation permit a more precise dating of the origin 
of the soils.
The key profile here is 170 (Group 6) in which clay 
translocation has taken place in a loess parent material alone 
(tab. 7, p . This establishes that clay translocation was 
apparently initiated after the deposition of the loess. Furthermore, 
in profiles consisting mainly of limestone residues (e.g. 47, Group 6) 
there is no evidence of clay translocation, probably because the 
clay content of the limestone residues was too high to permit clay 
migration (Hallsworth 1964). The presence of loess therefore seems 
to have been a prerequisite of clay translocation.
The loess overlies uill an profile 137 (Group l) with a Bt 
horizon developed in the upper part of the till. This till is 
thought to be older than the tills west of Morridge, principally
/
/
to
because it is more dissected. Just to the northwest of the study 
area, in the Cheshire Plain, lies the hate Weichselian Woore- 
Bar Hill moraine, dated by Boulton and Worsley (I965) at about 
20,000 years 3.P. This moraine marks the southernmost limit of 
whichselian ice. The till deposits south of this moraine are 
therefore probably Saale in age and form the western till deposits 
in the study area. Boulton and Worsley established that the depth 
of carbonate leaching was much greater to the south compared with 
to the north of the moraine, and suggested that considerably longer 
weathering of the southerly deposits was the most likely reason for 
this difference.
Since there is no evidence of penetration to the east of 
Morridge by Weichselian ice, it seems a reasonable supposition that I
the eastern till deposits are no later than Saale in age. If this is |
the case, then the loess can have been deposited no earlier than the [
Saale glacial episode. The loess, although certainly redistributed p
by mass movement (fig. 30, p. 2-46 ), shows no marked signs of erosion. f
I
Neither is there any indication of more than one loess depositional ■
episode, for loess-buried soils developed in loess similar to those 
described in America (see, for instance, Ruhe and Scholtes 1936) are I
‘i
absent from the study area. This evidence therefore suggests that 
the loess represents a later, separate glacial episode to that in 
which the eastern till was deposited. The most likely explanation
/
/
therefore seems to be that the loess represents periglacial
activity marginal to the Weichselian icesheet in the Cheshire ^lain 
and this information also favours a Saale age for the eastern till.
The loess therefore seems to be a V/eichselian deposit and clay 
translocation apparently post-dates loess deposition. Soils with 
more than l4 percent, of translocated clay represent the greatest 
degree of morphological development over the limestone. The most 
developed and therefore perhaps the oldest soils in the area seem to 
date only from the V/eichselian. This indicates complete stripping 
of any Tertiary soils during the earlier Pleistocene and suggests, 
in addition, that unless all the bench features in the study area 
were formed since the Saale glaciation the deposits on them have 
been completely removed.
The existence of two groups of translocated clay values 
(analagous, incidentally, to the carbonate-leaching groups 
established by Boulton and Worsley I963) indicates two lessivage 
episodes. Assuming the later, lesser phase was lost-glacial and that 
the loess was deposited during the Weichselian glaciation, then the 
earlier, more intensive phase must have occurred during a Weichselian 
interstadial. The chief interstadial during the ^eichselian glacialtion 
was the Pausdorf Interstadial dated at about 23,000 B.P. in Europe 
(Woldstedt 1962) and the earlier clay translocation phase probably 
dates from this time.
/
There remains for consideration one important point about 
the origin of the soils in the study area. The eastern till is 
tiiought to be a Saale deposit, but the evidence above suggests that 
soil development,as evidenced by the profiles today, dates from the 
Pausdorf Interstadial in the Weichselian. The problem is therefore 
to account for the apparent absence of soils developed during the 
Eemian Interglacial which separates the Eaale from the V/eichselian 
Glaciation.
The soils in the study area throw very little light on this 
problem. The only information which may elucidate this question is 
to be found in the Group 6 profiles containing limestone residues. 
Particle size data for the limestones and the overlying residues in 
profiles 103 and 113 (but not 94) establish that the residues contain 
49 percent. (IO3) and 21 - 23 percent,(II3) more clay than the 
underlying limestone (tab, 7, p.2#h%). In the loess profile 170 
the Bt contains about I6 percent, by weight more clay then the A 
horizons. Consequently the limestone residues contain between 3 
and 33 percent, more clay than the limestones, excluding that portion 
of the clay fraction which may be reasonably attributed to clay 
translocation. It is suggested, therefore, that clay enrichment 
not due to translocation represents pedogenesis during the ^amian 
Interglacial and probably the process was one of in situ clay 
synthesis, at least in the soil of Group 6.
/ I
I
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It is therefore possible to summarise the information 
obtained from the present study about the origin andthe soils 
in the following tentative chronology:
1. During the Saale Glaciation;
a). Stripping of Tertiary soils (this may have 
occurred earlier in the Pleistocene),
b). Deposition of eastern and probably also of 
older western tills.
2. During the Eemian Interglacial:
Soil formation represented by the accumulation 
and in situ weathering (pedogenic) of limestone 
residues in some Group 6 soils.
3. During the early V/eichselian Glaciation:
a). Erosion of the Saale tills and Eemian soils.
b). Deposition of loess
c). Colluviation of loess
4. During the Pausdorf Interstadial:
Soil formation represented by clay translocation 
of more than l4 percent, (by area) in profiles 
113, 137, 117, and 164.
3. During the Late V/eichselian Glaciation:
a). Erosion of Interstadial soils
b). Further colluviation of loess (?).
6. During the Post-glacial:
Renewal of clay translocation represented by 
those profiles with less than 8 percent.
(by area) of clay translocation.
The development of the soils.
Four developmental processes have apparently differentiated 
the soils of the study area. These processes are podzolization, 
lessivage, gleying and in situ weathering.
Podzolization is evidenced by the presence of bleached A2 
horizons, sometimes accompanied by horizons of humus or iron 
accumulation. In addition, evidence of podzolization may be 
obtained from laboratory studies of the relationship between clay 
and iron profiles. In podzolization clay size particles are 
destroyed and no clay peak is therefore present in the 3 horizon.
A total iron peak due to iron translocation is, however, present.
lessivage is indicated by laboratory evidence of correlated 
iron and clay movement and accumulation in the B horizon. This is 
established by the demonstration of clay peaks accompanied by total 
iron peaks, lessivage may be confirmed by the examination of thin 
sections, where the presence of anisotropic materials deposited 
around conducting channels in the clay peak horizons suggests /
/
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The evidence for the gleying process is entirely morphological. 
The process is indicated by the presence of yellowish red mottles 
often accompanied by prismatic structures.
In situ weathering is thought to be the process responsible 
for the formation of 'brighter 3 ’ horizons unaccompanied by total 
iron pealcs. Clay and free iron peaks are, however, present.
In some profiles there is evidence of successive development 
by two or more of the above processes. Thus in profile 11? (Group 3) 
podzolization has apparently replaced lessivage. A limited amount 
of clay translocation is also apparent in podzol profiles 36 and II8 
(Group 3) and I36 and I7I (Group 2). Limited clay translocation is 
also apparent in some gleyed profiles (3I, 32 in Group 1; 28 in 
Group 3). In other profiles (l64, I70 in Group 6) lessivage seems 
to have been the chief differentiating process. Thin section 
studies have suggested, however, that clay translocation is no 
longer talcing place and that the translocated material has been 
disturbed probably by swelling and shrinking cycles similar to those 
accompanying gleying. The profiles are, however, only imperfectly 
drained and, apart from the effect noted above, apparently owe little 
of their morphological development to the gleying process.
These changes in process therefore seem to correlate with 
changes in environmental conditions from those favouring lessivage 
to those favouring podzolization and/or gleying. In terms of the
v/eathering/leaching relationship the change to,podzolization suggests 
a change towards weaker weathering or stronger leaching. In terms of 
the environment this is jjrobably due to the onset of cooler and/or 
wetter conditions. The change from lessivage to gleying processes 
is also consistent with a change to cooler and/or wetter conditions.
Environmental changes of this nature are thought to have occurred
i) at the Boreal Atlantic Transition (pollen zones VI?Vila) 
ca. 3000 B.C.
ii) at the Bub-Boreal /Sub-Atlantic Transition (pollen zones 
Vllb - VIII) ca. 300 B.C.
It should be possible to demonstrate sequences of profiles 
showing increasing differentiation by the processes mentioned above.
In the study area, however, this is only possible with the gleyed 
soils. The reasons for this seem to be:
i). the morphological effects of increasing gleying are 
readily apparent in the solum
ii). gleyed soils cover a much larger proportion of the study 
area than soils differentiated by the other processes.
Such sequences are present on coarse and fine parent materials 
in Groups 1 - 3 *  The distribution of the profiles suggests that they 
are probably due to the gleying process (fig. 30, p. ). Those 
thought to be most gleyed (the very poorly drained stages) are most
I I
frequently found in situations where drainage is likely to be 
restricted, namely:
i) where the depth of unconsolidated material is greatest ■
ii) where lateral groundwater seepage is slowest
i.e. sites with slopes below 3°*
The peaty drainage sequences, only complete in Group 3, do 
not show the same degree of correlation between soil type, soil 
depth and steepness of slope (fig. 30, p. 266)  ^ pt is not entirely 
clear why this should be. One explanation is that the peat cover produces 
anaerobic conditions in the soil, the iron is reduced and the 
resulting grey colours enhance the visual effect of grey colours in 
the lower (reduced) parts of the solum. This possibility is 
supported by the relationship between the thickness of the peat 
and the apparent drainage stage of each profile  ^ see pp. ).
For the other processes, process sequences cannot be 
demonstrated, at least on each parent material. In profiles 
differentiated by podzolization it is possible to point to stages 
in a development sequence using profiles selected from Groups 2, 3 
4 and 6. The suggested sequence is:
1. Undifferentiated profiles with mull humus and B 
subsurface horizons (profile I36, Group 2, p. ).
/
/
2. Profiles with A&B horizons immediately underlying 
thin mor humus (profile 111, Group 6, p. Z/y-).
3. Profiles with A2-but without or with thin iron and/or 
humus B horizons underlying thicker mor humus 
(profile l4y, Group 2, p. /4r ),
4. Profiles with A2, Bh and/or Bir horizons underlying 
thick mor humus (36, II8 in Group 3, p. 136 in 
Group 2, p. ).
In the case of the lessives, clay translocation is either 
considerable or else very limited. Intermediate profiles are 
apparently absent from the study area. Similarly, in the profiles 
with in situ weathered horizons, the'brighter B' horizon ie either 
strongly developed or is absent; no intermediates have been found.
In the lessive, podzolized and in situ weathered profiles 
the absence of intermediates may be due to the small areas 
occupied by each sort of profile. In the case of the lessives, 
however, a more likely explanation, discussed on pp. ^^4 ~3zS’, 
seems to be the occurrence of two lessivage episodes.
The only morphological sequences reflecting soil development 
processes in the area are therefore the drainage sequences found on 
all groups except 'roup 6 and the podzolization sequence which may 
be assembled from profiles selected from several parent material 
groups.
1 !
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Other morphological sequences are present in the area, 
however, namely the silt loam and silt loam/limestone residue 
sequences in Group 6. Bt horizons are present in the morphologically 
most developed profiles in each sequence (170: p. ; II3, l64, ■^ ,221 2^1^ ), 
T ne sequences, however, seem to reflect geomorphic rather than 
pedogenic processes; profile morphology is apparently more closely 
related to site colluviation regimes than to the soil forming 
processes.
To conclude this thesis, it is perhaps useful to review 
the initial intentions of the study and to state to what extent 
these intentions have been realised.
The first intention was to relate apparently bisequel 
profiles to pedogenesis of the soils of the area generally.
This has been achieved: it seems that profiles in the study area 
are more often than not bisequel either because they are developed 
in more than one parent material, or because they have been 
influenced by more than one pedogenic process.
The second purpose was to'attempt to establish parent 
materials and assess the influence of relief and drainage on 
the soils. This has been achieved: six parent materials are 
recognised, and the chief affect of relief and drainage has 
been investigated. This affect is seen to be a combination of 
colluvial redistribution with groundwater impedance.
4-11
The third intention was to try to establish the validity 
of erosion surfaces recognised by various workers in nearby areas 
and to investigate to what extent differences in the soils might 
be correlated with surfaces cut at different levels. The morphological 
studies appear to substantiate that surfaces cut at differnt altitudes 
may be correlated throughout the study area, but the soils evidence 
indicates that only the deposits dating from the later Pleistocene 
have been preserved on them. It has not been possible, therefore, 
to elucidate the questions of drainage superimposition from a 
previous Cretaceous or Triassic posed by workers such as Linton (1936). 
It may be stated, though, that where drainage cannot be demonstably 
related to geological structure an equally reasonable explanation 
may perhaps be found in meltwater drainage during the Pleistocene.
The fourth and last intention was to study the soils in the 
laboratory and to use this information to provide information on 
soil development supplementary to the field studies. Although 
particle size analysis and the study of iron/clay relationships 
has provided useful information, the contribution to:- the understanding 
of soil development and soil relationships provided by the thin 
section investigations seems to have been comparatively much greater. 
Using this technique in particular it has been possible to comment 
in detail on the possible origin and development of the soils.
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ST:iT3io-o'.-t;\rv r^ '"- Cr^^ric Carbon, Eitroyen and C/v
ratio doiorr: - - '- o,\%.
Dnterri+atio'- 0"-oni o Or - ton.
Organic Carbon woo doterrriined by the nethod developed by 
the Geochemical Reaearch Centre (1962)» Organic Carbon is 
oxidised by chromic acid released by a potass i m  d iclir ornate- 
cone. hpGOg mixture» The excess diclirornate is titrated against 
ferrous ammonium sulphate using diphenylamine sulphonate as 
indicator. Decomposition of the dichromâte near its boiling point 
(140^ C.) is negligible during the first five minutes of digestion 
(Tinsley 1950) and the results obtained after the 25 sec. digestion 
used in this method are unlikely to be affected by decomposition.
The Organic Carbon values may be affected by interference 
from other reducing agents in the solum. The most important of 
these are probably manganese and ferrous oxides.
f^ncedure.
1. Grind -2 mn« soil to pass through a 44 mesh sieve.
2. Weigh 0.3 g* of sample into a 250 ml. conical flask.
/
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3. idd 10 0»4 1 A.R. potassium bichromate solution.
4* Add 10 io\ . 5.0, 1,04 R*R" sulphuric acid»
5. Kent over a low flame for 23
6. Cool and add ICO ml. A.R» amnioniui.i fluoride solution 
and 3 drops diphenylamine sulphonate solution.
7. Titrate agulnst 0c2 il 1*1. ferrous ammoniui.i sulphate 
solution until the indicator turns from deep blue to 
green (titre x)
S. calibrate the method by titrating 10 ml. bichromate 
against ferrous ammonium sulphate (titre s)
Ca" 'ulation.
Organic Carbon % = /.(s - x)
a vents
1. Sul, oh uric acid. S.G, 1,84 1*1.
2, 0»4N bichromate solution. Dissolve 19*6147 g. of potassium 
bichromate (l.l.) in 1 litre of water.
H 6 6 L 1  solution. Dissolve
71.6 g of the hoxahvdrato (I.E.) in water containing
20 ml. con.» sul.ph-n.*ic acid. 
10 ml» 0»lh bichromate daily.
wj uanaaraise a gains ü
4* 56 r^ ' iln-r^ do solute--. Dissolve 50 g. of the 1.1.
reagent in 1 litre of water.
5. Dj-henvlpmine solution. Dissolve 0»5 g« diphenylamine 
in ICO :fL cone, sulphuric acid and dilute by pouring 
into 20 r.iL water. Store in amber glassware,
liiif.*
The mean recovery of Schollenberger's method (l927),on 
which the G.P.R.C. method is based, is about 90 percent. Since 
the mean recovery of the more generally used Tinsley method 
(Tinsley 1950) is 96-99 percent., all carbon values have been 
increased by 10 percent*
Precision of the method.
The precision of the method was tested by analysing five 
replicates of a sample (98/1-4") with a carbon content near the 
middle of the range of values encountered in the agricultural 
soils. The results were:
Sample
Org. C. content {%)
"O 2 *0 2 T ) of
Mean Range (pi«.05) Mean
98/1-4" 2.43 2.36-2.50 0.05 0.10 4.5
Determination of organic Nitrogen.
Organic (ammonium) nitrogen was determined by the semimicro-
Kjeldahl method described by Bremner (1960). Nitrogen is converted 
to ammonium sulphate following prolonged digestion of the sample with 
sulphuric acid in the presence of catalysts. The ammonium is then 
released by steam displacement from the solution made alkaline with 
sodium hydroxide. The nitrogen (as ammonia) so released is entrained 
in a boric acid - indicator mixture, and back titration with 
to the original indicator colour is used for its estimation.
Procedure.
1« Grind -2 mm. soil to*pass a 44 mesh sieve,
2. Weigh 1 g (less for highly organic samples) into a 50 ml. 
Kjeldahl digestion flask® ,
3. Add 1 g. of catalyst mixture, 5 ml. water and 20 ml, 8.G. 
1.84 sulphuric acid,
4. Boil the mixture gently until colourless, the boil for a 
further 2 hrs. Cool.
5. Transfer to a 25C nl. volumetrie flask and make up to the 
mark with washinvs from the digestion flask.
6. Add 25 ml. of solution to the distillation ap j^cuatus
i_' red by a calculated excess of haOd
7. diace 10 ml, 2;t boric acid-mixed indicator in a 100 ml. 
beaker below the condenser.
6. Pass steam through the solution in the distillation
apparatus until about 70 ml, of distillate has collected.
9. Titrate with 0.01 N. K9SO4 until the original indicator 
colour is restored, (titre tg).
10. Repeat stages 6 - 9  above using 25 ml. distilled water 
(titre t )u
Calculation. N p = (ti - t^) ,14 /
Reavents.
1. Catalvst mixture. Mix; together KgSOy^ CuSQ/. SHpO and 
Se poivder in the ratio 10:1:0.1 by weight.
2. Suloh uric acid. S.G. 1,84.
3. Mixed indicator solution. Dissolve 0.099 g. bromocresol 
green and 0,066 g, methyl red in ICO ml, absolute 
alcohol.
4. Boric acid - mixed indicator solution. Dissolve 20 g. A.R, 
boric acid in 980 ml. distilled water and add 20 ml, of 
the mixzed indicator solution.
Tab. 30 . Organic carbon, nitrogen and C/N ratios 
of the surface horizons of the soils in 
the study area.
Parent
>laterial
OrouD
Profile
Organic
Carbon
(t)
Organic
Nitrogen G/N
137 4.0 0.60 6.7
116 2.5 0.40 6.4
139 4 *4 0.55 8.7
1 51 2.2 0.40 5.5
A6 3.4 0.46 7.4
52 2.5 0.28 8.9
168 3.0 0.38 7.9
152 3.7 0.40 9.2
LC8 4.0 0.36 11.1
171 4.9 0.40 12.2
150 3.0 0.33 9.1
2 156 4.5 0.50 9.0
59 4.3 0.46 9.3
159 4.3 0.40 10.7
U 1 12.2 1.01 12.1
136 2A6 1.57 16.9
124 5.6 0.71 7.9
162 3.5 0.50 7.0
A5 2.9 0.38 7.6
172 3.3 0.55 6.0
11 3.6 0.32 11.3
3 43 12.3 1.23 10.0
117 24.0 1.82 13.2
119 23.3 0.73 32.0
57 31.7 1.95 16.3
56 37.6 1.33 28.3
16 6.9 0.88 7.8
145 3.4 0.49 7.0
12 6.0 0.71 8.4
A 11 4.2 0.52 8.1
68 3.3 0.50 6.6
23 3.2 0.40 8.0
7 31.8 1.40 22.7
37 5.6 0.66 8.5
4 3.0 0.45 6.7
28 5.3 0.64 8.3
5 84 3.6 0.43 8.4
32 4.3 0.47 9.1
97 12.5 1.64 7.6
90 5.6 0.60 9.3
91 2.7 0.38 7.1
170 3.0 0.53 5.7
6 167 4.0 0.50 8.0
10$ 3.0 0.36 8.3
47 2.7 0.39 6.9
113 2.6 0.36 7.2
94 3.4 0.39 8.7
164 8.1 0.73 11.1
102 6.2 0.67 9.2
98 2.7 0.36 ' 7.5
111 27.1 . - 1.93 14.0
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Fig. J>G» Organic Carbon plotted against C/N ratio,.to show the two 
distinct groups of soils.
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Precision of the method.
The precision of the method is well documented by Breraner, 
and therefore no further tests are included here. Bremner (i960, 
p.15, tabo 3.,) obtained standard deviations (for p = 0.05) from
0.0024 to 0.048 for nitrogen values between 0.1 and 2.28 percent, 
respectively. The nitrogen values of the soils in the study area 
all fall within this range.
Re^tjSJ Organic. Gm-boii._mtrogen and G/N ratios.
The carbon and nitrogen contents and C/N ratios quoted in 
the text are shown in tab. 30» Plotted as C/N ratio against 
Org. C (fig. 36), the results show the clear separation of the 
moorland soils with high C/N ratios and organic carbon^, contents (Croup 6) 
from the agricultural soils with lower ratios and less carbon. (Group ft).
ff/l
Appendijc B.
Supplementary Information: Cation exchange and readllv-extractable
phosphorus data.
The data summarised in tab* 32. are supplementary to 
the main body of the thesis because the information is of only 
limited pedogenic importance and because it was not obtained 
by the writer. The analyses were carried out by Mr. J. Pugh 
of Progress Engineers, Stoke-on-Trent. Although of little 
pedogenic importance, such information is required in the definition 
of epipedons (see fig, 25 p* 7^z-3) and is diagnostic of certain kinds 
of argillic horizon.
0
Since the information does not strictly form part of this 
thesis, only the outlines of the methods for each determination 
are recorded here. All the methods are described in full in Black 
(1965).
Phosphorus. Readily-extraotable phosphorus was determined as the 
phosphomo^bdate blue complex following extraction for 1 hr. in 
Morgan*s Solution. Stannous chloride was added to eliminate 
interference from ferric compounds. »
Exchangeable K, Na, Ga^ Mg. These elements were displaced with
Tob. 31. Cation exchange data.
H'Lo
o
>-io Profile Horizon
K
meq,
p
Na
meo.
Ca
meq.
%
Kg
meo.
H
meq.
p
GZG
meq.
of
JO
Ca + Pig 
as %  
CSC
' A6 Ap 11.2 0.4 0.4 12.1 40.9 29.5*
52 Ap 2.5 0.1 0.2 8.9 41.5 21.5*
51 Ap 15.0 0.1 0.2 11.0 40.1 27.5*
1 137 Ap A.O 0.1 0.3 8.6 6.0 13.0 27.9 52.5
IIB2 2.0 tr 0.3 20.7 6.0 5.0 32.1 83.0
116 Ap 8.8 0.2 0.3 6.4 27.6 23J^
139 Ap 3.0 tr.. tr 15.7 5.0 10.0 30.7 67.3
12A 01 7.0 tr 0.1 2.1 6.0 25.0 33.2 24.5
A2 A7.0 tr 1.2 1.4 6.0 17.0 25.6 29.0
U7 02 A.O 0.1 1.2 17.1 2.0 24.0 44.4 43.0
A2 15.0 tr 0.1 16.4 4.0 18.0 38.5 53.0
136 02 1.3 tr tr 0.0 nd 0.0*
A2 1.3 tr tr 0.0 nd 0.0*
2 152 Ap 13.0 tr 0.1 27.8 8.0 9.0 44.9 80.0
1A8 Ap 9.0 tr tr 18.6 6.0 10.0 34.6 71.5
150 Ap 8.0 tr tr 22.1 7.0 10.0 39.1 74.5
156 Al 8.0 tr 0.2 28.6 4.0 10.0 42.8 76.5
59 Aol 2A5 0.4 0.3 21.4 28.1 76.0
Ap2 17.5 0.7 0.3 8.2 25.9 32.0
159 Ap 15.0 tr 0.3 24.2 1.0 9.0 34.5 73.0
56 A2 2.5 tr 0.1 0.0 20.7 0.0*
119 02 6.3 0.2 0.4 0.0 31.5 0.0*
A2 5.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 24.1 0.0*
3 57 A2 18.8 0.1 0.1 0.0 11.2 0.0*
162 Ap 10.0 0.1 0.1 21.4 5.0 9.0 35.5 74.1
A5 Ap 8.0 tr 0.2 12.9 5.0 11.0 29.1 61.5
A1 Ap 12.5 0.1 0.3 15.0 50.2 30.
7 0 3.8 0.1 0.1 0.0 24.3 0.0*
Al 6.3 0.1 0.1 0.0 21.0 0.0*
U5 Ap 15.0 tr 1.2 10.7 6.0 15.0 32.9 50.7
A 12 Apl 26.9 0.3 0.7 28.5 47.5 60.0*
Ap2 6.3 0.2 0.4 14.6 41.7 35.C#
11 Ap 10 0.1 0.5 10.0 5.0 15.0 30.5 49.5
23 Ap 13.8 0.3 0.3 14.6 45.9 32.C*
37 Ap 31.3 0.6 0.3 13.9 48.3 27.0*
AC 8.8 0.2 0.2 9.6 33.7 28.0*
A Ap 21.0 0.2 0.7 23.5 8.5 8.0 40.9 78.5
5 28 Apl Z7.0 0.2 0.7 47.1 6.0 8.0 64.0 83.5
Ap2 14.0 0.1 0.4 3.6 7.0 24.0 35.1 39.5
30 Ap 12.5 0.2 0.6 25.3 42.1 60.0*
8A Ap 7.5 0.3 0.3 15.0 44.2 34.0*
32 Ap 28.8 0.2 0.4 29.6 49.9 60.0*
111 0 43.7 1.2 0.2 0.1 55.0 0.2
A&B 11.9 0.6 0.1 tr 48.7 tr
A9 A&B 11.2 0.5 0.1 0.7 29.2 2.5
98 Ap 3.8 0.4 0.3 14.6 53.1 ZAO*
6 97 02 27.5 0.6 0.7 49.2 L19.1 41.3*
91 Ap 38.8 0.3 0.3 20.7 44.3 47.0*
105 Ap \ 10.0 0.3 0.6 29.6 52.4 56.5*
A7 Ap 2.5 0.3 0.5 31.5 50.3 63.0*
113 Ap 11.9 0.7 0.8 12.8 54.3 23.5*
IIB2.1 2.5 1.1 0.4 19.6 37.1 53.0*
/
based on Ca values only
N, ammonium acetate. Sodium and potassium were determined by flame 
photometry and calcium and magnesium by E,D,T.A. titration.
Exchangeable H . Exchapgeable hydrogen was extracted with Barium 
chloride -triethanolamine at pH 8.0, the excess triethanolamine 
being titrated against 0,2N HGl,
Nation _ex.ch.ange canacity. The cation exchange capacity was either 
taken as the sum of the exchangeable bases determined (K+Na+Ga+Mg+H) 
or was determined separately by saturating the exchange complex 
with potassium, extracting the potassium with ammonium and determining 
the amount of potassium thus extracted by flame photometry. Samples 
marked thus ^ in bAia. are those samples in which the separate 
determination of G.E.G. was made.
■ j
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Particle size en alvsis
The method of particle sise analysis used in this 
study depends on the change of resistance produced by the 
relatively non-conducting soil particles as they pass through 
an electric field in electrolyte. Each particle displaces its 
own volume of electrolyte and the change of resistance, 
recorded as a voltage pulse, is related to the volume of the 
particle by the formula :
Jl = / ^ V  1
1 - a
1 - t  / /"
where: is electrolyte resistivity
A is aperture cross-sectional area
V,/^,a are particle volume, resistivity and area normal
to the aperture axis respectively
X is the particle dimension ratio:
length al.onr; aoerture axis 
equivalent spherical diameter
This formula was first proposed by Coulter (1956).
IP applies to any particle, regardless of shape, providing
/
/
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/q > E a and tho length of the particle is less 
than aperture length, vihere these conditions are fulfilled:
Æ 1
0
and therefore;
4: R = /g V
since /g and A are constants: 
A R = kV.
The instrument operating on this principle (Coulter 
Counter Model A) is illustrated diagramatically in fig 37 
based on a figure in Berg (1958). Only the more important 
components are shown. On opening the tap (3) the vaccuum (2) 
draws mercury along the calibrated capillary tube (4) past 
the stop and start probes (6,5) into the reservoir (l), When 
the tap (3) is closed, the settling mercury draws sample 
suspension (9) through the aperture (8) and up the aperture 
tube (7), at the same time operating start and stop probes 
(3)6) which act on the counter driver (l7). The probes are
positioned at intervals accurately corresponding to knovjn 
volumes of electrolyte. The electric field across the 
aperture (s) is produced by platinum leaf electrodes on 
eiuher side (ll). The sample suspension is stirred 
vigorously to ensure homogeneous sampling.
All voltage pulses are amplified (13) and displayed on 
the oscilloscope (16) but only those pulses greater than a 
preset threshold value (id) are amplified further (ip).
These boosted pulses register as brighter signals on the 
oscilloscope (16) and it is only these pulses that are 
counted on the digital register (lo), The digital register 
reset (19) also operates a polarity reversal switch which 
prevents electrode polarization.
The difficulty of maintaining a homogeneous suspension 
of large particles determines an upper size limit at about 
500 /u. A relative limit of 40 percent* of aperture area is 
imposed by departure from linearity of the ^ R:V relationship 
as the a:A ratio narrows (Berg 1958).
A lower limit is set by low signal:noise ratios, the 
noise originating from heating in the aperture and background
from electronic circuits (Berg i960, Ulrich I960; Kubitschek 
i960). The absolute lower limit is about 0.2 yu and the 
relative limit about 2 percent of aperture area.
These limitations mean that it is impossible to cover 
tho whole particle size range of soils with a single aperture. 
Available apertures range from 10 - 1000 yU diameter and 
using two or more would permit complete estimation of soil 
size distributions by this technique, but only after 
fractionation of the sample. This inconvenience may be 
avoided by selecting a medium-sized aperture capable of 
estimating the finer grades and at the same time giving a 
suitable overlap with the finer sieve meshes. In the present 
study a 280 yu diameter aperture with a particle size range 
from 5 - 100 yu equivalent diameter was found to be satis­
factory. Coarser material was removed by sieve (76 yu nominal 
diameter).
Particle concentration can also be a limiting factor, 
since ideally the particles should pass through the aperture 
singly. The count can be corrected on a probability basis 
for primsry coincidence whore this is less than about 10 
percent, of the count. Above this level secondary coincidence
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may become significant and a correction is difficult to 
apply* For the 280 yu aperture used in the present study 
the 10 percent* coincidence limit gives a mauiimuia count of 
only 8000 pai'ticlcs. This lew value is liable to introduce 
significant statistical errors into the estimation of the 
nuicbers of coai'ser particles present, A test was therefore 
made to assess the effect of higher levels of coincidence on 
the weight percent* results (tab* 32). This dilution testr 
shows that there is little appreciable influence on the 
weight percent* results for coincidence values as high as 25 
percent. In routine analyses there therefore seems to be 
little distortion of the results for counts of up to 20,000 
particles.
Allowing in practice a greater sample concentration 
than apparently theoretically desirable, the final suspension 
analysed by tho Counter must nevertheless be extremely dilute, 
generally between 10 50 /ug. solid/ml. of electrolyte*
Furthermore, this dilute suspension requirement must be 
balanced against the need for a fairly large initial quantity 
of sample to minimise sampling and sieve estimation errors*
The initial sample has therefore to be massively diluted before 
counter analysis.
/
/
Tab. 33. Precision test of the dilution procedure.
1
Equivalent | 
diameter (/^) j
1
Numbers
stated
I
of particles above 
size in runs:
II III
1
“D T) as ^ 
of mean
51 ! 10 12 0.8 7.3
26 169 161 165 3.3 2.0
11 2031 2071 2051 ! 15.0 0.7
6 30573 30186 31112 380 1.2
/
Of the various dilution procedures available, the 
following was adopted in this study* Following removal 
of cai’bonates and organic ...ter (see below), between 3 
and 3 g* of air dry sa:„ple Wc.s dispersed in an ultrasonic 
tard: with 5 percent* sodium henametaphosphaue and the volume 
made up to 200 ni* with distilled water* 0.1 ml® of this 
suspension was then transferred with vigorous stirring to 
200 ml. of electrol^'te for analysis by the Counter. The 
material was transferred in 0.1 ml. aliquots to even out 
sampling vai-iation. To judge by the precision, this operation 
is unlikely to introduce much error (tab. 33).
Before the Counter can be used to analyse soils of 
urdmown particle size constitution it is necessary to calibrate 
the instrument threshold values in known volume and diameter 
units. One calibration method is based on essentially mono- 
sised particles such as pollen or glass or polystyrene beads 
(Berg 1958; Ulrich I960; larde 1967). This method was not 
attempted because of the possibility of erroneous calibration 
using particles varying greatly in specific gravity from the 
materials under investigation.
An alternative method is to use material of a wider but 
known size range. Sand from a podzol A2 horizon was found to
be suitable fcr* this pui'pose. Following dispersion, the sand 
was washed through superposed 3C0 and 350 mesh sieves (ll -
53 yu). The material retained on the 350 mesh sieve was washed
repeatedly and then dried. A known weight (about 0*1 g.) was 
then added to 200 mJ_. of - electrolyte and coun.^s were made at 
close threshold intervals. The relative weight of each class 
was calculated and the volume conversion factor (k‘) determined 
from the equation:
’•i ^ 1  Wr . k'
L  "
where: is the initial sample weight.
Wr is the relative weight of each size class in terms
of threshold settings* 
k* is the volume conversion factor*
The diameter conversion constant (K) converting threshold 
values to diameters of equivalent spheres may be obtained from 
the k ‘ values using the formula:
K =  ^ / 6k' 
V  3.11
Six determinations of the values of K and k* have been 
made at various times using the 1 1 - 5 3  yi sand separate and
uAt-
T-'b, Jt* Experimentally deteri'iiined volizne (kO and 
diameter (K) conversion constants obtained 
nsin^ soil material and glass spheres.
Material | Siao range ^
17.2
17.0
2526 16.9
2630 17.1
16.02238! Glass 
spheres 15.85
2016 15.7
4^3
also glass spheres of 21 - 52 /u. diai'seter. The results (tab. 3^)
show than although t;. : sal 11 rat ion is highly reproducible for
each material ua uaore ai'-e significant differences between the
two materials, lu uhorefcrc seems advisable to calibrate the
instrument using material similar to that under study.
Procedure.
1. Weigh out about 5 g, of dry -2 mm. soil into a 250 ml. 
beal'zer. Use less material if the soil is hca\gy 
tcortursd_, more if the soil is light texturad or highly 
organic.
2. Add 10 ml. distilled water.
3w Add 2N KCl until no further effervescence.
1. Add 20 ml. 20 vol. '^ 2^ ^2 . on hotplate until
the organic matter is destroyed, then boil to 
decompose any remaining H^Og.
5* Filter the suspension through Whatman 52 filter paper 
in a Buchner funnel after flocculating the colloidal 
fraction with 5 ml 20 percent, aluminiun sulphate 
solution. The filtrate should be clear: if not, 
repeat the filtration. ' '
6. Wash the calce with 2 10 ml. 95 percent, ethanol.
7. Cv:n cry, cool and rev/eigh cake. The final weight 
per.^ntc distribution is based on this weight (W^).
8. Transfer the sample toa ICO or 500 ml. beatcer calibrated 
at 20 iH.
9. Add 20 ml. 5 percent, sodium hezametaphosphate 
solution, and place in an ultrasonic tanl: for 30 mins.
10. Wet sieve the suspension through 500 yU and 121 yU 
sieves over a ICO or 500 ml. beaker into v.iiich the 
- 121 yu material passes. Wash both sieves with 
several small aliquots of distilled water and place 
in an oven to dry.
11. V/hen dry, cool and then weigh the material retained on 
each sieve.
12. Make up the suspension of -121 yu material to 200 ml. 
with distilled water.
13. Add 200 ml. saline electrolyte to the round-bottomed 
beaker supplied with the Counter.
11. To this add 1 x 0.1 ml. aliquots of sample suspension
removed while the suspension is being vigorously stirred.
15. Select threshold settings to cover the size range 
of the aperture (l24 - 5 yu) and count the numbers 
of p-u"'Gicles at each threshold setting, tailing an 
even number of co'ents each tine.
16. After successfully analysing a sample on the Counter, 
pour the undiluted -121 yu suspension through a 76 yu 
sieve. Wash, dry, cool and weigh the material 
retained on the sieve. This procedure reduces the 
statistical error in Counter analysis when enumeration 
of small numbers of large particles is attempted.
17. Using the same threshold settings analyse the blank 
electrolyte to obtain the ‘background^ count.
Data reduction.
Following an analysis using the above procedure, the 
information listed below will have been obtained:
i). Three sieve class weights: 76 - 121, 121 - 500,
500 - 2000 yu
ii). Numbers of particles in the Counter size classes 
(n) related to volumes by the threshold values (t) 
and the volume conversion factor k ‘.
H -3k
.ii). Threshold vclIugs related to particle equivalent
spherical diemetors using the diameter conversion 
factor 1 in the expression:
t
iv). Numbers of background particles (3) in the Counter 
size classes.
The calculation is perhaps best considered in four
stages
Stare 1 is tho correction of the ‘raw* count (n) for 
coincidence and background:
where:
n = n* + n" - B
n is the corrected count 
n* is the ‘raw* count 
n" is the coincidence correction 
B is the background count.
Stave 2 is the calculation of the number of particles per 
threshold class ( An ).
Stx-^e 3 is the calculation of the mean threshold values (t).
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St.p- e L is tie ca].ciLLation of the relative mean class
voliTiiu ( Aiit ,  ea is then converted to v/sight percent, fron
the formula
Class Wt. ^ = In6 Ant
Vi.
where:
hh ic the total sample weight 
Ant is the relative class volume
is a data conversion constant including k \  
dilution constants and volume-weight conversion 
constants.
Since the lower limit of the smallest size class 
measured with a 280 yU aperture is 5 yu it is important for 
the distribution curves to be plotted in a vjay that permits 
confident extrapolation to the top of the clay fraction at 2 yu. 
This can be achieved by plotting the cumulative weight percent, 
data on log. probability paper against log* diameter (yu ).
The results, particularly in the finer grades, approximate a 
log. normal distribution which plots as a straight line. This 
suggests that the 2 - 5  yu extrapolation is reliable ( fig oS ).
• n , i*ox‘C'n.’e ' ■ Particle size cla
or 1 
material 1i
Î ■ 
iRCOOi
I-20C !
i. 1
200-
50
50-
20
i 1
20-2 i -2 
i i
‘ Sand
I
’ i I
-Um -fi jo6 I 6
dim 5 178 : 12
IccOi 181 I 9
' 3.0 ! 3.0o
"u as
2
2
2
0.0
3.3 1
3.5 : 6.5
3.6 
0.1
' 4.9
1.6
of mean 3.7 I 30.0 : 0.0 I 2.8 33.0
I ; (
Silt
loam
Clay
nun n
Ilun B 
! > -
i mean
! VD  as A 
of mean
2.7
3.5
3.1
C.8
13.0
8.3 1 31 34 24
9.0 j 29.5 33 20
8.6 ! 30.2 36 22
0.3 j 0.7 1 2.0 2.0
3.5 1 2.5 ! 5.5 9.0
Run A 
Run 3
Mean
D
"0 as %] 
of mean!
11
12
11*5
0.5
5.0
3"".G ;
7.0
7.0
I A.O { 7*0
! 1.0 I 0.0
il5
12
13.5
1.5
2.4 25.0 0.0 111.1
62
66
64
2.0
3.1
Tab. 35 . Precision tests of the Coulter Counter
method using soil materials of different 
texture.
440
( px ) ! -b
_J____
-o/M “o2M I
2CGO-2CO : 0.4 13.0 .0.05 1.3
2C0 - 50
i »
3.5 '0.1
!
1.2
50 - 20 ;o.75 2.5 lo.6
1
2.0
2 0 - 2
1
1 2.0
j
5.5 jO.35 1.1
- 2 |2.0 
I -
9.0 jO.35 1.5
Tab, ; 6 . Comparison of the Coulter Counter and 
pipette method precision, lach set 
of results is based on three replicate 
analyses using silt loam material from 
sample 113/8 - 11”. The actual weight 
percent data are shovn in tab.
P r e c i c i c u  o f  t h e
The prc.2 5io;, cf the method was tested by analysing 
duplicate samples of soil horizons representing the range 
of textures found in the soils of the study area, using the 
procedure outlined above. The res'uLts (tab, 35) establish 
that all standard deviations are within 3 percent* of the 
stated value, and most within 2 percent. The average standard 
deviation for the size class weights between 0 - 10, 10 - 20 
and + 20 percent are, respectively, 0*8, 1.0 and 1.9 percent.
The standard deviations at the 95 percent, confidence level 
for these groups are therefore 1*6, 2*0 and 3*8 percent.
These values have been used to test the significance of 
differences between the results quoted in the particle size 
analysis section.
Oomoarison with the pipette method.
Comparison of the precision of the two methods (tab. 36) 
shows that the pipette method is considerably more precise, 
although prone to operator variation* This is apparently not 
a problem with Counter analysis (larde 1967).
Direct comparison of results is difficult since, for
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~^ 9. Differences in the International Silt grade plotted 
against pipette ( 0  ) and Counter ( * ) means 
each samole.
concentration r.:.zonr^ Count or and pipotte analyses cannot 
be carried out c,p one sans suspension. Although there is also 
the possib'lity _P uho different dispersal nethods^ influencing 
she results obtained by .^ ach to clinique, this can probably 
be discounted (Edwards and Brenner 1967;.
The discrepancy between pipette and Counter results 
(tab. 37) suggests systematic differences between the two 
techniques. This discrepancy is particularly evident in the 
2 - 20 yu and - 2 yu grades, in which the Counter res'olts 
are always higher than the pipette data in the 2 -20 and lower 
in the - 2 yu class. Analysis of this difference ( fig 39 ) 
shows that where more than 30 percent, of the sample weight 
is present in the 2 - 2 0  yu fraction the pipette curve 
flattens out vdiile the gradient of the Counter cun^e continues 
more steeply upwards.
The differonce between the two methods is therefore due 
either to under-recording of the 2 - 20 yu by the pipette 
method or to over- recording of this class by the Counter, 
Failure of small particles to obey Stole's Law or extrapolation 
errors in Counter data plotting are put forward as possible 
ecselanations of this effect.
Anmrdiy D,
The "-rvircr- tion of thir sections.
The method adopted for the preparation of thin sections of the 
soils is based on the technique described by Dalrymple (l9i7)? and 
incorporates later modifications.
Procedure.
1. Prepare a flat surface on one side of the soil block.
2. Place the block flat surface-down in almost boiling
Darriar Gum. Impregnate for 1 or 2 minutes. Cool.
3. Carefully grind down the flat surface using coarse
carborundum powder with liquid paraffin as lubricant.
A well-prepared surface should be flat, should have
a matt finish and should contain no pores. If at 
this stage impregnation is incomplete, repeat stage 2.
A . Polish surface with fine grinding poider.
5. Warm a thick microscope slide on a hotplate until 
Lalveside 70G resin melts but does not boil on it.
6. Place the flat sui'face on the slide and remove slide
plus soil block from the hotplate. Cool.
7. I'lhen cool, check that there are no, or few, air bubbles
between the surface of the soil block and the microscope 
slide. If there are many air bubbles present, repeat
at least stages 5,6 and 7 and, if necessary, stages 1 - A. 
A few air bubbles may be tolerated at this stage, since 
they will probably be removed at the remounting stage (9).
80 Saw through the soil block about 3 mm from the slide
surface.
9. Pjrlaco slLldc on the hotplate. Flush alongside, place
another slide and danb with Laicside resin as before. 
Carofnd.]./ trensfor t:_e soil section to the second slide. 
llc:.:ovc .'rcn the hotplate, and exert as much pressure on 
the s.- . _ction as possible in the circumstances.
10. Cool an . poet as in stage 7.
11. Using coarse grinding povhler, grind the section until 
trrnslucont, Chech that the grinding process remains 
exactly p..railel to the flat surface of the soil block. 
Any tendency to 'wedging' should be immediately 
corrected.
12. V.hcn translucent, clean the section thoroughly to remove 
all traces of coarse grinding pov/der.
13. Grind down the suiuace using fine powder until the quartz 
grains in the section have first order grey colours.
11. Clean the section thoroughly to remove all traces of
Pthe fine yrindiog pow^e;
15. Add a few drops of a suitable mountant and cover.
Dpt in-n r " t F u d  f.roQ iron in soils.
Detormi ration o: •^■^ tal ir-^ oo^tont.
Total iron was dotermined by the method described by 
Stanton (1966). The iron is dissolved by perchloric acid 
following removal of any organic matter present b%/" nitric acid 
oxidation. "_e iron is then reacted with ammoniacal thioglycollic 
acid forming a purple complex anion. Tartaric acid is included 
in the reaction mixture to prevent precipitation of aluminium 
hydroxide.
Procedure.
1. Weigh 0.1 g. sample ground to pass a AA mesh sieve into 
a 50 ml. beaker.
2. M d  5 ml. A:1 nitric - perchloric acid mixture. Evaporate 
to fumes of perchloric acid.
3. Cool and transfer to a 16 x 150 mm. test - tube calibrated 
at 10 ml. Dilute to 10 ml. with water washings from the 
beaker.
A..Pipette 1 ml. into an 18 x 180 mm. test - tube calibrated 
at 5 and 10 ml., containing 5 ml. of reagent solution.
5. Dilute to 1C i lu with water and mix.
6 . Cora.are vrii.K ....a id a rd o .
7. If the intonoity of ^olour exceeds that of the highest 
standard, repeat from stage 4 using a 0.1 ml. sample 
aliquot. If below the lowest standard, repeat the 
anolysis from stage 1 using 1 g. of sample.
Calculation.
Iron (as FcoOq) % = 1./,3 x tig. of matching standard
ÏCO
Standards.
1. To twelve 18 x ISO mm, test - tubes calibrated at 5 and 
10 ml. containing 5 of reagent miocbure, add 
respectively 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, ICO,
150 and 200 yug. of iron.
2. Dilute to 10 ml. with water and mix. Keep in the dark 
when not in use.
Re^
I
1. Acid mixture. Mi;-: 400 ml. S.G. 1.42 A..R. HKO^ with 100 ml, 
60% w/w A.R. KClO.i,.
2. '' solat' Dissolve 40 g. A.R. tartaric
r, (-■ * rl Î r <?-..o'Ao 200 sic water. Add 45 ml. S.G. 1.3'
thioglycollic acid, 200 ml. S.G. O.So A.R. ammonia
solution and dilute to 1 1. with water.
3. Siwnia-'-d iron so''at ion. Dissolve 432 mg. A.R.
ammonium ferric sulphate in 50 irl. water. Add 5 rfl. 
S.G. 1.18 A.R. KOI and dilute to 500 ml with water.
This solution contains 100 yug. Fe/ml*
Precision of the method.
The precision of the method was tested by analysing 
5 replicate samples from material covering the range of iron 
contents found in the soils* The results are summarised below:
Sample
I PGpOq content {%) “0 2 - 0  :
[--------
( ^ ""o ^
? Mean | Range (p=0.05)
--iu /o
Mean
12/10-13" 10.2 1 8.6-11.45 1.25 1I 2.45 24
113/15-18" 4.6 1 3.95-4.0 0.46 i
I
 0.92
!
20
111/1-2" 2,1.
}
1.95-2.3 1 0.12 1 0.24 11.5
I 7/28-31"
Î
1.2 ‘ 
... __ L
1.0-1.3
j
0.10 0.20 17
The standard deviation (~o) at the 95 % confidence level 
increases from 0*2 for FsqOg values of 1 4 to 2.45 for values
cf 10 Real diff __^es are probably indicated where any
two ru^'olts differ from their mean by more than these values.
Deter^ in^ti^n of free in-n content.
Free i_'on was brought into solution by the dithionite 
extraction method described by Deb (l950). This method is 
rapid to use and does not appreciably attack the clay 
minerals. The amount of iron brought into solution is 
independent of pR.
Procedure.
1. Weigh 1 g. sample ground to pass a 44 mesh sieve into 
a 100 ml. centrifuge tube.
2. Add 50 ml. water and about 2 g. A.R. sodium dithionite.
3. Place in a beaker of water at about 40^ 0. and stir
intermittently until the solid material is completely 
bleached.
4. Centrifuge at 2500 - 3000 r.p.m. for 5 mins. Pour 
supernatant into a 100 ml. volumetric flask.
46'
• /  I  I r 0.02 N A.R. HGl to the residue and stir 
;fore re-centrifuaing.
to the volumetric flask and maive
uo to . —
The dissolved iron was estimated using the Stanton (1966) 
total iron procedure described above, beginning at stage 4.
Precision of the method*
The precision cf the method was tested by analysing 
5 replicates of a sample (lH/1-2") with a free iron content 
close to the median of the range of values encountered:
Sample
FepOg content {%) -0 2~o 
. _(n=0.05)Me on Ran ge
■ —
î'lean
111/1-2" 1,4 1 .2-1*65 0.17 0.34 24
As night be anticipated, the free iron method is rather less 
precise than the total iron method for an equivalent iron value.
The 2"o/Mean value for 1.2 % total iron is 17 ^ .
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